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Machine Cor Turning the Ends oC Axletrees. 

Our engraving gives a very good repres2ntation of a ma
chine for turning the ends of axle trees. It is said it will 
turn the <jnds to fit thimble skeins in a most accurate manner. 
The general principle of the machine convinces us that it 
must work satisfactorily, in which opinion, Yie doubt not, 
practical wagon manufacturers will concur. 

The bed of the machine rests on suitable legs. On this 
bed are placed a head stock and spindle, carrying a cutter 
head and pulley for driving the same. 'fhe bed also sup
ports a carriage for the axle, 
the ends of which are to be 
turned. The carriage runs on 
suitable ways, by which it is 
fed up in line with the cutter 
head, the feeding being per
formed by a rack and pinion 
movement, placed in the cen
tral space of the bed piece, and 
actuated by a short counter
shaft and a hand wheel placed 
at about the middle of the 
machine, as shown. 

At each end of the carriage 
are clamping jaws drawn to
gether by hand screws, as 
shown. The axle being held 
firmly in these jaws is fed up 
to the cutter head by turning 
the side hand wheel, as above 
described. 

The cutter is made on the 
same principle as the tool or
dinarily used by wagon makers 
for turning spokes. 

. 
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(the former being preferred), making it very easy both to 
propel and guide. Loaded to its full capacity it may be 
pushed at rapid speed by a single skater, who only employs 
one hand to push and guide it. A boy ten years old may, it 
is stated, push it easily when an adult occupies the seat. 

The back rail offers a capital support for ladies while 
learning to skate. 

By the use of a double hinge the runners may be made so 
that they can be set parallel for use on the streets. 

On the whole, we j udge this invention will be received 

{ $3 per Anuulo. 
[IN ADVANCRl 

and placed on one side to be submitted to the final pro 
cesses. 

_ .•. -
A F oreign Tribute to AJnerican Mechanics. 

A few weeks ago the London Times-universally considercd 
the ablest and most. influential paper in all Europe-pub. 
lished the followiug significant comment on the waue of 
British manufactures: 

" At this moment, Birmingham is losing its old market. A 
few years ago it used to supply the United States largely 

with edged tools, farm imple
ments, and various smaller 
wares. It does so no langel', 
nor is the cause to be sought 
merely in the American tariff: 
It is found that the manufac
turers of America actually su 
persede us, not only in their 
own, but in foreign markets 
and in our own colonies, and 
the Birmingham Chamber has 
the sagacity to discover, and 
the courage to declare, that 
this is owing to the superi
ority of American goods. 

This tool is said to cut knot
ty or crossgrained wood �mooth
ly. The method of adjusting 

" High as are the wages of 
an English artisan, those of an 
American artisan are higher 
still, and yet the manufacturers 
of the United States can im. 
port iron and steel from this 
country at a heavy duty, work 
up the metal by highl y  paid 
labor, and beat us out of the 
market after all with the man
ufactured articles. How is that 
to be explained? MACHINE FOR TURNING THE ENDS OF AXLETREES. 

" The Americans succeed in 
supplanting us by novelty of construction and excellence of 
lDfl.ke. They do not attempt to undersell us in the mere 
matter of price. Our goods may still be the cheapest, but 
they are no longer the hest, and in the country where an ax 
for instance, is an indispensable implement, the best article 
is the cheapest, whatever it may cost. Settlers and emi. 
grants soon find this out and they have found it out to the 
prejudice of Birmingham trade." 

the clamping jaws permits adjustment. to secure the proper 
gather and pitch in the wheels, while the axl<l is cut to the 
exact length required. Of course the machine, being once 
set, will cut all the axles alike, so that the same gather and 
pitch will be obtained on all. 

The machine is stoutly built entirely of iron, and weighs 
1,000 pounds. The manufacturers claim that it will turn out 
200 axles in 10 hours. 

Patented June 8, 1869. Address, for further particulars, 
A. Booth, Son & Co., manufacturers of carriages, buggies, and 
wagons, Springfield, Ill. 

_1- _ 
SCHOPP'S PUSH CHAIR OR ICE VELOCIPEDE. 

Our engraving shows a push chair, styled by its inventor 
and patentee, Philip J. Schopp, of Louisville, Ky., an "ice 
velocipede." It is a cross between a camp chair and an ice 
boat, and is constructed so that it may be folded into very 
small space, as shown at the bottom of the engraving. 

Fig] 

The seat is flexible, and may be made wide enough to ac
commodate two or more persons. A convenient support for 
the feet is also provided, as shown in the principal figure in 
the engraving, representing the velocipede in readiness for 
use. 

Thfi bottom frame is triangular, like that of the ordinary 
ice boat, the apex of the triangle resting upon a skate runner, 
while the rilar corners run either on skate runners or rollers 

with·favor by all fond of ice sports. The entire apparatus, 
whim folded, strapped together, and placed in a suitable 
canvas bag, weighs only about five pounds. 

It is covered by two patents dated as follows: February 9, 
1869, and October 18, 1870. 

For further particulars, address Philip Schopp, 445 Jeffer
son street, Louisville, Ky. 

_ .•. -
International Jilxhlbitlon in London. 

'1'he exhibition is now in full operation, and attracts much 
attention; but it is not a mechanical exhibition. Textile and 
pottery subjects are among the principal industries that are 
represented. Says Engineering: 

Conspicuous amongst the machinery in motion connected 
with the pottery department, is Pinfold's brick, tile, and 
drain pipe machine. This latter, to which the first prize of 
its class was awarded at the Oxford meeting of the Royal 
Agricultural Society, cuts the clay as it is carried forward on 
an endless band, in a continuous stream from the pug mill, 
by means of a series of radial wires stretched upon a large 
wheel, which travels at the velocity required to cut the 
bricks to size, and which is set at an angle, to counteract the 
forward motion of the clay, and to insure a square cut. The 
several potters' wheels exhibited attract great attention, 
owing, however, to the fact that operators are constantly at 
work on the wheels, molding rapidly with skilful fingers, 
and with enviable facility, vessels of all descriptions. The 
manufacture of tobacco pipes is shown, Mr. W. T. Blake and 
Messrs. Southern & Co. being the exhibitors, and the opera
tors show as much dexterity in producing these articles of 
universal use, as do the potters near them. 

Thirty gross of short pipes is the average production of 
each man's work during six working days of ten hours each, 
being at the rate of seventy-two per hour. Of course this 
does not include the production of the clay blanks, nor the 
subsequent trimming of the edges which is required, but it 
comprises the various operations of piercing the blank 
stems, covering them with a coating of paraffin, placing them 
in the mold and lever press by which the bowls are shaped 
and hollowed out, and cutting out the dead head of clay which 
is squeezed out by the press. 

Minton & Coo's stamping press for producing mosaic bricks 
is worth noticing. Slabs from lt inches square, used for 
flooring tiles, down to the minute pieces employed for deli
cate mosaics, are made here. The machine is a vertical 
screw press, in which are fitted dies corresponding to the size 
and shape of the small tiles required; for the smaller sizes 
four or five dies are grouped together. These dies, when 
they are depressed, pass through openings in a circular metal 
table into matrices below. The clay, finely pulverized and 
colored by different pigments; as desired, is heaped upon the 
table, and a small portion is swept into the matrices by hand 
at each downward stroke of the press. With the backward 
stroke, by a motion of the foot of the operator, the matrices 
are raised, and the slabs of compressed clay are throWn out 

-.�.-
YOUNG'S IMPROVED HOT AIR REGISTER. 

This invention is an illustration of the fact that a very 
slight change in form will sometimes add greatly to the 
utility and convenience of articles in common use. 

The engraving shows the nature of the improvement so 
clearly that no letters of reference will be required. 

The first improvement consists in hinging the register to 
a frame, as shown. This permits the removal of dust, and 
allows the register to be swung open, so that the feet can 
be placed in the flue for warming them. Also articles for 
the nursery and sick room can be set therein and conven
iently warmed. 

The second improvement consists in attaching the eSC
terior frame molding, by screws, to the retreating part of the 
frame which is set in the arch; one screw being placed at 

each lower corner and one at the middle of the arch at the 
top, as shown. This allows the front molding and register 
to be attached after the plastering and painting is done in 
new buildings, so that its finish is not marred by droppings 
from the brush or trowel. It also admits of taking off the 
register and front molaing during the process of house 
cleaning. The application of these improvements does not 
affect the general ornamental design of such registers. Pat-
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Idtnfifit �tutdtau. 
ented April 25, 1871, by William Young, of Easton, Pa. 
For further information address either the patentee, as 
nbove, or the Tlilitle & Bailey :Manufacturing Company, 74 
:Beekman street, New York. 

and canals, by alternately moving a valv�dbox baekw,a,rd 
and forward under the keel of a vessel, by means of his stllam 
engine. The box opened toward the si;ern, was provided 
with a valve at the forward end, which, opening as the box 
moved forward, allowed the water to pass freely, but, closing 
with the opposite movement, propelled the boat ahead. A 
second part of his specification describes ab arrangement for 
drawing water at the bow into a hollow, longitudinal trunk, 
parallel with the keel. and discharging the same at the stern, 
by the reciprocating strokes of a large pump. Rumsey also 
devised two wheels, projecting from the bow of a canal boat, 
which carried an endless chain with floats. The current was 
supposed to actuate this meehanism, which, by operating a 
series of poles for pushing against the bottom of the channel, 
propelled the boat. The similitude of the plan with that of 

fJi�g wheels1the ,oor J>lad6& were feathered, to pass edge
ways through ilie w(f,ter duriDg the return stroke. 

__ ,I. 
l'HE APPLICATION OF STEAM TO CANALS.-··NO.2. 

BY GEORGE EDWARD HARDING, ESQ •• O.E. 

About tlte same date, Niece proposes propeling a boat by 
the pressure, on the water, of the gas and rarefied air produced 
by the inflammation of the essential oil of resin, injected at 
intervals into an air reserv'oir and then "ignited. The gases 
pass through tubes, provided with valves, into a well, from 
which they expel the water with force along a. tube opening 
below water mark at the stern of the boat. By the use of 
two receivers, and by spiral blowers, refilling the air reser· 
voirs, the propulsion is effected more evenly. 

--------� .. � .. �--------

MANUFACTURE OF VARNISH IN ENGLAND. 

[Condensed from the English MechaniC.] 

In 1472, long before canals, attempts had been made to sub· 
stitute for the manual labor of oars, the propulsion of boats 
by wheels moved by oxen; while, on the 17th of June, 1543, 
with a precisbn of date which throws much doubt on the 
probability, the Spaniards claim the construction of a steam
moved vessel. Mention of galleys driven by side wheels are 
found in the years 1578 and 1587 ; while, in 1618, David Ram
aay obtained a patent from the Crown to apply engines" to 
make boates for the carriage of burthens and passengers 
runne 'upon the water as swift in calms, and more saff in 
storms. than boats full sayled in great windes;" and again, 
in 1630, was issued to him a second patent, for a similar pur-
pose. 

a man lifting himself over a fence by the straps of his boots, 
is obvious. The death of Rumsey, in 1792, prevented any 
practical application of his inventions, though his associates, 
in the spring of 1793, obtained a speed of four miles per hour 
on the Thames, from a boat arranged upon his pump system, 
as described, which boat Rumsey had nearly completed at 
the time of his death. 

The varnish we shall more particularly describe is that 
made by intimately mixing gum copal with linseed oil and 
diluting the mixture with turpentine-the preparation of 
which requires no small amount of care and attention, and 
attention, and"was formerly attended with no little danger from 
fire. Copal is a resin found exuding from the Rltu8 copal
linum, a tree growing in several parts of America, and from 
the El(fJocarpU8 copallifl'lr, a tree found in the East Indies; it 
is also imported from the coasts of Guinea. The two latter 
kinds are generally allowed to be the best, and are commonly 
known as African. 

The many Rchemes for propelling boats which have been 
carried to a further or less degree of experiment or practical 
use Rince Ramsay's day, are too curious not to be classified, 
and, at the risk of tediousness, the manner and means for ob
taining power of various kinds are enumerated :-From wind, 
by sails, kites, balloons, and windmills, on deck; from oars, 
worked by men, animals, and steam; from paddle wheels and 
screw propellers, placed in every possible part of a vessel. 
and variously constructed and driven; from the vessel's mo· 
tion, and from the motion of mercury: from the current
operating machinery on board; from springs and from 
weight.3, differently operated; from the explosion of gun
powder, and from gases, either genera_ted or exploded; from 

the discharge of steam, compressed air, and from falling wa· 
ter. Electricity is to afford the motive power in six instances; 
while an endless chain, lying upon the bottom of the canal, 
and passing over various parts of the machinery, has strong 
I1dvocat,es. Some haul the craft along by a rope fixed on 
shore, and some again by a smooth or rack rail on the banks, 
with which wheels driven from the boats engage. Thirteen 
sanguine inventors claim that a locomotive moving along the 
canal, and towing after the manner employed by horse boats, 
is the only solution of the vexed question, while nearly as many 
believe that an atmospheric railway is the only system suit
able. The larger number of workers in this field have affected 
the direct discharge of water at the stern as the greatest good; 
a less number, by the discharge of air in various ways. One 
by discharging fire under water is peculiar, though hardly so 
curious as Congreve's device of sponges for propelling aves· 
scI by capillary attraction. Several of the earlier motors were 
to achieve their end by thrusting poles against the bottom of 
the canal; two by water in a tube on the shore, suitably con
nected with the boat. Bourne and others advise either wheels 
rolling on the Lottom, or the adoption of screws so working, 
which seem to have many disadvantages; but the action of 
reciprocating rods, armed with fixed lioats or valved pistons, 
shaped as wedges, cones, or as hollow vessels, and worked at 
the sides, or under the bottom of the boats, either in or out 
of channels, has always been a favorite plan, opposed again 
by a numerous class, who allow the reciprocating motion, 
but. insist that movable floats only can succeed. Variations 
of this last consist in hinged boards and collapsing propellers, 
operated in divers ways, while some, in their search for nov
elty, call all the others wrong, and place the floats at once 
upon an endless chain, by which they hope to Ule less power 
I1nd gain morl' speed. Water or steam, acting in flexible 
tubes, ends the list. Among all our counsellers, whom shall 

Next in order, in the year 1801, Mr. Symington was em
ployed by Lord Dundas to experiment, with the view of sub
stituting steam for the horse boats on the Forth and Clyde 
canal. After two years experimenting, and at an expense of 
over £7,000, the Ol!arlotte Dundas was completed, and launch
ed on the canal in March, 1803. In this boat were first com
bined all the principal features of our modern paddle wheel 
steamers, namely, the double reciprocating engine, with con
necting rod, and the crank on the axis of the rotary paddle 
wheel. The paddle wheel-for there was but one-was placed 
near the stern, in the center of the boat. This seems to 
have proved a perfect success in regard te self propulsion 
and towing of other boats; but, though the efficacy of the 
system was proved, the opinion of the canal proprietors, that 
the waves it created would damage the banks, prevented its 
adoption. Notwithstanding the decision of the Forth and 
Clyde managers, the Duke of Bridgewater, after a careful in
vestigation of the advantages and the supposed drawbacks, 
gave Mr. Symington an orier to build eight boats similar to 
the Oharlotte Dundas, to ply on his canal; but the death of 
the Duke, soon after, prevented the execntion of the schelLe, 
and poor Symington and his canal navigation were neglected 
together. 

The object to be obtained in the preparation of varnish is 
to impart to it a quick-drying property, retaining at the same 
time transparency and elasticity. To secure these character. 
istics great care is necessary, in melting the gum, in boiling 
that and the oil together for the requisite time and at the 
proper degree of heat, and in the complete solution of the 
resinous matter employed. To achieve these results a pure 
and limpid sample of oil is generally chosen, which is placed 
in a copper pan holding from 80 to 100 gallons, and heat 
gradually applied till the scum rises, after removing which 
the oil is allowed to boil for about two hours, when it is dosed 
with calcined magnesia in the proportion of an ounce to every 
four gallons of oil, but added by degrees and with occasional 
stirrings. This being completed, the oil is again boiled 
briskly for about an hour, and then, the furnace being drawn 
allowed to cool. When the temperature is sufficiently re
duced, it is removed to leaden cisterns, where it is stored till 
fit for use. 

we select 
Some of these devices are deserving of more than such 

wholesale notice, and we will particularize a few of the more 
prominent. 

Passing over one hundred and fifty years, during which 
time we have the invention of the steam engine, and the early 
labors of such men as Papin, Savory, Jonathan Hulls, James 
Watt, and Symington, we reach the invention of Patrick 
Miller, who, in 1787, especially claimed an application of 
machinery for the purpose of inland navigation. His inven
tion comprised either double or triple vessels, having two or 
three separate hulls, with one deck over all, with paddle 
wheels, of any required number, placed in the space between 
the hulls, so as to be submerged to an advantageous depth. 
Originally designed to be operated by a capstan, worked by a 
windmill or manual power, the arguments of Symington, 
who applied the steam engine, changed the original idea of 
motive power. and succe�sful experiments were made, in the 
summer of 1788 and the winter of 1789, upon the Forth and 
Clyde canal, where a speed of nearly seven miles-an hour was 
obtained Notwithstanding this success, it seems that Mr. 
Miller did not consider the invention as practical, since, in 
1796, we find Miller again applying for a patent f or the con
struction of vessels propelled by wheels worked by capstans, 
as in th e original scheme. 

In 1788, John Fitch, an American, obtained a patent from 
the States of Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, and Del
aware, for the application of steam to navigation, and abo 
opposed the application of James Rumsey, for a similar pat. 
ent, the same year. Fitch succeeded in driving his steam
boat eighty miles in one day, by means of six oars, or pad
dles, working perpendicularly on each side of the hoat, simi
lar to the strokes of the paddles of a canoe; but his invention 
came to no practical use. 

Rumsey, who had been refused a patent in his native 
country, came to England, and, in November, 1788, obtained 
Je-I tnr,l patent of Great Britain, for propelling boats on rivers 

The ingenious experiments of Stevens, Evans, and Fulton, 
iii America, about this time, being applied for purposes other 
than canal propulsion, do not particularly concern this narra
tive; for although, in 1796, Fulton published in London a 
treatise on canal navigation, wh�rein he advocates raising 
and lowering boats by steam inclined planes, yet he makes 
no mention of steam boats therein; though in January, 1803, 
he described some experiments with paddle wheels, as more 
advantageous than the system of chaplets, or endless bands 
of floiLts for propeling a system of boats, which were designed 
to be formed with bows and sterns convex and concave, so 
that several would form a line with almost continuous sides. 
Yet he does not seem, even after his practical success on the 
North river, in 1807, to have again advocated steam for canal 
uses. In later years, this arrangement of boats has been reo 
vived again and again. 

Richard Trevethick and Robert Dickinson took out a patent 
in 1809 for moving an oar, provided with valves, forward and 
backward in a channel under a boat; and two years later, one 
Rose received a patent for constructing a canal boat, with 
water courses open to the water below and at each end, with 
two or more paddle wheels and cranks acting on the water. 
No drawings of these plans are known to be in existence. In 
the same year were also granted two patents for propeling 
boats by discharging water at the stern by means of a steJ.m 
pump, similar to Rumsey's principle, but no experiments are 
noted. 

In 1812, but one patent was issued for improvements in 
canal navigation, where endless bands traverse over wheels 
at the end or sides of a vessel, and carrying hinged floats to 
act on the water when propeling the boat, but caused to lie 
flat on the reverse stroke, in a manner not plainly described . 

In the following year, we find an invention by Thomas 
Mead, who proposes a double endless chain, moving around 
two wheels, above and below two parallel tubes; on the chain 
belt are series of pistons, packed so as to pass steam tight 
through the tubes. Steam from the boiler forces the pistons 
continuously along one tube, at the end of which they are 
successively detained and released by catches, and pushed 
forward a small distance by eccentrics. The steam escapes 
by a hole in one of the tubes, which is uneovered at proper 
times, as the pistons require. 

In 1815, Richard Trevethick patented a screw propeller, 
consisting of a worm or screw, or a number of leaves placed 
obliquely round an axis, which revolves, preferably within 
a cylinder, at the head, sides, or stern of a vessel. In some 
cases the screw is to be made buoyant, and works in a uni
versal joint, the advantage of which construction is hard to 
perceive. 

John Millington, during February of the year 1816, lays 
claim to a propeller more modern i� its features than any pre
ceding. He also claims forcing air into tubes, which operated 
against the water at the stern to propel the boat. In the 
same year, we have an arrangement with several cranks on 
the side of a vessel, connected with each other by horizontal 
connecting rods, upon which are placed vertical vanes of a 
curved shape, so as to act upon the water by the revolution 
of the cranks one way (but carried forward above the sur
face); and in the next, a method of propulsion by operating 
oars, held vertically at each side of the boat, in a similar 
manner to })'itch's earlier experiments, except that, by mean� 

Under the old system of making varnish, the gum pot and 
oil pot were open to the atmosphere of the shop in which the 
operation is performed; but the vapors arising during the 
process are now either taken into the furnace shaft, or con
densed into liquid by suitable refrigerators. 'fhe modu8 oper
andi is somewhat as follows. The oil being placed in its 
boiler and approaching the requisite degree of temperature 
-namely, that at which the gum melts, the copal is placed 
in its copper, about 10lb. being the usual quantity fused at a 
time. In a few minutes it begins to melt, and givl.'s off un
pleasant vapors. When thoroughly melted and clear, a POI'. 
tion of the oil is added, and the mixture boiled and stirred 
till of the proper consistency; it is then taken and emptied 
into the boiling pot, from which the requisite quantity of oil 
for the following charges of gum has been previously with
drawn. The gum pot being thoroughly clean:;ed, another 
portion of the gum is placed in it and melted in a similar 
manner to the first, and so on, till sufficient gum has been 
fused for the quantity of oil prepared. The whole is then 
placed on the furnace and boiled till a scum rises and 
spreatls gradually over the whole surface, which then froths 
up rapidly in the same way as boiling milk, and must be in. 
stantly removed, when the scum being stirred down, the 
dryers are added, a little at a time, and the boiling continued 
till the mixl ure feels stringy to the fingers. The boiling pot 
is then removed from the fire, and when sufficiently cool, tur
pentine is added till the desired consistency is attained, when 
the varnish may be placed in the storing tanks. Formerly a 
great waste of turpentine took place by evaporation through 
mixing it while the varnish was still too hot; but of late year� 
a vast improvement has been adopted in this respeet, and it 
has been practically demonstrated that not only is there no 
necessity for" boiling" the oil and gum aiter incorporation 
but that the produce is equally good if the turpentine be added 
just before the mixture beeomes too cold to permit of a per. 
fect amalgamation. In fact, it is now acknowledged that the 
oil need not be raised to a higher temperature than that at 
which the gum employed fuses, and that when the two are 
mixed the lowest possible degree of heat which will insure 
their incorporation, Is sufficient to secure all the results de
sired. By this method a large quantity of the turpentine 
formerly lost in evaporation, is saved and there is, moreover, 
less risk of fire. It is indeed a moot point whether it is abso. 
lutely necessary to add turpentine in quantity at all. as even 
when the loss during the preparation of the varnish is reduc. 
ed to a minimum, a still further reduction occurs whilst tIle 
varnish is ageing and clearing in the storing tanks, and it is 
sometimes found necessary to thin it before it can be used. 

To prevent the workmen being distressed by the pungent 
odors of the melting gum, in modern varnish factories the 
boiling and gum pots are placed close together, and by means 
of caps and heads (provided with openings to facilitate stir
ring,) the pots are connected with chimneys which carry off 
all vapors into the smoke shaft, or to the condensing tanks. 
A close fitting cover is also provided for the boiling pot to ex
tinguish the flames in case the oil should take fire-a great 
improvement on the old fashioned carpet, which an assistant 
stood ready to throw' over in case of accideJY.; while tram
ways are laid down so that the boiling mixtures can be ra
pidly conveyed into the open air in the event of firing, and 
for the purpose of cooling before the addition of the turpen 
tine. 
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? 
MECHANICAL TESTS. 

[Condensed from the (London) Artlzan.] 

We certainly possess great facilities for applying various 
kinds of strains to any samples we may desire to experiment 
upon; but experience shows that, although a sample of 
material may withstand a certain test once or twice, yet at 
some future, and perhaps not very distant, time that same 
sample will rupture under a strain not equal to that applied 
at the time of testing, but considerably below it. 

Some engineers have a great objection to iron which 
stretches notably previous to its fracture, but for purposes 
where the structure, in which the iron is used, is liable to al
terations of strains, producing vibration and concussion, this 
description of metal is decidedly preferable. Good bar iron 
for girders and bridgework may stretch nearly, but not more, 
than one inch per foot previous to fracture, and ultimately 
break at about 23 tuns to 25 tuns per sectional square inch. 
Iron which will not stretch much is usually hard, and of less 
ultimate strength than the softer material here alluded to. 
About three quarters of an inch, as the ultimate oblongation 
per foot, may be very fairly specified for the class of work to 
which we are alluding, but there should be no perceptible 
permanent elongation (or permanent set, as it is more com
monly called), nntil the strain has reached at least 10 tuns 
per sectional �quare inch. 

In etretching, the bard or pieces of plate necessarily become 
reduced in sectional area, and it may be worthy of notice 
that they contract chiefly in width, and scarcely at all in 
thickness, if they be tolerably thin, which is probably due to 
the position in which they are rolled in the iron mill ; for the 
thickness of the bar or plate being determined by the distance 
of the rolls betweeu which it is drawn, and its being 
squeezed through such rolls, it follows that the various layers 
or lamina of metal are pressed very clode together, so as to 
strongly resist being brought into nearer proximity, whereas 
there being little '¥ no pressure laterally upon the bars, the 
fibers are not in this direction so closely packed; thus the 
bar becomes narrower, more readily than thinner, than it was 
previous to being submitted to the process of testing. 

In testing structures or machines of any description, es
pecial care should be t akrm to guard against over testing, and 
no test should ever be applied much in excess of the greatest 
strain to which the material will be subjected in ordinary 
work; for if the iron be once injured, the injury will be con
tinually augmented by even moderate loads, and at last the 
work will give way under a strain perhaps one half of the 
test load originally applied. In fact, we have no doubt that 
in many cases of accidents which have occurred even after 
years of sati<;factory working, the cause of disaster is to be 
found in origbal over testing of the metal, inaugurating a 
slight flaw or lesion of fiber which has gradually, but surely, 
increased, until at la�t the sectional area of the material 
which remains is insufficient to do even its ordinary duty. 

The safe working strain on iron is about one half of that 
load which produces the first permanent set, and this, as we 
have stated above, should not occur under less tension than 
ten tuns per sectional square inch, or say 20,000 Ibs., hence 
the safe working load in tension of plate and bar iron may 
be taken at 10,000 lbs. per square inch of sectional area. In 
compression the permanent set should commence at about 
16,000 Ibs. per inch, therefore the safe working load would 
be taken at 8,000 lbs. per square inch of sectional area. 

Now, let us see what is the proper course to pursue in test
ing material of which it is proposed to construct bridges or 
other works in iron. First, as to the terms of the specifica
tion, let us assume that the iron is not to stretch more than 
three quarters of an inch per foot before rnpture, and not to 
break under 44,000 Ibs. per sectional square inch. In the 
first place, portions taken from plates, flat bars, and angle 
and T irons for the purpose, should be tested, in order to as
cprtain their qualities; this done, the iron used in the work 
should be exami.ned carefully to see that there are no visible 
fla WB in it; and if there be large masses of metal, the fire 
test or the magnetic test may be applied to ascertain if there 
are within it any imperfect welds, or "cold shuts" as they 
are technically termed; and when the work is complete, it 
should be finally tested by loading it with the greatest load 
that can ever come upon it. This load should be left upon 
it long enough to allow the rivets, bolts, etc., to take their 
bearings (say twenty-four hours), after which it should be re
moved, the permanent set due to imperfect joints noted, and 
the load applied again, on removing- which there should be 
no further permanent set notable. It may, however, in some 
cases happen that the joints will not all come down at the 
.llrst loading; but there is a point in every structure at which 
it will cease increasing its permanent set with recurring 
loads, if it should be sufficiently strong to do its ordinary 
duty satisfactorily. 

'rhus, to take an example, to show how over testing may 
lead to subsequent accident. although at the time no injury 
is visible from the test applied; let it be determined to test 
some iron to 15,000 lbs. per sectional �q uare inch, and sup
pose there is a flaw in the metal which loses one fourth of 
its area, then the actual strain per square inch on the re
maining section will be 20,000 Ibs.; hence on that part the 
point of permanent elongation is reached, and in the course 
of time successive loads continue to stretch the metal until 
at length it gives way altogether. Now, if that metal had 
only been tested to a little over 10,000 Ibs .. the load which it 
was intended to sustain "ordinarily, the metal would not have 
been injured even at the defective place, but would probably 
have done its work satisfactorily. On the other hand, it may 
be said that perhaps the load of,10,000 lbs. might start an 
injury on some part of the structure-and even that might 
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be the case-but still it is useless to run unnecessary risks 
of depreciating the strength of the material. 

While speaking of the inutility of severe tests, we may re
fer to an accident which occurred some time since to a large 
chain, of the description known as short-linked. The chain 
in question was tested to a load of over sixteen tuns grosd 
w.eight, and a few weeks after snapped under a load which 
did not exceed eight tuns. The fractured link exhibited a 
cold cut, showing that half the area of the metal in the 
link was lost. A portion of the same chain tested to frac
ture showed an ultimate strength of over twenty-five tuns 
gross 10:1d. 

In our opinion, in respect to the question of chains, a 
portion of any given chain Il.hould be cut off and tested to 
its breaking strain, and the remainder, or that part which 
is intended to be practically applied, should be tested to a 
load but slightly exceeding that to which it will be habitual
ly exposed; and subsequently it should be submitted to the 
fire teft, which is conducted as follow�; The chain is grad
ually passed through a smith's fire, and every link carefully 
examined when at a clear red heat, water being poured on 
each link, when any defective shut is sure to show itself, 
and all defective links must be then cut off and replaced by 
sound ones. With chains thus examined we have never had 
an accident in use, but have sometimes found two or three 
bad links in one length which had passed the ordeal of a 
licensed testing house, thus showing that the ordinary chain 
test (unfortunately too much relied upon) is, in a practical 
sense, no guarantee at all of the safety of the chains tested; 
which, by the way, might be further instanced had we space 
to multiply examples. 

The remarks made above on the over testing of iron gird
ers will of course equally apply to wrought iron boilers, and, 
indeed, it seems absurd to test a boiler up to a pressure of 
eighty or ninety pounds per square inch, which in actual 
working will never contain more than thirty 1 bs. per inch, 
and this is another instance of trying to be too sure. 

We will now pass on to the question of testing cast iron 
girders. Here it may very easily be shown how important it 
is that the metal should be sufficiently elastic to allow of a 
notable amount of deflection before fracture, and more es
pecially if the case of a sudden concussion be taken for ex
ample. If a body fall a certain distance, it acquires a corre
sponding amount of accumulated work, supposing there has 
been no resistance to itR motion while falling, and this work 
is represented by its weight multiplied into the distance 
through whi<'h it has fallen. Let the weight equal 10,000 
Ibs., and suppose that the hight of its fall is forty inches, 
then the amount of a�cumulated work acquired by the mass 
during its fall will be-

10,000 lbs. X 40 in.=400,000 inch Ibs., 
that is to say, work equal to 400,000 lbs. raised one inch 
high. 

Let us now assume that there are two cast iron girders of 
equal ultimate strength; that is to say, that they will both 
break with the same weight laid upon them gradually, but 
that one deflects two inches and the other three inches pre
vious to rupture; that is to say, the latter deflects undt'r a 
given load fifty per cent more than the former; we shall finel 
the one that deflects most suffers least from the blow of the 
falling weight. '1'he amount of accumulated work in a body 
being known, and the distance through which it has to pass 
in expending such work, the force or pressure is ascertained 
by dividing the accumulated work by such distance. Now, 
the distance through which the weight has to pass is repre
sented by the de.llection of tke girder, consequently in the 
two cases we have the following means, loads, or pressures on 
the girders: First girder.-Mean load due to concussion_ 
400200Q=200,000 lbs. Second girder.-Mean load due to con-

. 400,000 1 3 333 Ib cusslOn=--3--= 3 , s. 

Hence the girder which deflects most suffers least mean 
load from the fall of a weight upon it, and what is true of a 
concussion thus produced must be true of all concuEsions. 

.. -. 
TOOLS FOR CUTTING METALS. 

(Condensed from the Mechanic's Magazlnc.] 

Tools made of inadequate material, improperly fashioned, 
and wielded by unskilful hands, will inevitably cut a chan
nel through which an employer will readily glide into the 
Court of Bankruptcy. It is seldom perhaps that such an un
fortunate combination of evils is found to exist in any single 
manufactory, but one or other of them is generally present. 
Experience has undoubtedly furnished many valuable lessons 
as to the best kinds of steel for cutting tools, and the proper 
way to treu.t and form them, but the teachings of the monitor 
are not always understood, and are variously interpreted by 
different learners. Uniformity of practice is perhaps too 
much to hope for, but it is strange that what is pronounced 
to be excellent in some instauces is denounced as very bad 
in others, and that neither masters or workmen are agreed as 
to a specific method of dealing with the questions involved. 
Much contrariety of opinion obtains, for example, as to the 
advantage or otherwise of using tools which have been forg
ed entirely from the solid bar, as compared with those which 
are retained by, and therefore detachable from, holders. 
Some assert that small portable cutters of the latter descrip
tion, and especially if they be made-as they usually are
from round bar steel, are the reverse of being serviceable or 
economical. They are said to wear very fast on the clear
ance side, whilst the top edge sustains comparatively little 
deterioration. If this be so, it is a fatal barrier to any system 
of machine grinding, and necessitates that this kind of repa
ration be performed by hand. Here if the statement be true is 

a manifest disadvantage, involving the expenditure of extra 
time and money. Per contra, it is asserted that separat0 
cutters may be worked with more economy than solid forged 
tools, since the former can be worked down to a much short. 
er length than the latter, before being laid aside. Tllis in
deed is incontestable, but, say the" solid" men, general ami 
heavy work cannot be effected by such appliances, although 
light and special tasks may be accomplished by their 
agency. 

In the portable tool, the section need not be so large as ill 
the case of the solid forging, and thus where great quantities 
are used, the stock of steel held in reserve may be smaller. 
The economy here of course is obvious, but the "separatists" 
further advance that, as the solid tool must be cut from a 
square or rectangular bar, it must also be forged into shape 
before use, and the operation will have to be repeated again 
and again ere it is used up. Separate tools do not require 
forging at all, since whatever section of steel be employed, it 
is only necessary to select a bar that is uniform, cut it into 
proper lengths, and then harden and grind the ready made 
cutters. These and similar practical considerations are, be
yond doubt, worthy of attention. Probably it may be discov
ered eventually that the advocates of solidity and separation 
are like the travellers with the chameleon, all right and all 
wrong. Much depends upon the class of work which has to 
be produced. The happy medinm consists in selecting the 
right tool for the right work, just as we wish to see, in a 
wider field of action, " the right man in the right place." 

There are, however, other phases of diversity in regard to 
metal cutting tools. Separate cutters made from round bar 
steel have their advocates, whilst the tools of triangular form 
are not without supporters. The latter assert that such in
struments as the hst named, may be made to produce work 
of a finish superior to that ob ained by the use of tools mad� 
from round bars. Tools presenting large cutting areas, on 
the contrary, it is urged, cannot be made to yield the even
ness of surface which results from the application of angular 
and smaller cutting edges. '1'his test of character, however, 
will greatly depend on the amount of feed or traverse given 
to the tool, as a coarse or fine pitch with flither kind of tool 
may be made to produce surfaces uneven or smooth; at lea�t 
one of the largest firms in England manufacturing agricul
tural engineering work, celebrated for the excellent quality 
of its machine work, and whose aim has been to minimise 
the duties of its fitting shop, has adopted the separate cutter 
plan, the tools being made almost uniformly from round sec
tions. 

With regard to the cutting angles of tools, there is less 
divergence of opinion than exists upon the points above in
dicated. As a rule, an angle of 50 deg. for wrought iron, 
and of 60 deg. for cast iron and brass, are the standards 
adopted, and this arrangement is no doubt the growth of suc
cessful and general experiment. Careful grinding is a ques
tion perhaps not sufficiently heeded in some establishments, 
yet it is one of moment to all concerned in the economical 
performance of the operations of turning, planing, and shap
ing metal. The cutting edge of a tool is in appearance, as it 
is in action, the counterpart of a wedge, and when that edge 
is well and properly maintained, the resulting work will be 
far better finished than if the reverse be the case. Sir 
Joseph Whitworth long since introduced a plan of grinding 
tools by mechanical means, and which has answered well. 
'I'he stones in this arrangement are fitted on movable seats, 
whilst the tool is held in the proper diagonal position for 
giving it its right cutting angle. Some firms have gone so 
far as to make the grinding of tools a distinct branch of their 
works, and to appoint a general grinder for the whole of 
each establishment . This is for several reasons, as it seems 
to us, a questionable course of action, but its advisability 
or otherwise must of course be determined by those who are 
most intere�ted in the results of such experimentation. 

In due time the best form of tools, the best material of 
which to make them,the best way to keep them in repair, and 
the best way of using them, will possibly determine(l and 
adopted by universal consent; meanwhile more light upon all 
these points is need:cd . 

------------.. �.���.� .... -----------
CIrcular Saws Cor Stone Work. 

A most important addition to the means for working stone, 
which art has hitherto advanced very little since the crea· 
tion, has been proposed by Mr. J. E. Emerson, now residing 
at Pittsburgh, Pa, the inventor of the movable toothed saw. 
Mr. Emerson's inventions have been described in our col
umns, and numerous contributions, of a highly practical and 
valuable nature, have appeared in this journal, and are 
familiar to our readers. 

With the sagacity of a practical man, Mr. Emerson saw 
that to avoid the difficulties which have arisen in cutting 
stone, either by steel or carbon points, the saw teeth should 
be of the pattern of a mason's chisel, and capable of being 
varied in position, that new faces of the tool may be appliecl 
as the work progresses, and the tooth bpcome3 partially 
worn. The saw has to be run very slowly, and the teeth 
must cut away chips of regular size. The effectiveness of 
the invention is increased by the simplicity with which the 
teeth can be changed, a new set being inserted in less than 
three minutes. Mr. Emerson has taken out a patent whieh 
covers the use of adjustable, revereible, and interchangeable 
chisels or cutters, for sawing stone, also the nse of adjusta
ble diamond or carbon holders, the llse of diamonds or car
bons alternated with the chisels, and the manner of fastening 
them in the saw plate. 

------------.... � ..... � ..... -----------
THE average length of pas:;age of the steamers in the East 

India jute trade, plying between Calcutta and Dundee, Scot
land, is 56t days, being several days lesA than one half that 
of the sailing· vessels. 
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THE ILLINOIS AND ST. LOUIS BRIDGE. 

tCondcnsed from the R ,port of the Chief Engineer, Capt. James B; 
Eads, C.  E . ]  

O n  the twenty-sixth day of February, 1870, a contract was 
made with the Keystone Bridge Company of Pittsburgh, for 
the construction and erection of the superstructure of this 
bridge, including that of the approaches. By this contract 
the company agrees, under a severe forfeiture in case of fail
ure, to complete the structure ready for use in all its parts 
in seventeen months from the time working drawings were 
furnished to it, provided it is not d elayed by masonry work 
after the first of Mal'ch 1871.  In case of such delay, the 
time of completion was to be extended no longer than the 
time the company was so delayed. Completed working 
drawings were not furnished until th e first of July, as the 

completion of certain parts of them Was dependent upon 

data that were obtained from the testing machine, and which 
coul d not be ascertained at an earlier period.  This deli very 
of drawings fixes the time for completion of  the bridge on 
the first of December, 187 1 .  Capt. Eads says in his report 
that he has no apprehensions that the masonry will not be com
pleted in season to p revent any claim for an extension of time 
on the part of tlle Keystone Bridge Company. 

'fhe Wm. Bntcher Steel 'Works Company, of Philadelphia, 
have contracted to furnish the ca�t steel that will be required 
in the work. Steel made by this comp,my has shown limits 
of clastic reaction ranging from seventy thousand to ninety
three thousand pounds per sqnare inch. 

Capt. Eads has made several modifications in the general 
arrangement of the arches and in tIle details of their construc ,  
tion, since h i s  original design, which will considerably im
prove the architect ural appearance of the bridge and sim
plify its fabrication. 

These changes consist mainly in 
using but one cast steel tube of 
eighteen inches diameter, instead of 
two of nine inches, in forming the 
upper and lower members of each one 
of the four ribbed arches composing 
each span ; and in increasing the 
depth of each one of the arches froll) 
eight feet to twelve feet from center 
to center of these tubes. 

'fhe railways (which are below the 
roall way) are raised four feet,so that in 
no place will they appear below the 
arches, as they did in the original de
sign. In that design the railway� 
were eight feet lower than the centel 
of the middle span. By deepening 
the arch four feet and raising the 
tracks foul" feet, they are brought 
level with the center of this span, or 
abo re the somt of the arch. The 
lower ribs or tubes of the arches 
spring from the piers at their origi. 
nal level, consequently the arch has 
four feet less versed sine or rise than 
before. To lessen the grade of the railways it was ne"essary 
that the tracks should descend each way from the center of 
the middle span. This wou d cause them to fall below the 
centers of the side spans, to avoid which the level of the 
springing of these two spans has been lowered eighteen 
inches at each abutment. That is, the ends of the arches of 
the side spans resting against the abutment pier�, will be 
eighteen inches lower than the other ends which rest against 
the channel piers. These arches, like the central ones, have 
four feet less rise than as originally designed, and by lower

ing their shore ends, as stated, an additional gain of nine inches 
depression is obtained at their centers, by which the gradients 
of the tracks are proportionally lessened towards the ends of 
the bridge .  

Raising the tracks to the hight of the centers of t h e  arches 
will unquestionably improve the appearance of the structure, 
and it is generally conceded that the alteration in the level 
of the springing of the shore ends of the side spans is like
wise an architectural improvement. The effect upon the eye 
caused by it, will be somewhat similar to that produced by 
the camber of the bridge. 

Of course these changes involved the necessity of revising 
the former investigations and results, so as to ascertain the 
difference in the strains, and to determine the alterations re
quired in the sectional areas of the various members of the 
structure, when thus modified. An entirely new set of detail 
and general drawings was likewise required in consequence 
of these changes. 

The vie,,' of the bridge in our engraving is a very correct 
representation of the structure, as it has been definitely de-

$tittdific 
termined upon, and as now being constructed. This view 
also shows the depth of the bed rock at the site of the differ
ent piers; and the depth of sand overlying it during ordinary 
stages of water. 

_ I_I .  
The True PhIlosoph er. 

The character of the true philosopher is to hope all things 
not impossible, and to believe all things not unreasonable . 
He who has seen obscurities which appeared impenetrable in 
physical and mathematical science suddenly dispelled, and 
the most barren and unpromising fields of inq..,. converted, 
as if by inspiration, into rich and inexhaustible springs of 
knowledge and power, on a simple change of our point of 
view, or by merely bringing to bear on them some principl e 
which it never occurred before to try, will �urcly be the vory 
last to acquiesce in any dispiriting prospects of either the 
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pro sent 0 1'  fnture destinies of mankind ; while, o n  the other 
hand, the boundless views of intellect ual and moral, as well 
as material, relations which open on him on all hands in the 
course of these pur3uits, the knowledge of the trivial place 
he occupies in the scale of creation, and the sense continu
ally pressed upon him of his own weakness and incapacity 
to suspend or modify the slightest movement of the vast 
machinery he sees in action around him, must effectually 
convince him that humility of pretension" no less than confi
dence of hope, is what best becomes his character.-Sir John 
Herschel. 

_ .•. . 
The Harvey Torpedo. 

Our engraving shows a perspective view of the Harvey 
torpedo. It is shown in the position in which it is towed 
against an enemy's vessel . the torpedo ship, from which its 
movements are controlled, being a small ,  quick speed craft, 
so designed that the actit'n of the enemy's shot will be of but 

THE HARVEY TORPEDO 

little consequence to her when bow on. The casing of the 
torpedo is made of stout timber strengthened with iron straps 
at the ends and sides. The torpedoes are of various sizes, 
according to requirements ; the one we have illustrated mea
sures four feet six inches in length by two fee t in depth and 
six inches in width. The torpedo, when being towed, has a 
divergence of 45° from the line of progression of the vessel 
towing it, which is due to the vertical plane of the torpedo 
being thrown at that angle by the manner in which it is 
slung. The tow line is seen at A in the engraving, B B 
being the slings which enable the operator to diverge the 
torpedo alongside the enemy's ship in meeting, parting, or 
crossing, whichever method of attack is adopted. C is the 
line by which the operator withdraws the safety key after 
the torpedo is well afloat. D is the top firing lever, and E, 
the side lever, either of which, when pressed, acts upon the 
after top lever, F, which, pressing down the exploding bolt, 
a, fires the charge. The top lever, D, acts directly upon the 
after top lever, the side lever being connected to it by means 
of the lanyard , H. This lanyard is reeved through the after 
top lever, and on to studs on the top lever, as a pre cant ion 
against a back hit, which might part the levers, although 
snch a hit could hardly happen. The eyes, D L, are for the 
purpose of attaching ropes for lifting the torpedo about. 

The exploding apparatus, the firing bolt of which is seen 
at a, consists of a tube containing one chemical agent and a 
bulb holding another . The nature of these chemicals is  
such that when they combine violent combustion ensues, 
which explodes the charge. Its action is as follows : The 
after top lever forces down the exploding bolt, the bottom of 

which presses upon a pin in the bottom of a brass tube. At 
the bottom of the exploding bolt is a specially prepared com
position, and a bulb containing an acid ; the puncturing of 
this b ulb frees the acid, and the combhmtion of the chemi
cals effects the explosion. The composition embodies ccr
tainty of action when combined with the acid, and great ex 
piosive power. The charge in the torpedo under notice con
sists of either seventy-six pounds of gunpowder or 100 
pounds of dynamite, which is iuserted through the two load
ing holes, I 1. These holes are first closed with corks, anll 
afterwards with screwed plugs, as shown in the engraving 
Although a somewhat small charge, it is nevertheless amply 
sufficient, as its full force is exerted upon the obj ect of at

tack, the explosion only taking place by absolute contact. 
It may be as well to observe that there is hardly a limit to 
the size of these torpedoes. As the surfaces increase as the 

square�, and the contents as the cnbes, a very slight increase 
in the dimensions would give a great increaso of charge 
The present charge, however, is considered ample with refer
ence to the conditiflns under which it is employed, and the 
torpedo as at present made is of a very manageable size.  
The highly dangerous character of this torpedo demands 
that every precaution should be adopted to insure the safety 
of the operators. With this view Captain Harvey has de
vised a safety key, which is inserted through the stem of the 
firing bolt, a, and to which is  attached the line, C. 'fhis line 
is attached by a split yarn to an eye of one of the iron straps 
on the side of the torpedo. When the weapon is clear of the 
operating vessel, the key is withdrawn by slacking the tow 
rope and holding fast the safety key line, which break s the 
yarn and withdraws the key, whioh is then hauled on board . 

It will be observed that two buoys are attached to the tor
pedo, and these are sufficient to insure its flotation at any 
given depth, They are attached to the tow rope, A, on the 

further side of the thimble, Ie, to 
which the slings are made faBt_ The 
tow rope passes through the thimble, 
and the buoy rope through a large eye 
fixed to the upper part of the torpedo. 
The obj ect of this arrangement is to 
enable the torpedo to be cut adrift, 
should the necessity arise. 'rhe tow 
line being severed on board the torpedo 
vessel, the torpedo would at once sink, 
the line passing through the thimble 
and the eye, and, being attached to the 
buoys, could be afterwards recovered. 
Such an emergency might arise from a 
missfire in the torpedo, which would be 
dangerous to haul on board, but which 
would thus be easily cut adrift. The 
torpedo can be used either by day or 
night, the latter time being preferred. 

In operating with the Harvey torpedo. 
a small vessel of great speed is used , 
from which the weapon is launched. 
The tow line is paid out from a drum 
fitted with a strap brake, the safety 
key line being run out from a similar, 

although smaller, apparatus. The torpedo on being set afloat 
at once diverges at an angle of 45 ° from the ship, and is thus 
readily towed against an enemy's vessel. It offers but little 
resi�tance in towing, and the experiments at Portsmouth, 
England, against the Royal Sovereign, and further experi
ments with the Pigeon at Plymouth, with blind torpedoes, 
showed that contact was invariably made low down, in some 
instances near the keel. The exploding apparatus never 
failed when proper contact was secured by a reasonable 
amount of speed in the torpedo vessel. We may here men
tion that this torpedo can be so arranged as to be fired by 
electricity if desired, a special circuit-closing apparatus hav
ing been designed for that purpose by Captaiu Harvey. In 
changing a mechanical to an electrical torpedo, the explod
ing bolt and its casing are taken out, and a tube is inserted 
containing the means of effecting electrical communicltion 
with the charge. This arrangement of the torpedo, however, 
is not so perfect as the mechanical, inasmuch as the firing 
wires are liable to be broken, should too great a stmin be ac
cidentally brought upon the tow rope containing the insu
lated wire. This torpedo is considered to be one of the most 
effecti ve no w in use . 

_ .... -
WE are pleased to learn, through our consul at Aspinwall, 

Chas. Erasmus Perry , Esq., that Mr. Charles E. Stewart has 
been appointed Master Mechanic of the Panama Hailroad 
(;ompany. Mr. Stewart has been connected with the mecllan
ioal department at Aspin wall for a number of years, and the 
appointment is his reward for abilities whit:h the company 
rightly apprfolciate . 
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WOOD.BORING BEETLES. 

BY PROFESSOR E. C. n. DAY. 

Nature has, at all ti mes, to preserve carefully the balance 
of power among her subj ects, so that she may everywhere 
maintain the largest possible amount of life. She is fnll of 
contrivances tending to this end, and has co-ordained the 
varied conditions of existence so beautifully, that her sys
tem is self-regulating. She wastes neither her material nor 
her tim". We have already seen that it is a rule in her econ
omy that decaying substances should not only be speedily 
made away with, but that they should, even in the process, 
afford sustenance to many forms of Ufe. 

It is also a matter of fact, that every plant and every ani
mal is perfect according to its kind, that is, not in itself, but 
in its relation to the rest of the desigu of which it forms an 
item. Every organism, therefore, directly or indirectly, liv
ing or dead, sooner or later, has to contri-
bute to the existence of many others. It 
may appear at times that some species, en
dowed with an excess of vitality, contra
vene this law ; they obtain a seemingly un
due predominance over surrounding races ; 
without SUPForting their share of attend
ant life, they trample out, as it were, that 
of others. But this special exuberance is 
only temporary ; it obtains for such forms 
a firm establishment, insuring them a pro-

. longed existence among the host of foes 
that ultimately will prey upon them, so 
that this over-running and killing off of 
weaker species, by one of greater vitality, 
results eventually in the appearance of new 
forms, better suited to the latest of the ever
changing and progressive conditions of this 
continuous creation. Such species are not 
merely heralds of the new introductions, 
but they are an absolutely essential com
missariat department sent on ahead of them. 
We find an these points illustrated in the 
history of forest life. Trees past their prime 
must be rapidly disposed of to make way 
for more vigorous growths ; incoming forms 
must be of the strongest to insure their 
foothold, all welkness must therefore be 
killed oif. On the other hand it is equally 
desirable that those species which have 
played their part should be finally extir
pated.  All these needs are made the means 
of support to a vast variety of organisms, 
vegetable and animal. The fungi and the 
higher plant-parasites, as the mistletoe. the 
orobanches, and the orchids, sap the 
strength of the vigorous tree, or derive their 
growth from its decay, and their work is 
shared and expedited by a vast host of in-
sect laborers. In their t llrn, the wood-inhabiting popula
tion feeds It great variety of birds ; the woodpeckers and the 
tree-creepers, the tomtits and the wrens obtain a large part 
of their subsistence from the insects that live under the bark 
or whose grubs bore deeper into the wood. The insects 
which, in their larval and even in their perfect state, bore 
into wood, belong to several orders, and every man has a 
more or less direct interest in a knowledge of them and their 
habits. But it is among the coleoptera, or beetles, that we 
find the most abundant authors of internal injuries to both 
our forests and our orchards. Nor do their ravages cease 
with the living state of the wood, for, as all of us know to 
our cost, our furniture, the timbers of our houses, and the 
lumber in our yards, are subj ect to the attacks of a variety of 
foes. Nature, while she is fully capable of withstanding thc 
attacks of man, pays no heed in return to his especial inter. 
ests ; her servants have been instructed to destroy the sap
less wood, and they do so regardless of the uses to which 
hllman beings may wish to put it. 

'I'he practical use of entomology has been over and over 
again illus trated, by the history of Linnreus and the ship 
timber iu the Swedish dockyards ; but the story is significant 
rather by reaf>on of the unwonted recognition of the value 
of natura1 science wrung from " practical ' and " great ., men 
by the Upsala professor, than from being by any means an 
exceptional case of damage by insects, or of a remedy sug
gested by the intelligent study of their habits. Among the 
beetles which pre-eminently rank as timber borers, while in 
the grub state, are the buprestidans. This family belongs to 
the group of serricorns (saw-horned), so named because the 
tips of the j oints of the antennre usually proj ect more or less 
on the inside, somewhat like the teeth of a saw. Barris 
adds : " The buprestis of the ancients, as its name signifies 
in Greek, was a poisonous insect, which, being swallowed 
with grass by grazing cattle, produced a violent inflamma
tion and such a degree of swelling as to cause the cattle to 
burst. Linnrous, lJ owever, unfortunately applied this name 
to the insects of the above mentioned family, none of which 
are poisonous to animals, and are rarely, if ever, found upon 
the grass." 

It has been suggested that the Greek name referred to the 
blistering beetles (cantharides), and this seems plausible, al
though it is j llst possible that the evil quality of the beetle, 
whatever it lllay have been, so designated, may have been a 
fallacy of the vulgar, and the name as absurdly libelous as 
those of the goat-sucker and of the sap-sucker among birds. 
However this may be, the name is now attached to the kind 
of insect so well represented in the accompanying engraving. 
" 'I'he elliptical or oblong oval form, obtuse before, tapering 

Jdtutifit jtuttitau. 
behind, and broader than thick :" the head very much short 
ened by being " sunk to �he eyes in the thorax ;" the short

antennre and small legs ; these characters combined with 
their pecnliarly metallic hues, will enable even the unscien
tific eyn to recognize the perfect insect at sight ; while the 
disproportionally enlarged segment in the forepart of the 
body of the white limbless grub equally distinguishes this 
from the larva of other beetles. Every one who has ever 
had the curiosity to examine the contents of the perforations 
in firewood, must often have noticed these odd-looking grubs ; 
for, as Harris says, of our native species, " pines and firs seem 
particularly subj ect to their attacks,  but other forest trees d o  
not escape, a n d  even fruit trees a r e  frequently injured by 
these borers." Nor call the extent of the mischief that these 
creatures do be appreciated without recognizing the fact that 
they live for several years in the grub state, incessantly de
vouring the wood, hollowing in all directions the soundest 
parts, and undermining t4e vitality of the portions t4at they 
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do not chance to penetrate. Say quotes an instance of the 
emergence of the perfect insect from wood in which the 
gru o must have existed for at least twenty-two years. 

As the distribution of the buprestidans is world-wide, the 
total amount of destruction they accomplish in the economy 
of Nature must be enormons ; and as far as man's property 
is concerned, we only know of one kind of allies over which 
he has any control against this insidious enemy ; these are 
the insect-eating birds, and more especially the woodpeckers. 
Unfortunately many of the woodpeckers are posse ssed of a 
handsome plumage, and every boy, attracted by their scarlet 
crests, makes the poor bird his aim. Older persons, too, think 
the sap-sucker, that girdles their apple trees, deserving of 
death for the deed ; ignorant that if inse�ts had not takf'n up 
their abode in the wood, the woodpecker would not waste his 
time in girdling in search of them ; and utterly unconscious 
that it has probably been their own neglect of their valuable 
trees that has allowed them to fall into s uch a weak state a s  
t o  encourage the attacks of the insects. For altho llgh it is 
a fact, that insects attack some sound trees, yet it is equally 
certain that any even unnoticeable feebleness will at once 
produce a condition peculiarly favorable to the -development 
of insect life. Orchards, therefore, unpruned and unmanured, 
are first-rate nurseries for " bugs." 

It is but a small compensation to us for all the mischief 
they do, that these insects afford ornaments to gratify the 
human love of finery, not only among semicivilized racss, 
but even among the ladies of our northern world. vVallace 
first detected the existence of an entomological prize, " a  
grand new beetle " of this family, by seeing " one of its wing 
cases ornamenting the outside of a native's tobacco pouch ;" 
thus remindmg us that clues to new discoveries are to be 
found in the most unlikely p laces. 

- - -
Earn ,vit a l  you Spend. 

Three fourths of the difficulties and miseries of men come 
from the fact that most want wealth without earning it, 
fame without deserving it, pop ularity without temperance, 
respect without virtue, and happiness without holiness. 
'I'he man who wants the best things, and is willing to pay 
j ust what they are worth, by honest effort and hard self 
denial, will have no difficulty in getting what he wants at 
last. It is the men who want goods on credit that are 
snubbed and disappointe i  and overwhelmed in the end. 
Happiness cannot be bought by the bottle, nor caught up by 
the excursion train, nor put on with any robe or j e wels, nor 
eaten at any feast. It does not exist in any exhilaration, ex
citement, or ownership, but comes from the use of the facul
ties of body and mind. 

The Wire Ralhva y .  
The practical application of the wire railway, or tramway 

which consists in suspending a strong wire cable on p osts a�d 
rollers, giving motion to the cable by a ste.1m engine, and at. 
tachlllg the burdens to be carried to the cable, is rapidly ele
tending. According to the Mechanics' Magazine, the plan is 
now in operation at Nevada : 

We have watched with much interest the developm ent of 
the wire tramway system of transport, and have from tillw 
to time noticed its progress. Its spread over several foreign 
countries, and some of our colonies, has been most remarka_ 
ble, no less than forty-five lines having already been under
taken, most of which are constructed and in successful opera
tion. One of the most remarkable instances of its success is 
that of the line constructed for the Ebertrard and Aurora 
Company, in Nevada, U. S. The materials for this line were 
forwarded from England late i n  the autllmn of last year 
and reached Nevada while the whole of the mountain dis: 

trict, in which they were to be placed, was 
enveloped in snow. Nevertheless, during' 
the spring, the line (of nearly three miles i� 
length) was constructed, and has recently 
been put into most successful operation, a 
telegram having been received by the di
rectors of the Ebertrardt COlllpany, in 1,011-
don, to the effect that the line was working 
splendidly. On it there are grades of 1 in 3, 
and spans from post to post of some hun_ 
dreds of feet. The quantity of material 
carried is about 200 tuns a day. and it may 
safely be asserted that the difficulties of 
this mountain country could not have been 
overcome, for the purposes of so considera. 
ble a transport, by the employment of any 
other means. 

Lines have been forwarded to Peru and 
Brazil, for sugar cane transport. One has 
been opened in Peru, but too late for the 
season, and another at St. Kitt's, from which 
most favorable results have been obtained. 
In Austria, the system has been employed 
to the carriage of turf, and in Bohemia to 
the carriage of fire clay from pits, requiring 
an ascent of an angle of thirty d egree� 
from the horizontll. 

The Indian Government are now adapt_ 
ing the system to the development of the 
Salt Mines in the Punj aub ; and the Span_ 
ish Government have applied it to a fifteen 
mile length in the mountains of Asturias of 
which about nine miles are already in �pe
ration. The War Office have taken a line 
for transporting powder casks from the 
store at Purfleet to the examining shed and 
back again, the indllcement boing that the 
transport could by this means be effecte. 
without bringing either animal or steam 

power within the precincts of the establishment. The powGr 
is to be supplied from a boiler situated at a distance of SOY. 
eral hundred yards from the powder store. Stimulated by 
the rapidly increasing demands, not only of o�r countries, 
but the development of mineral and agricultural produG tion�, 
means of transport are now in great demand, and rapidly on 
the increase.  

The traction engine has received some remarkable im, 
provements of late, and promises to aid, if not to frequently 
supersede, horses on common roads ; but the wire tramway 
system has the advantage of not requiring a ready made road 
for its employment, and is undonbtedly the pioneer of all ex
isting means of transport. 

----�----�.� ....... ---------

Freak or Nitro-glycerin. 

Nitro-glycerin does not seem to become any more CIVI
lized as it mixes in scientific society. We read, in a German 
publication, an extraordinary account of the explosion of 
only ten drops of this substance, which a pupil in a labora
tory had put into a small cast iron saucepan, and heated 
with a Bunsen gas flame. The effect of the explosion was 
that the forty-six pane3 of glass of the windows of the labora
tory were smashed to atoms, the sallcepan was hurled through 
a brick wall, the stout iron stand on which the vessel had 
been placed was partly split, partly spirally twisted, and the 
tube of the Bunsen burner was split and fiattened out wards 
Fortunately, none of the three persons present in the laborl\· 
tory at the time were hurt. When nitro·glycerin is caused 
to fall drop · by drop on a thoroughly red hot iron plate, it 
burns off as gunpowder would do under the same conditirJU s ; 
but if the iron be not red hot, but yet hot enough to cause 
the nitro-glycerin to boil suddenly, an explosion takes place. 

_ _ e· _ 
The Vendome C olulnn. 

The Vendome Column, lately destroyed at Paris by the 
crazy Commune, was one of the noblest monuments in the 
world. It was erected by the first Napoleon, its exterior be
ing covered with magnificent historical Las reliefs, commem 
orative of French military achievements. It was made from 
the bronze of 1 ,200 cannon, captured from the Russians, 
Prussians, and Austrians. It was begun on the 25th of Au
gust, 1806, and entirely finished in 1810. Total weight of the 
bronze, 600,000 pounds. The expenses for the construction 
were as follows :-Melting the bronze, 1 54,837 fr. ; weighing 
same, 450 fr. ; chiseling, 267,219 fr. ; the statue, by Chaudet, 
13,000 fro ; 33 sculptors for the bas reliefs, lllll,OOO fr. ; seulp
tured cornices, 39,11 5  fro ; £ eneral designs, 1 1 ,400 fro ; maSOlll', 
locksmiths, carpenters, and plumbers, 601,ll79 fr. ; architects, 
50,000 fr. ; 251,367 kUog. of bronze, at 4 fr., 1 ,001i A ilS fr. ; 
total , 2,:Jii2,468 fr. , or about $i70,fjOO. 
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1 he Editors are not responsible for the opinions expreBsed by their Cor. 

r881Jondents. 

S team on Canal s. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 would like to suggest a few plans 
which are applicable to this purpose : 

1. A long screw fixed to the bottom of the boat and run 
by steam or other power. 

2.  A common puddle wheel pluced at or neur the center, 
and run by steam or other power, as above mentioned. 

3. A screw fixed and run as the wheel last mentioned. 
4. Glenn's patent device, mentioned in Vol. X IX. No. 6,  

new series of the SCIENTIFIC AMERfCAN. G. MANUEL. 

Nupa City, Cal. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-As the subj ect of steam canal propul
filion is now attracting considerable attention, induced, no 
doubt, by the large reward offered to him who succeeds in 
devising a pl'actical machine for that purpose, it muy be 
well to give a brief outline of several experiments which we 
tried on the Hurlem river in 1857. The apparatus consisted 
at first of a single lever pushing from the stern of the boat, 
which was worked by a h and lever. This plan was after
wards altered to four pushing rods, a pair working alter
nately on each side. This device propelled our boat at the 
rate of six miles an hour, making scarcely a ripple on the 
surface of the water. The hout was twenty feet long and 
five feet wide ; the engine was of two horse power. The re
sults wero very satisfactory, and would have been continued 
to ultimute success, had there been inducements such as are 
now offered for solving the problem of steam canal naviga
tion. The similarity of our contrivance to that of the trac
tion engine, which Mr. McKenzie says in a recent issue could 
be made available for canal propulsion, has prompted us to 
briefly make known our experience in that direction, as the 
description of the mode of working the traction engine 
seems identical with ours. WILLIAM GUILFOYLE. 

New York city. B. P. FINNELl,. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-One hundred thousand dollars for a 
hew propeller for use on the canals seem q uite a liberal 
offer. But it is hedged about with restrictions that are 
likely to defeat the obj ect. As I understand it, the condi
tions are that the inventor must test his invention at his own 
expense. Now, as most all new inventions require consid
erable experiment, the inventor must needs have about ten 
thousand dollars ready to iuvest, a sum seldom found to
gether with brains to originate such an invention. At any 
rate, it does not give the poor mechanic the same .chance as 
his wealthy neighbor. Now, to give all an equal chance, 
cou�d not the State afford to spend ten thousand dollars in 
experiments, rather than any individual ? Of course this 
should not be done until the committee appointed should 
select the best plan submitted to them for inspection. 
Then if the invention proved successful, they might retain 
the amount, used for experimenting, from the prize offered. 

If the Legislature shall so amend this act, I have no doubt 
that the invention desired will be forthcoming. Should no 
invention which would commend itself as practicable to the 
committee be submitted, then the State would be at no ex
pense, and a number of individuals would be saved the ex-
pense of experimenting. JOHN BAMBER. 

Hochester, N. Y. 
[We see no objection to the law b eing amended as our cor

respondent proposes. As it now stands, however, there will 
not be much difficulty, we think, in enlisting capital to prac
tically test such plans as promille weIL-EDs. 

_ .... -
The Erie Canal and its Improvements. 

MEssns. EDI'fORs :-Your remarks about the practicability 
of steam towage on the canal, recall the speculations of men 
who are interested in our canal commerce. and for nearly half 
II century have been engaged in it . 

As y ou truly say, it is needless to think of IIny other mo
tive power than steam ; other powers may, in the process of 
time, be discovered, and found to answer a better purpose 
than steam ; but it is steam only with which it is best to ex· 
periment. To speculative mechanical philosophers we may 
leave the subj ect of applying other as yet untried and undis· 
covered powers. To steam, and steam applied to the screw, 
it is  best to limit our experiments, and it would seem that no 
better agent, or application of that agent, is at present worthy 
of consideration, or, for that matter, to be desired. 

With canal boats of the size now in use (220 tun boats), 
with their absurd models, steam power is not desirable. The 
machinery takes from the boat too large a proportion of its 
carrying capacity, and. owing to the box-like model, close 
fit in the locks, and excessive draft (leaving but six inches of 
water under its bottom in the canal), a speed of more than 
two miles per hour is not pra-cticaHe, so that, on the whole, 
animal to wage, with such boats, is likely to hold its place. 

What has got to be done, if any improvement is effected 
in canal carrying, is this : The locks on the canals have to 
be reduced in number, by increasing their lifts, and making 
a double set of them, say, 220 feet long, and 27 feet wide, with 
8 feet draft of water. With locks of this size, the boats should 
not exceed in length 200 feet, and in width 25 feet, with a 
draft of 6 feet. Such boats will carry 600 tuns, besides their 
engines, etc., and can readily be passed through the locks. 
Their models should be prescribed by law, so that they would 
run easily through the water. 

VVell modeled boats, with abundance of power, might be 
relied upon for five miles per hour in the canal, and eigh t or 
nine miles in the Hudson river, making the passage from 
Buffalo to New York in about four days, ordinarily, g iving 
time for lockages. 

Idtntifit �lUtd'llU. 
Instead of lining the banks of the canal with hydraulic ee

ment, stone walls of rubble, perhaps laid in ce'llent to high 
water mark, would be cheaper and bettllr ; and, considering 
that a large part of the canal is now walled up with stone, 
would not entail much additional expense. 

It might, perhaps, be thougftt best to add a foot to the 
present depth of the canal, after the locks should be enlarged 
-not a very expensive work-and, here and there, an addi
tion to the width of the prism, in its most thronged parts. 

The question of supply of water would next arise. Of its 
sufficiency, there is no doubt, for at all times there is a 
large amount of water passing from one level to another ; 
but, if thought best, the number of reservoirs could be in
creased, at an inconsiderable expense. 

With the improveme nts suggested, the Erie canal would 
literally become a river, and with its steam vessels of 600 
tuns, would secure our State and New York city forever 
against any rival route, or mode of transportation. If some 
such improvement be not adopted, the canal might as well 
be filled up at once, for it is fast losing its commerce. 

Buffalo, N. Y. FORWARDER. 

.. ... -
Steam Towage . 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-An experiment in navigation was tried 
on the lakes last year, and continued this season, which may 
yet become of great importance. 

From time to time, for six or seven years, as one after an
other of the great passenger steamers on these upper lakes 
became unprofitable, in consequence of railroad competition, 
the valuable engines were taken out of them, and sent to the 
East and sold, and their hulls converted into barges for c\\r
rying lumber, being towed through the lakes by powerful 
tugs. These vessels were profitable, carrying very great 
loads and as many, sometimes, as two or three of them were 
taken by one tug and towed, in all states of the weather, for 
distances of six or eight hundred miles. 

The success of those vessels was such, that others en
gaged in the transport business, have, of late years, had 
built large barges, new and strong, for carrying of iron ores, 
etc. 

Last year, as is stated above, a gentleman here had built a 
great tug of 1,200 tuns, with corresponding power, two low 
preseure engines, with 42 in. cylinders, 100 Ibs. pressure of 
steam, and two barges of 1 ,500 tuns each, for the grain trad e ; 
and all three, tug and barges, carry successfully from Chica
go to Buffalo 140,000 bushels of wheat-i,20J tuns, dead 
weight. 

'fhis to:n, as it is termed, makes, on an average, ten miles 
an hour, in all weathers. Now and then time is lost in very 
bad weather, but they do as well as other vessels, without 
tows. 

The barges carry about eight men and boys, all told ; they 
have each three short spars, with fore and aft sails, of very 
heavy canvas, as easily handled as a pilot boat, though they 
carry their 1 ,500 tuns ; their tow line is a steel wire rope, 
which cannot (practically) be broken. 

Is not this fact one which is worth commenting on in your 
journal ? and why cannot this system of towage be introduced 
on the Atlantic, first for coasting, and eventually for trans
atlantic voyages ? 

The cost of transportation or freighting by tows is said to 
be about half what it is by sails or steam vessels, so that 
freighting by towing, at the nett cost of what it costs sailing 
or steam vessels, pays a large profit. So says rumor. 

Buffalo, N. Y. FORWARDER. 
- - _ . -

Invention versus Discovery. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-On page 324, current volume of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, I find an interesting article entitled 
" Some Useful Sug.gestions," in which, after giving some val
uable hints, the writer concludes as follows : " I  have no op
portunities to experiment in any device , but if my sugges
tions should prove new and valuable, I hereby give notice to 
the patent examiners that I claim them as mine : and if you 
print this, they will have been published in a public j ournal, 
and no one can claim them." 

I hold, Messrs. Editors, that the eIld and aim of all good 
men is to b enefit their race ; and the writer of the above, 
with many thousands of other good men, believes that a 
valuable idea should be used by mankind free froD;! all claims 
of royalties to the discoverer. In this I am perfectly willing 

[JUNE 1 7, I 87 ! .  
ed as he wished. For instance, his malt sirup, for which he 
published the receipt, was made by druggists in such a man
ner that it failed to have the propertiee which its discoverer 
claimed for it; and Liebig was compelled to publish the names 
of two or three chemists who made it under his special su
pervision. Professor Horsford has given to science many 
valuable discoveries, but when he invented his self-raising 
bread preparation, nothing but the security of a patent could 
have brought its benefits into every household. 

When a scientific traveler in South America finds a plant 
resembling our domestic potato, I can understand how he 
would examine the same, test its quality, and publish the 
discovery to the world free of charge. But when a farmer 
has plowed his field in early spring, bought the seed, hoed, 
tended, and watched the plant, would you ask him to cart 
his potatoeE to the nearest city and divide them among its in
habitants ? It is the same with inventions. The true inven
tor does not carry an idea to market, but furnishes the world 
with the practical and useful application of concentrated 
thought, observation, and experiment. Believing in the se· 
curity of the patent issued to him, he spends his time, labor, 
and money for the benefit of mankind, hoping to receive 
a small share of the general benefit, to reward him for 
labor and anxious care, which none can appreciate who have 
n'Ot, as your humble servant has, spent the best part of an ac-
tive life in the cause. JOSEPH A. Mn,LER. 

Boston. 
_ .. ' -

How t o  Further the Cause of Temperance. 

MESSRS. EDITo as '-On page 308, current volume of the 
ScIEN'l'IFIC AMERICAN, is a communication on temperance , 
from " Humanity." You are in. favor of improvements, and 
I am glad yo n do not exclude this kind, for it is much needed. 
" Humanity " is right as far as he goes, but it is no more than 
half way. 

Why not educate the boys in the same way ? I don't believe 
it is harder to keep boys from drinking than girls, if the right 
course be taken. Let them be taught the fact that all alco
holic liquors are poison, that drinking is degrading and un
becoming to any one ; that gettin ; drunk is an attempt to 
commit suicide (which is true)-let these things, I say, be 
taught to the boys as well as to the girls, and then there will 
be something accomplished. Without this, but little can be 
done. 

If every one would take my pledge they would be better 
off. It is that I will neither make, buy, sell, use, nor give 
away, nor cause to be used or given away, either as a beverage 
or a medicine, any spirituous, malt, or fermented liquors, or 
any other liquors that will intoxicate (that is, that contain 
alcohol). This is strong, I know, too strong for some ; but 
whoever keeps it need never fear filling a drunkard's grave 
(except it may be with a shovelj, or being troubled with 
ophidians in his pedal coverings, or even getting any build 
ing material in his chapeau. 

As for alcoholic liquors being used as medicine, I think 
they are not necessary. Dr. Parson, of Pa., says : " Neither 
wine, malt liquors, nor alcohol, are necessary for medicinal 
purposes ; there are more harmless agents in the laboratory 
which have all the vh·tues attributed to alcohol." Dr. TraIl 
says : " 'l'he use of alcoholic drinks always did and alw , ys 
will follow in the w ake of alcoholic medication. All the <l ata 
of science, of experience, and of argument, which can be 
alleged in favor of alcohol as a medicine, can be, with equal 
cogency and propriety, adduced in favor of alcohol as a bev
erage." Dr. Emlin says : " All use of ardent spirits is au 
abuse ; they are mischievous under all circumstances." 

Very many of our .\1. Ds., some of them self-styled, will, 
either wilfully or ignorantly, persist in using liquors in their 
practice, and their teachings cause parents to be very slow 
to disallow the r use. But this is no excuse for them . '.L'hey 
should have no scruples about banishing all liquors from 
their homes, and forbidding their use under all circumstances ; 
but remember that 3 scruples make a dram, 2 drams make 
one tight, 4 tights make one like to get drunk, and 2 dru nks 
make one-well, a mere animal. 

This matter is of interest to mechanics, as well as to the rest 
of mankind ; hence, my writing this to you. That it may do 
some good is the wish of 

Wauseon, Ohio. 
- .-. -

LEW Q. BRACIAN. 

An Ingenious Co ntrivance. 

to concur. But the question arises, can the world be bene- MESSRS. EDITORS :-Being at Annapolis, Md" a few day� 
fited by �imply advancing crude ideas ? ago, I visited the Naval Academy, and saw there a most in-

Supposing that the writer's obj ect be fully secured, and the genious and economical expedient applied to make an air 
patent law excluded all persons from using the ideas and re- pump of an oscillating engine, to drive a working modol 
during them to successful application, would not the result be beam engine, to show and compare the actions of radial and 
rather a loss than a gain ? Who would spend time, labor, feathering paddle wheels . I learned that this novelty wa� 
of money, in making the experiments which your corres- contrived by First Assistant Engineer, Geo. W. Hoche, one of 
pondent has no opportuuity of making, if no reward could " the highly scientific corps " on duty there under the popu
be gained ? Suppose that a law existed by which all precious lar Chief Engineer, Henry Lee Snyder, who is at the head 
metals (when suggested to exist in a certain locality by the ' of the Department of Steam Engineering at the United States 
learning of some geologist, and the suggestion were " pub- Naval Academy. 
litihed in a public journal "), all gold or silver mined should The oscillating engine is run by a belt from the line shaft· 
be public property ? Would men mine ? Would they ex- ing of the machine shop, backwards, while the valve had the 
pend time, labor or money ? Would they risk their lives to ahead motion, taking the air through the exhaust pipe, and 
bring the precious metals to light, smelt and coin them so forcing it out, by the action of the piston of the engine, 
that they might easily be divided among their fellow men ? through what had formerly been the steam pipe. The opera
I, for one, doubt if such generous men could be found. tion is analogous to that of a locomotive engine, which i s  

Much stress i s  laid upon the fact that scientific m e n  freely, forced ahead b y  the momentum of a train, while the valve 
without charge, give up their discoveries to the world. Yet is operated by the backing eccentric. A locomotive when 
I find that when Liebig, after giving us the discovery of his forced ahead by a train, with the backing eccentric opera ting 
Extractum Carnis, experiments on its production on a large the valve, compels the engine to force air into the boiler, in
scale, he secures to himself a portion of the benefits to reim- stead of taking steam from it, as will be shown any timo by 
burse him for his outlv y. And yet Baron von Liebig has ex- t ele gage under the circumstances. The whole concern iR 
perimented on giving some of his valuable discoveries free to worked by compressed air forced into an iron tank. 
the public, but soon fQund that the people were not benefit- Philadelphia, Pa. J. A. CARTER. 
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How Matches are Made. 

A correspondent of the Mechanio's .lfa(Jlizine who has been 
visiting an extensive London manufactory, thus describes it : 
The factories are situated in the Fairfield road, Bow, and 
cover five acres of land. There are four d istinct branches of 
manufacture canied on here, namely, that of patent safety 
matches, which ignite only on the box ; that of ordinary 
matchas, of vesuvians, and of wax vestas. Following the 
oder of manufacture, we will first take our readers into the 
yard where is a series of stacks of spruce timber, selected 
for its superior quality and fineness of grain. This tilliber is 
used for making the match boxes, which, however, are not 
made on the premises, but afford work to a great number 
of women and chiUren, principally in the east end of 
London. Passing by an extensive suite of offices on 
the right, we enter a large building, which is used for a store 
for empt�r match boxes. At right angles to this is another 
build ,ng cf similar size, appropriated to a �imilar purpose ; 
in thia and the adj oining store were immense piles of match 
and vesuvian boxes, besides hundreds of reams of packing 
paper, and t housands of packets of labels of every kind and 
pattern. The subj ects of these labels are extremely well en
graved, and some of them were very tastefully designed. 

Quitting the storea, we proceed to the department where 
the manufacture of the patent safety matches is carried on, 
which is a very large building. The splints, which ar. sup

plied to the works in bundles of 1,900 each, are first prepared 
by dipf iag the ends in meHed wax. The splints are 5 in. 
long, double the length of the made matches ; the bundles are 
placed on end upon a hot plate, by which they are slightly 
charred. They are then dipped endwi se in a J>an oJ. melted 
wax, the pan being heated by a steam jacket, and reliurned 
by the dipper to the hot plate ; a boy rever"es them, and the 
opposite end is then dipped in the wax, which is absorbed by 
the wood to the depth of about t in. and causes the match to 
burn freely. One man will dip as many as 1,000 bundles per 
hour. The prepared splints are t hen conveyed to machines to 
be filled into frames for dipping in the igniting composition. 
These macidnes have hoppers into which the bundles of 
splints ara fed, the binding string having been cut. The 
splints are placed in horizontally, and at the bottom of the 
hopper is a brasil plate having a number of grooves , into 
which the splints are brought from a fmUl e  under the hop
per, to which a reciprocating motion is given. As the splints 
fill the plate, they are pushed to the front by a ser:es of 
needles set in a bar behind the machine. and are received by 
the attendant on the first bar of a wooden frame, another bar 
being immediately placed on the splints to hold them in po
sition. This process is continued until the frame is filled, 
when it con' ains abou t 2,000 splints. 

From the filling machines the frames are conveyed to the 
dipping department. The patent composition consists of 
chlorate of potash and other ingredients for working it into 
a paste. 'rhis paste is spread upon a slab to an even thick
ness of about lin" and the ends of the splints, which proj ect 
from one side of the frame, are dipped in it. As the frames 
are dipped, they are removed to the drying houses. The 
time occupied in drying the matches varies according to the 
state of the atmosphere ; if the air be damp, the matches may 
require a day, whibt if it be dry, a few hours will suffice. 
Wilen one side is dry, the frames are taken back to the dippt�r 
and the opposite ends of the splints are dipped, and the 
frames returned to the drying rooms. When the second side 
is dry, the frames are taken to the boxing benches, and the 
double enoed matche3 are dexterously removed from the 
frames and placed in a pile by the side of the box hands. 
The operator takes in her hand what she j udges will be 
enough when cut to fill two boxes, and her j udgment rarely 
fails her. The matches are plllCed in a grooved rest, the cen
ter of the handful being- placed exactly under the knife, 
which is brought sharply down, cutting the matches through, 
the end of the blade being fixed by a pin as a center on 
which it turns. The operator first seizes one and then the 
other half of the bundle of severed matches, and places 
each in a box , a pile of boxes being ready to hand beside her. 
From the filler the boxes are carried away to another depart
ment, where the patent composition is laid on their outsides.  

And here it may be as well to explain what to many is a 
great mystery, namely, how the safety matches are made 
to ignite only on the box. The secret of this real safety de
pends simply upon the circumstance that, instead of ignition 
being produced by simple friction as in the ordinary matches, 
it is the result of chemical combination, one material being 
placed on the box and the matches being tipped with an
other. After the composition has dried on the boxes they 
are carried to the wrapping room, where a number of girls 
are engaged in wrapping the boxes in paper and forcing them 
into parcels. From this room, they are passed on to the 
packing .room, where they are packed in cases for the market 
or for exportation. In another part of the safety factory are 
three vertical boilers, which supply steam to the engines 
which drive th e various machinery. They also supply 
steam to heat the wax for the first, and the composition for 
the last process of dipping. 

There are two buildings in which the ordinary matches are 
made. The processes carried on in them are much the same 
as in the patent safety match factory. The ends of the 
splints are d!pped in wax, they are then taken to the frame 
fiLh:g machines, and from thence in the frames to the dip
pers, and on to the drying room, after which they are cut, 
boxed, and packed in the same way as the others are. The 
compositiol1 with which the ordinary matches are tipped is of 
course different from that used for the safety matches, and 
is prepared in a separate building, their manufacture being 
much the same as that of matches, with modifications in the 
dipping process. 

'dttttifit �utttitnu+ 
The la�t Drocess we have to describe is that of making 

wax vestas, which is carried on in another and separate 
building having three stories. The basement is the manu
facturing department, the ground and upper floors being 
uSdd respectively for boxing and packing the vestas, and for 
stores. Proceeding to the basement we find tlfe following 
process being carried out : The balls of cotton forming the 
wicks of the vestas are placed to the number of twelve in a 
box with divisions, one in each divi�ion. The ends are then 
attached to a winding drum, about 3ft. in diameter, on which 
the twelve lengths of cotton are wound. The ends are then 
passed through a frame having twelve holes and so through 
a silver trough of melted stearin and paraffin, and fastened 
to another revolving drum at the opposite end of the build
ing. 'rhis latter drum being set in motion unwinds the wick 
from off the first drum and winds it on to itself, the wick 
having passed through the trough and taken its first coat of 
wax. This process is repeated until the surface of the taper 
is smooth and clear. The winding drum No. 2 is then re
moved to a cutting machine, where, by an ingenious auto
matic arrangement the lengths of taper are drawn off the 
drums, cut into any required length accordingly as the ma
chine is set, and pas�ed into frames ready for dipping. As 
the frames are filled they are taken to the dipping depart 
ment and thence to the drying rooms from which they are 
removed, when the vestas are dry, to the box filling and 
packing departments on the ground floor. The stearin is 
first melted in an enamelled vessel, which is steam heated 
and from which it is supplied to the silver trough. The 
reasons for these precautions is to be found in the circum
stance that the stearic acid acts injuriously upon the baser 
metals, and vessels made from them are therefore useless. 
Even the enamel is beginning to be eaten away at some 
places near the top of the pan. 

Such then are the details of one of the most extensive 
manufactures of the present day, but the full extent of which 
to be realized, must be seen. Figures can convey no adequate 
idea of its extent, because it involves so many processes. 
The annual production of matches is counted by millions, 
which are scattered over all the known world. The waxed 
taper, from which the vestas are cut, is made by the mile. 
The hands directly and indirectly employed by the Messrs. 
Bryant and May, may be numbered by the thousand, and be
sides the works we have been describing, they have. extensive 
warehouses in the Mile End road .  

_ ..... . 
How Printing Ink is Made. 

It is not very hazardous to af1sume that a great many per
sons who have handled printing ink all their working lives 
haQ no very clear idea as to how it is made. A vague notion 
of lampblack and varnish posse8ses them ; but if asked j ust 
what ingredients enter into the compound, and how, and in 
what proportions they are put together, they nsually find it 
difficult to give a satisfactory answer. With the purpose of 
dissipating the general ignorance as to a point which all 
printers, at least, should be familiar with, we, says the Reoord 
(Boston), went out to South Dedham, recently, and took a walk 
through the famous ink works of George H. Morrill. And a 
very dirty walk it was too. Lady visitors to an ink factory 
are advised not to w.ar their white pique dresses, and gen
tleman will do well to put off their white linen suits before 
before passing the inky portals of the establishment. An
other piece of sound advice to visitors is, don't touch the door 
handles ; let your guide, who wears gloves that seem appro
priate to his Satanic Majesty's fingers, do that service for 
you. Keep your hands in your pockets, and retain your 
coat tail within a limited sphere, and you will come out 
without serious spot or starn. 

There are five seplLrate buildings belonging to the work s, 
the whole containing nearly one million bricks. No. 1 is 
called the grinding room, 30 by 40 feet and two and a half 
stories. Here are the Bogardus patent mills for grinding the 
ink, as described further on. In this building is a water 
wheel of 35-horse power. No. 2 is the engine room, 30 by 18 
feet, containing a s team engine of 27-horse power. No. 8 is 
the varnish building, 45 by 40 feet, containing 14 set ket
tles, three of which are each of 1,200 gallons capacity, and one 
of 1 ,500. Here are also three mixers of 1,400 pounds capacity. 
No. 4 is used for the manufacture of oil, and' contains two 
large stills weighing 6 tUlll! each, 3 kettles holding 1,300 to 
1,000 gallons, and a tank holding 3,000 gallons. In building 
No. 4, the oil is boiled in two huge iron tanks. Besides these 
there are eight .ampblack houses, with one oil tank of 20,000 
gallons capacity and five of 2,000 gallons. 'l'he oil from 
these is fed through a pipe into furnaces, and then burned, 
the flame being conducted into the lampblaek houses, where 
the smoke is condensed and forms the lampblack, falling on 
the floors like a black snow storm. 

The e�sential ingredients of printing ink are varnish and 
lampblack. The varnish is made by boiling or naming lin
seed oil, and mixing crude turpentine and gum coplil. Lamp 
black is a fine soot gathered from the smoke of resinous sub
stances. The substance used in Morrill's factory is resin, 
and a heavy petroleum oil. To the soot gathered from the 
flames of these is added a certain amount of spirit, on the 
quality of which depends the fineness of the black. 

The varnish and lampblack being mixed, they are put to
gether into mixers, and thoroughly amalgamated ; the com
pound is then run through breaking rollers, and finally 
through eccentr�c mills, in which the ink-for it is ink, at 
this stage-is ground fine. It is then p ut into barrels and 
kegs, and is ready for use. Before it is turned into the 
mixer, the varnish is run through a strainer having 100 
strands to the inch-the netting surrounding the aides of 
the strainer, whose bottom is parforated, so that all dirt and 
foreign substances sink and pass off, while the varnish pas�es 

through the strands, clear and pure. Dirty as an ink factory 
is, the most scrupulous cleanliness is required in handling 
and packing the ink-the barrels in which it is p ut bein� 
free from all dirt. 

The color of printing ink depends on the quality of the 
lampblack used in its composition ; the working quality de
pends on the varnish. So that jn order to make good ink, 
the greatest care and skill must be exercised in the manufac
ture of these ingredients. Most people would naturally sup
pose all  lampblack to be alike and of a uniform hue ; but at 
Morrill's factory may be �een specimens of the substance, 
which contrast in color as strongly as a heap of sand and a 
raven's wing. The best lampblack is of an intense and glossy 
black ; the poorest qualities of a dull brown. Many manu' 
facturers use the same quality of lampblack, and a poor 
quality, in all kinds of ink. Mr. Morrill tioes not, and i n  
consequence his fine grades of ink are recognized a s  the very 
best made in the country. There are secrets connected with 
his manufacture and manipUlation of materials, which have 
an important bearing on the quality of his product ; but these 
of course, it would not be proper to disclose. His policy, 
which has been so remarkably successful heretofore, is to use 
the best materials in the most scientific manner, and to avail 
himself of the knowledge acquired in long experience to 
make constant improvements in his modes and processes, and 
consequently in the character of his ink. He makes inks of 
various kinds, varying in price from fourteen cents to five 
dollars per pound. His average daily product is 2,000 pounds ; 
but when the works are run at nights, as frequently happens, 
this is increased to 3,000 pounds. Extensive enlargements 
and improvements are now in progress, which will enable 
him largely to increase his product. 

- .... -
Embroidering by Machinery. 

In the early history of almost every manufacture there is 
nearly always an amount of almost romantic interest that 
no outsiders would expect from seeing its humdrum or every, 
day working. This is the case with the recent and compar
ative new art of embroidering by machinery. In 1827-8 a 
certain M. Heymann, of Mulhouse, introduced into Switzer
land a machine for producing sewing or long-stitch embroid
ery work. A St. Gall merchant advanced sufficient funds 
for making ten or a dozen such machines ; and after the 
usual changes and improvements, very fair resnlts were ob
tained. Forty-odd years ago, however, an aversion to labor
saving machinery, even amongst comparatively well educa
ted people, was one of the economical fallacies of the time ; 
It was difficult to obtain labor, and many people conspired 
to impede the employment of the machim s and their pro
ducts.  In the end the St. Gall capitalist lost all his for 
tune, becoming a bankrupt, while the machinery was taken 
to pieces and thrown into a heap. 

Not less than twenty years later a nephew of this same 
Swiss merchant conceived the idea of sorting these pieces, 
and erecting them according to the dim memories of his 
childhood. After considerable trouble he at last succeeded. 
With much shrewdness he kept his undertaking secret, 
sending the embroidered work to foreign markets as han.d
made embroidery_ By his abil ity and good fortune he ra, 
pidly prospered, gradually increasing the number of his ma
chines, but keeping their construction secret, as patents are 
not granted in S witzerland_ At last his snccess attracted at
tention. Others wished to embark in such a prosperous 
trade ; the difficulty consisted in procuring machinery. The 
successful manufacturer was naturally not desirous of com. 
petition, and, in the meantime, the machine shop where the 
first machines had been made for M. Heymann had passed 
into other hands, the new people knowing nothing about it. 
At last, after turning their drawing office upside down, some 
of the detail drawings were fished up ; and, with the aid of 
these, the construction of a machine was begun. Slowly and 
with much difficulty, the missing parts were bit by bit added , 
and the first machine was satisfactorily got to work. This 
proved a fortune for the machine shop. Orders for these rna· 
chines flowed in, the factory was enlarged, but still could not 
keep pace with the demand ; other shops sprang up for mak, 
ing them, and also got full of work. It is now estimated 
that there are about five thouslLnd machines of the kind in 
actual work for the St. Gall market, making nothing but 
!'  bandes " and " entredeux," while many hundreds more of 
such machines are erected every year. On a'\ average each 
machine works three hundred or more needles, which will 
give an idea of the power of production. This branch of 
manufacture has, .in fact, now grown up into one of the 
main staples of St. Gall. Chain stitch embroidery, estimated 
to be five or six times as important, is still almost exclusive
ly made by hand ; and manufacturers are eagerly waiting for 
a machine as good as that for long stitch. The brilliant 
prospect has tempted many inventors ; some ltave succeeded 
in making little machines with one needle, but this is not a 
commercial machine.-The Engineer. 

_ ._. -
VEGETABLE CARBOLIC A CID.-We read that a plant called 

the Andromeda Lesohenaultil, growing in the N eilgherry 
hills, in India, has been found to yield carbolic acid. Mr. 
Broughton, the Government medical officer for the district; 
reports that it is far superior in purity to the ordinary pro
duct of coal tar, being less deliquescent and free from any 
admixture of noxiou� concomitants. As its cost is far above 
that of the mineral product, and as the latter can be chemi
cally purified, the discovery has no economical or commercial 
value ; but it is interesting as a botanical aud chemical fact. 

- - -
THE M. & T. Sault Company of New Haven, Conn., have 

had their corporate name changed to that of the Yale Irort 
Works, and are about to enlarge their works; 
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Improved Friction Clutch, P ulley. 

Our engraving illustrates another new claimant for public 
favor in the line of friction clutch pulleys. The working 
model, which we have seen, operates very smoothly and pow
erfully, without noise or j ar, and the device presents a very 
neat compact appearance. 

The following is a description of its parts and operation. 
A and B represent pulleys attached to a shaft, so that by 
the movement of the collar, C, one may be clutched while 
the other may be unclqtched. The collar is shown in detail 
at the bottom of the engraving. though, as there shown, it is 
adapted to the clutching of a single pulley. When used for 
two pulleys, it has two wedge-shaped projections formed there
on, pb.ced on opposite sides. 'fhe collar has a groove turned 
out in the middle, in the usual manner, for 
the shifting lever. 

The pulley is shown in detail at L. It 
has a projecting rim, I, so that an annular 
�pace is inclosed between this rim and the 
exterior or belt rim. This pulley turns 
looso on the haft, except when clutched. 

The clutching device consists of a plate 
or disk, shown in detail at M. It is cast 
with a rim, N. To this plate is attached a 
ring, cut apart opposite the point of attach
ment at H, as shown, the ends formed by 
cutting the ring, having projections, J, 
formed upon them, which pass through a 
curved slot in the plate, M. 

On the outsi(le of the plate, M, are pivot
ed, at K, two bent levers, E. At the 
ends of these, furthest from the pivots, 
are two adj usting screws, F, bet;veen the 
heads of which the wedge-shaped proj ec
tion, D, on the collar, C, enters when the 
latter is  actuated by the shifting lever, 
causing the pivoted levers, E, to compress 
together the projecting ends, J, of the ring, 
G. The plate, M, with these attachments, 
is keyed or held by set screws to the shaft 
in such a way that the ring, G, surrounds 
tIle projecting rim, I, on the pulley, L. 

The collar, C, is feathered on the shaft so 
that it always maintains its relative posi-
sition with the plate or disk, M, and at any point of its revo
lution a proper movement of the shifting ) ever will force the 
wedge-shaped projection, D, between the heads of the screws, 
F, causing the levers, E, to compress together the proj ections, 
J, on the slotted ring, G, and, drawing the latter firmly down 
upon the proj ecting rim, I ,  clutch the pulley. 

vVhen the pulley is to be unch�tched the shifting lever is 
reverserl ; the proj ections, J, then being relieved from press
ure, the ring, G, expands by its own elasticity, and releases I.  

Patented. Nov. 1, 1870, by Edwin :F. Allen, of Providence, 
R. I. For further particulars address the Star Tool Co., Provo 
idence, R I. 

- .-. -
Electro-magnetic Motor Cor Sewing Machines. 

The following i s  a description of an electro-magnetic motor, 
as applied to a sewing machine, taken from the specification 
of Messrs. Stevens and Hendy, of San Francisco, Cal., to whom 
letters patent were granted last July. The inventors claim 
that although they illustrate the invention as applied to a 
sewing machine, it is really capable of 
being employed in working various other 
machines. It consists in a novel ar
rangement of the apparatus which forms 
the motor, and which, according to the 
inventors, enables greatly increased re
sults to be obtained from the coils with 
the same pulley power. It will be seen 
that the armatures drive the needle bar 
directly, without the intervention of lev
ers or 0 her mechanism ; while the feed 
movement is also very simply arranged, 
and is likewise driven directly from the 
armature s. 

Fig. 1 is a side view of the essential 
portions of the apparatus ;  and Fig, 2 is 
a vertical transverse section of one pair 
of coils, and also shows the feed motion. 
The following description applies to the 
two figures. 

$titutifit 
eient. The magnets, b and c, are made, as usual, of soft iron, 
and each pair of bars united by a plate, d, across the top ; or 
they may be formed in one piece, as a U magnet reversed. 

The magnets extend down into the coils about two thirds 
of the depth of the latter, and the armatures, j, arise from 
the bottom, about one third of the hight of the coil, this con
struction also adding greatly to their j:ower. The oscillating 
beam, D, has one end connected to each of the plates, d, and 
from some convenient point on its length the needle bar, E, 
arises and extends forward to the table of the sewing ma
chine, over which the work passes. From the center of the 
beam, D, an arm, F, depends, and as the beam oscillates from

· 

the alternate attraction of the magnets, at either end, this bar 
vibrates from side to side, striking alternately pins on a vi-

ALLEN'S FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEY 

brating bar, i, which is pivoted at the bottom, and which is 
abo caused to move from side to side. This alternately forms 
and breaks contact with the two pole changers, (J and h, and 
causes the pairs of coils,  B and C, to act alternately, thus 
moving the . magnets, b, c, the bea,m, D, and the needle 
bar, E. 

The feed motion is operated in the following manner : A 
bar or arm, V, e'l:tends forward from the end of the beam, D, 
ana partakes of its oscillations. Two standards, 'in, ?n, sup
port a shaft, G, which lies parallel with and a short distance 
from the arm, V. At one end of the shaft is an arm, H, which 
projects over the arm, V, and as this' oscillates it moves the 
arm, H, up and down, thus partially rotating the shaft, G, 
back and forth at each oscillation. A small crank arm, 0, is 
fixed to the opposite end of the shaft, G, and the upper end 
of this is so attached or connected to the feed plate, p, as to 
move it forward and back, raising it at the proper time. 

If found more desirable, two or more pairs of coils could 
be connected with each end of 1.he oscillating beam, D, but 

IMPROVEMENT IN EXTRACTING SPIRITS OF TURPEN
TINE FROM PINE WOOD. 

An invention patented by James D. Stanley, Washington 
N.C., consists in attaching to the retort, or still, two purifiers, 
each containing lime, or other substances, through which the 
spirits of turpentine, oil, tar, etc., are passed in the formof 
vapor, and after purification carried to condensers, and fixed 
in cisterns. 

Wire gauze supports are stretched across the first purifier, 
to sustain or separate purifying substance or substances. The 
second purifier has, at one end, a perforated sheet of iron, 
with wire gauze stretched across it, to retain in place the 
purifying 5ubstance. 

The condensers are of copper, or other 
suitable material, and of the form of a hoI 
low cylindrical ring. They are fixed in cis
terns, and kept full of colc1 water. 

The retort having been filled or charged 
with pine wood, and water introduced to the 
depth of top of grate bars in the furnace, 
heat is applied, underneath the retort, the 
draft passing through flues, over the retort, 
and off through the smoke stack ; or the 
heat may be applied by the introduction of 
superheated SLIJam into the retort. The 
white spirits of turpentine now pass off in 
vapor through a valve into the first puri
fieI', into the first condenser, and are thence 
drawn off purified and free from tarry odor. 

As soon as the spirits begin to show color, 
the valve is closed, a cock opened, and the 
water in bottom of the retort drawn off. 
The remaining colored spirits, oil, tar, and 
gas, pass off through the second purifier into 
a second condenser. 

The pyroligneous and acetic acids retained 
in the purifying substances can, it is claimed, 
be distilled or separated from them with 
less trouble and expense than by the or 
dinary method. 

The principal advantage of this method 
i s, however, that by closing the valve, as 
soon as the spirits passing through it  begin 

to show color, the first purifier and contents, as well as the 
first condenser, are kept clean, so that white spirits can be 
run through them from subsequent charges ; whereas, if 
colored spirits were suffered to pass through them once, 
they would have to be carefully cleaned (a very difficult mat· 
ter) before they could run white spirits again, and colored 
spirits have to be redistilled several times to render them 
white, or nearly so. 

Thus the inventor accomplishes by one process what has 
heretofore required several. 

Jute In tile United Stat e s .  

A correspondent o f  the Agricultural Department a t  Wash. 
ington speaks of the raising of j ute for textile purposes, in 
the Southern States, as follows : 

" I  deem it almost as great an acquisition to the country as 
cotton itself. It yields one of the cheapest fibers which na
ture procluces.  It is raised in India, and, I presume, can be 
raised here, for less than one half the cost of hemp, and for 

one fourth the cost of cotton. It has 
been produced in India for one cent per 
pound of fiber. It is woven not only into 
gunny cloth and gunny bags, but enters 
largely into carpets and many kinds of 
tissues. In India, j ute has been constant
ly gaining upon cotton. England has im
ported from India, of this article, more 
than 120,000,000 pound s in a single year ; 
and we, last year, imported more than 
19,000,000, which cost more than $3,000,' 
000, and sold at the South for $5,000,000. 
It is used there, chiefly, to envelop cot
ton. 

" If we had diverted that amount of 
labor from cotton to jute, we might have 
raised a much larger quantity at home, 
and at the same time have increased the 
value of our cotton crop. 

" The jute seems to me to be a plant 
admirably adapted to the wants of the 
South. She requires it for bale cloth, 
also to divert labor from cotton, and to 
employ the operatives during inclement 
seasons in the manufacture of cloth. 

" I  presume that the mechanism used 
in Kentucky for spinning and weaving 
hemp, will be appropriate for j ute." 

A is a case which rests upon the top 
of a. cabinet, and serves to conceal por
tions of the machinery ; it also serves as 
a table for the work ; two pairs of coils, 
B and C, are placed so that their upper 
ends stand j ust within or at the bottom 
of t\e case, A, to which they are Fe
cured ; these coils are placed at such a 
distance apart as to admit of the work
ing of an oscillating beam, D, which is 
s npported on standards over their cen· ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MOTOlt FOR SEWING MACHINES, 

These suggestions we regard as worthy 
the serious attention of Southern agricul -
turists. The uses of j ute are annually 

increasing, and there is little danger of a glut of this valua
ble material. 

tral line ; this beam is balanced so that the magnets or ar
matures of one pair of coils are connected to 0�18 end, and 
those of the other pair to the opposite end. 

The coils are constructed as shown in Fig. 2, being formed 
of insulated wire, coiled to a suitable size, leaving an open 
ing through the center sufficiently large to admit the mag
nets and their armatures. The coil is surrounded by an iron 
cylinder, which greatly increases the power of any given coil. 
Outside this cylinder another coil may be placed, an d this, in 
turn, enc Losed by another iron cylinder ; this gives good re
sults, but not so great, in proportion, as are obtained from a 
single coil and cylinder, which the inventors consider suffi-

the inventors have found one pair sufficient for all ordinary 
purposes. 

In ord er to prevent noise, and diminish the force with - ·e· _ 
which the magnets and armatures would meet, the arms, V, DISINFECTANTS TO ARREST THE PROGRESS OF ZYMOTIC 
pass through a case, K, within which are placed elastic DISEASE.-We must strike offat once a whole class of valuable 
cushions, above and below, and against which the bar strikes agents which will not meet the requirement of the case. The 
as it moves. infectious matter is a vapor (ff fine dust, and it is hopeless to 

The inventors also patent a form of " switch," by means of attempt to combat the virus by non-volatile disinfectants, such 
which they are enabled to control the battery power, employ _ as charcoal, chloride of zinc, etc. What is wanted for general 
ing either two, four, or any number of cells required. They purposes is a liquid volatile disinfectant, such as carbolic acid, 
do not, however, give any information as to the cost of ope- I whieh,after acting on infect�d su�faees, will pervade the atmos-
rating the machine by this means. phere, and destroy the floatmg Vll'US.- w: 01'00ks, F.R.S. 
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THE PROPOSED CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION IN PHILA 
DELPHIA, IN 1876. 

The Forty-first Congress, at its third session, passed an act 
t. to provide for celebrating the one hundredth aniversary of 
American Independence, by holding an international exhibi
tion of arts, manufactures, and products of the soil and mine, 
in the city of Philadelphia, in the year 1876." The act speci
fies that this exhibition shall be held under the auspices o f  
the Government of the United States, which shall be repre
sented by a Commission, composed of one delegate from each 
State and Territory, to be appointed within on� year from the 
passage of the act, by the President of the United States, 
upon the nomination of the governors of the States and Ter
ritories respectively. This Commission is empowered to pre
scribe all necessary regulations for holding the exhibition, 
and these regulations the President is authorized to make 
public by proclamation, and to communicate to the diplomatic 
representatives of' all nations. 

The project of holding a centennial exhibition was first 
suggested by the American Institute of New York, and stren
uous efforts were made to induce Congress to make the 
metropolis the site for the building, but the Philadelphians 
carried the majority ; and as the law has now been passed, it 
would be better for all parties to submit to its requirements, 
and take hold with energy upon the work. We took occasion, 
when the subj ect was first suggested, to point out the im
mense labor and expense involved in the undertaking. 

Such an exhibition, in order to be successful must be ad
ministered with great executive skill ; it must enlist the sym
pathies and coiJperation of the leading minds of the nation in 
every department of industry. The commissioners to be ap
pointed by the President ought to be representative men, 
and not politicians. What we fear is that there will be the 
same greedy clamor for office that there always is whenever 
an appointment is placed within the gift of the executive, 
and that persons will be smuggled in who are wholly unfit 
for the grave responsibility that will rest npon them. 

The Legislature of each State ought to make adequate ap
propriations to defray the expenses of a Commission, upon 
which shall devolve the duty of bringing forward the best 
illustrations of the productions of the State. The expense 
ought not to be great, as most ex.hibitors will prefer to pay 
their own charges, and the chief duties of the Commission 
would be clerical. 

There ought to be an advisory committee in each State, 
upon whom would devolve the selection of proper articles 
for exhibition. This committee could be charged with the 
duty of collecting statistics, and the publication, if necessary, 
of a report upon the productions of the State they represent. 

The Commissioner recommended by the Governor and ap
pointed by the Pre�ident, ought to have the power to organ-

ltitutifit 
ize advisory committees of experts upon each specialty, and I sometimes wrong, sometimes reaching that which they 
to accept or reject articles intended for the Fair, upon the sought, but oftener fain to content themselves with some
decision of such advisory boards. This was the course pur- thing they did not contemplate in the outset of their career. 
sued by Mr. Derby in the case of the Paris Exhibition, and There are the me}l who expend all their capital in erecting 
nothing was forwarded to Europe unless it had been referred factories, without knowing where the money will come from 
to the highest authority in the land. Similar action must be for stock and machinery. They are the men who, when an 
taken here to avoid a disorganized mob of people from monop- invention is only half completed, stake their all upon its 
olizing all of the space that may be allotted to each State re- success, regardless of future contingencies for which they 
spectively. A mere collection of mouse traps is not what we can foresee no provision. They are the men who give credit 
wish to see in Philadelphia, but the best products of the soil, without good security ; in short they are' the men who strew 
mine, mill, and every industry that can be sent forward the shores of life's great sea with wrecks, broken up and 
through the agency of a competent Commission. helpless ; to be pitied, but never repaired. 

The State Commissioners ought to be appointed at once in It is a pleasure to turn from this sad picture to another 
order that the work of organizing committees in each county, and brighter phase of human character, to the class, B, the 
and advisory boards in the large towns, may be started pre- members of which never count chickens in the shell ; to the 
paratory to the collection of material and statistics. men who never guess but reason, step by step, to their con-

Let each State vie with each other in the generous rivalry clusions, the men who have invented the machines and pro. 
in order to show the world what has been the progress of the cesses that have revolutionized the world's industry, the men 
Republic in the hundred years of its existence. There is no who have developed science and art. Wherever they are 
doubt that we have " bnilded better than we k,new," and there found, whether in schools, pUlpits, counting houses, or work 
are vast stores of hidden wealth that we can know nothing shops, they are doing the real solid brainwork of the world. 
about, until a competitive examination is made. They live in no fool's paradise. No false haloes cl ilster 

Where all the money is to come from to put up the requi- around the realities of life to blind them. No superstition 
site building in Philadelphia, we leave in fraternal kindness is accepted by them as a substitute for a belief founded upon 
to the enterpris(' of the City of Brothelly Love. The cost of facts and reason. By them every proposition is scrutinized 
a structure large enough to hold all that our own people and with rigor, and nothing bearing the semblance of truth, but 
the representatives of othel' nations will wish to send, will false under the surface, is allowed to pass unchallenged. 
be something prodigious. The value of the building and its They are men who, knowing truth may exist in human 
contents in Paris, in 1867, was estimated at one hundrod mil- life and character, are not suspicious without reason, but 
lion dollars. We do not wish to intimate to our neighbors who nevertheless are seldom deceived. Their faith in truth 
that they will have this sum to raise, but the information is is not destroyed by their own falseness. They seek truth 
thrown out as an important statistical fact for the benefit of for its own sake, and search for it eagerly and long, early 
whom it may concern. and late, but never guess at it. Their search .is thorough, 

There is no time to be lost in the organization of the local systematic, and organized. They are slow to assent to any
board of managers, and as soon as they have decided upon a thing laid down as a general principle, but once assenting, 
plan of operations, they ought to be met by the cordial sup- are steadfast i n their adherence, for their belief is founded 
port of citizens everywhere. The exhibition is intended to upon knowledge, not guesswork. 
be a national one-it ought to be so regarded everywhere, The age is at present prolific of this class of men, and their 
and all local j ealousies must be suppressed for the general labors are preparing the way for the final emancipation of 
good of the country. the race from giant superstitions, an d the strong chains of 

_ ._. _ ignorance. The generality of mankind think the world very 
REPAIRING ROADS. far advanced in cIvilization. Indeed, a popular but superfi

This is an operation which is or should be performed imme
diately after the settling of the ground in the spring. In 
agricultural districts it is often deferred till later in the sea
son. In this case the labor of putting a road in good condi
tion is often doubled. It is as true of roads as of raiment 
that " a stitch in time saves nine," and if for the word stitch 
we substitute ditch, the old saw will be even more forcible 
in its meaning. 

Winter makes sad havoc in the earth roads which intersect 
the country in all directions. His frosts upheave, and the 
springs wash out deep guUeys and ruts, and when at last the 
reign of frost is over, that which was straight is all crooked ; 
level places are changed into alternate rises and depressions, 
stones are left on the top, and, in short, these roads become 
sloughs of despond in which loaded teams wallow in despair, 
and where wagons are left standing for weeks up to the hubs 
in mud, simply because it is beyond the power of horse flesh 
to extricate them. 

If, when the mud has dried, the rut9 were filled at once, 
and the ditches at the wayside opened, much would be gained, 
but as this is generally neglected, the June thunderstorms 
have things all their own way. Sluices are filled, bridges 
undermined and washed away, and, finally, when the " road 
master " summons the inhabitants to turn out and work on 
the road, they find plenty to do. The road is at last put into 
passable condition, and remains so till the fall rains and the 
marketing wagons again cut them all up, and the snow fol
lowing hides them from view till the ensuing spring. 

That this is only a fair picture of the majority of the roads 
in the Northern States, we know from experience ; and those 
of the South and many parts of the West are even worse, 
if all accounts of their miserable condition during the winter 
rains are to be credited. 

There is, perhaps, some excuse in the pressing work of 
spring for the delay in road repairing. We believe, however, 
that the custom is maintained more through habit than ne
cessity. 

An old farmer once remarked to us that there is no other 
work done by farmers that pays so well as road making ; but 
there are few of them that are far sighted enough to see 
that the saving effected by good roads in the current expenses 
of repairs in wagons and harnesses, .and the increase of loads 
which can be carried, pay liberally for the work, which they 
do grudgingly, when at last it is performed. 

_ .•. . 
GUESS WORK AND REAL WORK. 

" I  guess that will work," says A. " I will try it and see." 
" This will work, says B, " provided that in my reasoning I 
have not omitted any element essential as one of the prem
ises upon which I build my reasoning and calculations. I 
will try it and see whether I have omitted any essential." 

A represents a large class, and B a smaller class, of men, 
which together make up the entire group of humanity. In
dividuals of the first clltss sometimes blunder upon success
ful inventions, sometimes, by lucky hits, make fortunes, 
sometimes . entertain correct views. But in all that they do 
there is an element of uncertainty, a feeling of insecurity 
that is never allayed except by final results. In blundering 
along, they expend money and time, which frequently are 
more valuable than what they can hop'S to obtain by any 
success they can achieve. They wander off into by paths, 
and finding they are wrong, guess allother is right, and so 
keep on guessing through life, sometimes guessing right, 

cial writer has recently asserted that the world is suffering 
from over-civilization ; but the class of men we have de
scribed, guessing at nothing, see that only the twilight has 
dawned upon the civilization of the ages to come. Knowing 
that their eyes shall never behold that brilliant epoch in the 
history of mankind, they still labor for the generations to 
come, blessing the present generation as well . 

Well will it be when all men are no longer content with 
guessing, but strive to know, not in the sense of passive ac
ceptance of creeds and formulre. framed or thought out by 
others, but thought out by each individual. For when all 
men really think for themselves, and act upon their conclu
sions, there will be an end to the poverty, drunkeuness, crimll 
and most of the diseases which now curse the human race 

_ ..... -
THE ELECTRIC LIGHT. 

The light produced from a powerful current of electricity, 
under favorable circumstances, is the most brilliant ever yet 
discovered by man. By actual experiment it has been sho wn 
to possess an intensity equal to one third of that of sunlight. 
The light emanating from an incandescent piece of lime 
under the action of the oxy-hydrogen j et,  well known as the 
Drummond light, cannot c�mpare with it in brilliancy, nor 
compete with it in point of economy. Though the first cost 
in the preparation of an electric light may exceed that of the 
Drummond light, the subsequent outlay is much less. 

The light is produced by passing an electrical current be
tween two pieces of charcoal a small distance apart, one con
nected with the positive pole and the other with the negativll 
pole of a galvanic battery. In order to keep these burning 
charcoal points always at such a distance from each other as 
to produce the most brilliant tight, ingenious machines called 
" regulators" are used. The principle involved in the COll
struction of these machines is, that the nearer the charcoal 
points are to each other, so much greater is the flow of elec
tricity. Now, increase in the flow of electricity in the con
ducting wire will produce corresponding increase of magnet. 
ism in an iron bar which it encompasses ;  therefore, one of 
the charcoal points is inserted in an iron cylinder, which 
plays freely up and down in the center of an electro-mag 
netic coil. As this coil exerts an attractive influence upon 
the iron, a weight passing over a pulley is attached to it , 
which, acting as a counterpoise, keeps it in equilibrium. 
The other point remains fixed. The result of this arrange
ment is that an increase of distance between the charcoal 
points gives a decrease in the flow, and consequently a de
crease in the attractive power of the coil. The weight, for 
this reason, overbalances the attraction of the coil, and the 
charcoal point is drawn up until the increasing flow of elec
tricity, ca Ll sed by the decreasing distance between the char. 
coal points, shall have sufficiently augmented the attractive 
power of the coil as to restore the equilibrium. 

The regulators employed in general use are much more 
complicJ,. ed, but their principle is the same. 

A machine has been invented in France by means of which 
this light may be derived from electro-magnetism. It con
sists of eight rows of powerful horseshoe magnets arranged 
around' a hollow cylinder and having their poles towards 
the II xis of the cylinder. The magnets are 7 in each row, 56 
in all, and are attached to a stationary frame. The hollow 
cylinder has affixed a set of double coils or bobbins, 112 in 
all, so placed that, on revolving the cylinder, the ends of the 
bars, which are the cores of the bobbins, are in rapid succes-
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sion brought in close proximity to the poles of the magnets, 
alternately approaching to and receding from them, with 
great rap idity. This causes a succession of almo�t instanta
neous electrical impulses to be given to the wires coi led 
around the bars. Connecting this machine with the charcoal 
points and revolving it at such a speed as to make the flow 
almost continuous, for the light only shines while the cur
rent is passing, a steady l ight will be produced. 

It has been found, by experiment, that if a speed sufficient 
to give 200 elf'ctrical impulses per iiecond be given to the 
machinf', the eye no longer takes cognizance of the intervals, 
and an uninterrt;tpted light is the result. 

A curious example of the correlation of forces is shown in 
the working of this machine. The cylinder, which is hung 
in its bearings so delicately that it would seem possible for 
a child to revolve it with ease, really re quires a two horse 
powpr ellbine, owing to certain effects prodnced by the action 
of the magnets in connection with the coils. This force ex
pended is represented in the light produced ; the machine 
convertin g force into electricity, and electricity into light ; 
as in the case of the galvanic battery, the force resulting from 
the dccompo>ition of zinc is the producer of the light . 

'l'he uses to which this light may be advantageously applied 
are numerous. Its peculiar penetrating power renders it un
rivalled for light houses and signal lights for vessels. Let 
the darkness be so great that it " can be felt," its light pierces 
it like a great silvery needle, and falls like a ray of hope 
upon the �eething ocean, which, but for its warning, might 
have been the watching sailor's grave . 

It has b"en used with success for illuminating mines.  
During the sif'ge of Paris, the Prussians were much annoyed 
by one of these lights, which the Parisians had constructed 
and placed upon Fort Mont Valerien, and which effectively 
prevented any hostile movement being made by the Prussians 
under the cover of the night. 

For stage effect, illuminating halls,  streets, or oth er public 
places, and for microscopic or magic lantern exhibitions, it 
may be used. 

The application of the electric �ystem for illuminating 
Bergen Tunnel, through which the Erie Hailroad and Dela
ware and Lackawanna Railroad traverse, we bel ieve could 
easily be accomplbhed. Its adoption would relieve the 
thousands of passengers, which are carril"d through this tun
nel daily, of t[ ,e apprehension of accident which is irresisti
ble to most persons as they enter the dark and cheerless 

cavern. 
In fact, its uses are so numerous, and its effects so brilliant, 

that it is a wonder that it has not been more universally 
adopted. 

_ ..... . -
SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

OCCURUENCE o�' A�mEU 1:1'1 SICILY. 

It is remarkable that the Homans, who set great value 
upon amber, and obtained it at great expense and trouble 
from the Baltic, make no mention of the occurrence of this 

fossil in Italy. 'rhe prohability is that th('y never discov
ered the locality nearer home. The first notice of the Sicily 
deposit was in 1 808. The amber is found in clay, brown 
coal- like formation, and gray sandstone, referred by Hoffmann 
to the chalk period . In color and general appearanc(l it 
clusely resembles the products of the Baltic workings, the 
chief difference bping in the species of insects fou nd imbedded 
in the gum. These insects belong to the ancient inhabitants 
of the earth, and their race is now extinct. \Yell preserved 
leaves of plants, resembling the ferns of the coal period, 
llave been found in the Sicilian amber. Many thousand 
�pecimens have been obtained from Cntanea and Girgenti, 
two places famous for their mines of sulphur. A resi
dent of Kiinigsberg, Germany, who was recently in New 
York , informed us that the search for amber was now con

ducted upon more scientific principles, and the yield wa,s in
creased accordingly . 'rhe mines are the monopoly of the 
governments, and the privilege of working them is leased to 
responsible companies . In this way, the industry assumes a 
business shape, and dealers in amber know what to depend 
upon. It is not likely that in our older geological formations 
we shall discover the fossil gum, but a search for it in more 
recent rocks may some day bring it to li"ht. Its occurrence 
in a volcanic region like Sicily was u nexpected , and hence 
the delay in finding it. 

CIII,OROFORM USED IN THIS COUNTRY. 

Dr. Simpson,  of Edinburgh, who first discovered the allles
thetic properties of chloroform , immediately wrote an ac
count of his experiments to Dr" CharIes T. Jackson, of Bos
ton, who at once brought the letter into his laboratory, where 
a number of pupils were at work, and requested one of them 
to prepare some of it for the purpose of repeating the experi
ments. This was in December, 1847. One of the students 
prepared a small quantity. and it was administered to him 
on the 30th of December, 1 847, by Dr. Jackson and one or t wo 
other physicians who were invited to w itness the effects of 
the new anresthetic. '1'here was probably not an ounce of 
chloroform at that time in the United States, and it wa3 
therefore necessary to make it for this trial. Twenty-three 
years later, during 1870, Dr. Edward It. Squibb estimates the 
total quantity of chloroform sold for consumption in this 
country at 80,000 pounds. About one third of this amount, 
say 26,000 pounds, is used for anresthetic purposes by inhala 
tion. Next, it may be estimated that one and a half fluid 
ounces are used or wasted for each administration, and this 
would give 200,000 administrations, as a safe estimate for the 
whole country during the year 1870. Dr. Squibb puts down 
one death in 5,882 administrations in this country. No chlo
roform of any importance has been imported into the United 

Jdtntifit 
States, or exported from it, within several years past, and 
there are but about four original sources of supply. 

[The student who prepared the chloroform in Dr. Jackson 's 
laboratory in 1847, and was the first in this eountry to take 
it for anresthetic purposes, was Charles A. Joy, at the present 
time Professor of Chemistry at Columbia College, New York. 
-EDS.] 

CARBOLIC ACID AND FLEAS. 

A correspondent asks, if fleas are not insects 'I and if they 
are, why carbolic acid cannot be used to exterminate them 
from dogs ? \Ve must remind him of Goldsmith's elegy on 
the death of a mad dog : 

" The man recovered of the bite, 
The dog it was that died. " 

So many dogs have been killed by the application of too 
strong carbolic acid , that the remedy i s  looked upon as worse 
than the disease. In moderate qnantities, it  could be applied 
with safety, hut, as we remarked on a former occasion, the 
torture of the poor dogs is often worse from the acid than it 
is from the fleas. Und er any and all circumstances, carbolic 
acid must be used with caution, as it is a powerful poison. 

DESTRUCTION OF ABBE MOIGNO' S LIBUAUY. 

Abbe Moigno, the genial editor of the j ournal Le8 Mondes, 
met with a severe l oss during the siege of Paris. He says in 
his paper for March 2, 1871 : " I  had on S unday, January 
15th, written a severe article about the barbarity of the Ger
mans in bombarding a city of two millions of inhabitants, 
when on Monday, the 1 6th, a bomb fell into my narrow apart
ment, and destroyed nearly everything in it, including a 
thousand volumes of books." It appears that he had j ust 
left his study, and his life was thus providentially saved. As 
a compensation to subscribers for the suspension of his jour
nal during the siege, he proposes to send to all who request 
it, a copy of some of his printed works. 

M. BECQUEREL, SR., NOT DEAD. 

We learn from Le8 Monde8, of March 2 3,  1871, that the 

venerable Professor Becquerel is not dead, but is still actively 

engaged in the preparation of his work on the applic3tion of 

electricity to chemistry and physiology . It was the London 

AthenlEum that started the report of hi!; death , and hence 

the sketch we gave of his life. It is not often that a man in 

hi s eighty-fourth year displays so much industry and vigor 

as the senior Becquerel. 

USE OF DYNAMITE IN ARTESIAN WELl,S. 

During the sinking of an artesian well in Holland, the 
horer struck a flint rock, very difficult to penetrate ; and the 
engineers proposed to try the eff<lcts of dynamite as a substi
tute for the drill . A bottle, in which two copper wires were 
insulated by gutta percha, containing two pounds of dy
namite, was let down to the bottom, and fired by a current 
of electricity ; a loud report, and the discharge of a large vol
ume of water from the well , indicated the force of the explo
sion, and it was only found necessary to repeat the operation 
twice to procure all the water required by the engineers. 

DEATH OF PROFESSOU STAEDELER. 

Dr. George Staedeler, Professor of Analytical Chemistry in 
Zurich, Switzerland, died on the 1 1th of January, 1871, at the 
residence of his parents, in Hanover. Professor Staedelel', in 
his early studies, passed through the usual routine of the 
pharmaceutical career, but passionate love for the natural 

sciences impelled him to enter the philosophical facul ty at 
the University of GGttingen, and it was here that he laid the 
foundation for a distinguished sphere of usefulness. Under 

the instruction of Professor Wohler, he applied himself 
chiefly to organic chemistry, and became a frequent contri
butor to the Annal8 of Ohemistry, published by Liebig and 
Wohler. One of his earliest papers was upon the preparation 
of chloral from starch. He was appointed Professor of Phy 
siological Chemistry at the University of Gottingen in 1851, 
and, in 1853, received a call to Zurich as the successor to 
Professor LOwig. When the now famous Polytechnic School 
was establi shed in Zurich, in 1855, Dr. Staedeler was trans
ferred to the chair of analytical chemistry ; and upon him de
volved the ta,sk of constructing a working laboratory, in ac
cordance with the wants of the new institution. 'rhe labora
tory, built under his supervision, was at the time pronounced 
to be the best in Europe ; and it has served as a model for 
nearly every laboratory that has since been constructed, 
either in Europe or America. Nearly ten years ago, Profes
sor Staedeler contracted a disease of the heart, while 011 a 
tour in the Alps, and since that time his life has been a con
stant struggle between failing health and an impatient de
sire to carry forward important scientific researches. The 
ravages of disease finally compelled him to resign his pro
fessorship, and he returned to the house of his aged parents, 
where, surrounded by the friends of his youth, and watched 
by the tender care of his relatives, he finally passed away, 
after only a few days of severe illness, on the 1 1th of Janu
ary, shortly before attaining his fiftieth birthday. His death 
will be a severe blow to the school where he taught, and to 
the science which has been so much enriched by his labors. 

- .�. -
A GREAT SPEECH. 

It is not often that such solid words of wisdom fall from 
the lips of man as were uttered by Mr. Peter Cooper, at 
the recent Annual Commencement of the institution founded 
by him. 'rhe occasion was one of unusual interest on account 
of the presentation of an address from the present and past 
pupils to the venerable founder of the Union. This address, 
unlike most similar pl'oouctions, was remarkably well writ
ten , tender in the expression of affection, full of gratitude, 
beautiful in sentiment. It has been elegantly engrossed, and 
elaborately framed for preservation in the great reading room 
of the Institute, and is in better taste than any bronze statue 

or monumental device could have been. The thousands of 
grateful pupils say to the world " if you seek a monument 
look about you," and Mr. Cooper's name and fame is  ren
dered more secure and impel'ishable in such a way than it 
could be in any other. 

The remarks of Mr. Cooper, in reply to the presentation ad 
dress, were full of wisdom, and deserving of preservation in 
a permanent form. The venerable author would blush to 
have his words called a speech, and yet we venture to say 
that a greater speech was never h eard in the large hall where 
have been assembled, from time to time, nearly all of the wise 
men of our country. Writers on political economy devote 
many pages to the elaboration of the laws of trade, the ques

tion of demand and supply, the relations of employe r and 
employed , the rights of property, and the duties of men of 
wealth, but Mr" Cooper has condensed the whole mattC'r into 

a few words, and if these words could Rink deep into the 
hearts of all mankind, we should never again hear of the> rich 
oppressing the poor, nor of the poor destroying thems('lve� 
by " lock outs " and " strikes ." 

\V f' advise every manufacturer, every mechanic, every la
borer to procure a copy of this addrefs, and trade unions 
could not do a better thing than to have it reprinted for gra
tuitous circulation among their members. It ought to have 
the widest possible circulation, and, to this cnd, we propose 
to give the greater part of it in our columns. 

Mr. Cooper celebrated his eightieth birthday by making au 
additional gift of one h undred and fifty thousand dollars to 
the Union, for the foundation and support of a free circula
ting library. This act was all that was necessary to round up 
and complete the usefulness of the Institute. 

The laboring poor can now obtain gratuitous instruction 
in every department of practical knowledge, aud when un
able to attend the exercises of the school, can still profit by 
the benefaction by carrying home with them the book re
quired for their information. By such acts of benevolence, 
and by the gift of more than a mi llion dollars for the iren 
education of workingmen and toiling women, Mr. Coope>l' 
has earned the right to offer advice, both to the rich and 
poor. He shows h ow to earn a fortune and how to spend it. 
He says : " While yet It child, I learned that ' the hand of the 
diligent maketh rich,' and whatcver of wealth I have achieved 
has been due, primarily, to habits of patient industry formed 
at the outset of my career." 

He early learned that the great part of the poverty, vice, 
and crime which afflict the American people was due to in
temperance, and he " carefully avoided all alcoholic liquors 
as the greakst curse of the young, and the most deadly foe 
to domestic happi ness and the public welfare." 

:;eIe next warns against hastily contracted dehts, and sug
gests the wisdom of trying to keep a little ready monpy on 
hand for j udicious investments. Debt is  a slavery which 
every young man ough t to avoid ; or, if assumed, ought not 
to endure for one day beyond the shortest time necessary to 

set him free. " By shunning intemperance, and praeti sing 
rigid economy, he was ahle to grow in prosperity and wealth, 
but the opportunities of acquiring knowledge were so limited, 
there being no free day or evening schools, that he found it 
far more difficult to learn what he wanted to know than to 
be industrious, temperate, and prudent. Hence he d ecided 
that, if he should prosper in the acqubition of worldly means, 
to found an institution to which all young peopltl of the 
working classes who desired to be good citizens, and to rise 
in life, could resort, without money and without priet', in 
order to acquire that knowledge of their busilleRs, and of 
science, which, in these days, is absolutely indispensable to 
a successful career." 

Mr. Cooper never lost sight of this resolution during a Imsi
ne�s career of nearly sixty years ; and all this time, he says, 
that he was " chee red, comforted, sustained and encouraged 
by the greatest of human blessings, a diligent, wise, indus
trious, faithful, and affectionate wife ; and by the active co
operation of his children, who j ustly rf'garded, as the richest 
portion of their inheritance, that part of his wealth which he 
desired to coneecrate to the p ubl i c welfare." 

Having thus given an account of the train of circumstllllccH 
which led to the foundation of the " Union for the Advance
ment of Science and Art." Mr. Cooper closes with the fol
lowing eloquent words : 

" I  do not pretend to prescribe any standard of expenditure 
for others, and I am qUlte ready to subscribe to the doctrine 
that a just and faithful trustee should be liberally paid for 
his services, and should not be restricted in the reasonable 
gratification of his desires so long as the rights to others are 
not thereby infringed ; and I desire to give the fullest recog
nition to the sacredness of private property and th e conser
vation of capital, as for the best interests of society and all tlle 
members thereof ; but I cunnot shut my eyes to the fact that 
production of wealth is not the work of any one man, and that 
the acquisition of great fortunes is not possible without the 
co-operation of multitudes of men, and that therefore the in
dividuals to whose lot these fortunes fall , whether by inheri
tance or the laws of produetion and trade, should never lose 
sight of the fact that, a8 they hold them only by the will of 
society, expressed in statute law, so they should adminbter 
them as trustees for the benefit of society, as inculcated by 
the moral law. 

" When rich men are thus brought to regard them
selves as trustees, and poor men learn to be industI'ious , 
economical, temperate, self-denying, and diligent in the ac
quisition of knowledge, then the deplorable strife between 
capital and labor, tending to destroy their fundamental , ne
cessary, and irrefragable harmony, will cease ; and the world 
will no longer be afflicted with such unnatural industrial 
conflicts as we have seen, during the past centUl'y in every 
quarter of the civilized globe, and latterly on so great a 
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s cale in this country, arraying those whom nature intended 
to be firm allies and inseparable friends into hostile camps 
in which the great law of love and mutual forbearance is 
extinguishE d  by selfish passions. The law of force, whether 
expr, Sged in trade associat ions, preventing other men from 
exercising their unalienable right to labor where they can 
find work, or in combinations of capitalists seeking by lock 
outs to close the avenues of labor, are equally reprehensible 
and should never be allowed, under any provocation what
ever, to take the place of the divine law : ' Whatsoever ye 
would that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto 
them ;' nor will such an unnatural and criminal substitution 
ever be possible, if poor men will remember that it is the 
duty and therefore the right, of every poor man to strive to 
become rich by honest, intelligent and patient labor, and if 
rich men will remembEr that the possess·.on of wealth, which 
is the fruit of the general effort, confers no right to its use 
as an engine of oppression or coercion upon any class which 
is concerned in its production. Let me then record that, 
during a long life passed in active business, I have never 
known any but evil consequences to all classes, and especial
ly to the innocent, to result from strikes, lock outs, or other 
forcible measures designed to interfere with the steady 
and regular march of productive industry, and I feel justified 
in an earnest appeal to both workmen and capitalist!! hence
forth to regard each other as equals and friends ; and to imi
tate the great example, 1:10 recently set � the enlightened 
governments of Great Britain and the United States, in the 
submission of their differences to arbitration ; and not to ex 
pect to reform social evils by combinations designed to force 
either side into the acceptance of unpalatable terms, by the 
stern logic of starvation and indiscriminate ruin. Reform, to 
be of any permanent value, must be based upon personal 
virtue, not force ; and it seems to me thatthe millenium will 
not be far off, when each individual shall set about reform
ing himself rather than society, and conforming his life to 
the great law of loving God and hi/1 fellow-men. While I 
thank you, my young friends-I bad almost said my children 
-for this manifestation of your respect and gratitude, so 
touching because so full of love, let me ask you to accept of 
this feeble but heartfelt reply all a kind of last will and testa
ment of the garnered experience of an old friend, whose 
days are almost numbered, and who asks only to be remem
bered as " one who loved his fellow men." 

- .-. -
XLINXERFUES' APPARATUS FOR IGNITING GAS AND 

OTHER LIGHTS. 

This new appnratus, devised by Professor William Klin
k erfues, of the University of Go ttingen, was vI'Jry briefly 
noticed in our last issue. It ha�, however, so many points of 
scientific interest, especially bearing upon the my sterious 
phenomenon known as catalysis, that we this week give a 
full account of the invention, as well as the principles upon 
which it is based, 

The invention consists in the arrangement of a vessel con
taining a liquid, which, when brought in contact with a pair 
of galvanic · plates suspended within said vessel, will close 
an electric circle and produce a current, whereby a piece or 
pieces of platinum wire, held in electrodes that connect with 
the said galvanic plates, will be excited to produce catalytic 
action and ignite combustible matter with which they may 
brought in contact. 

The catalytic effects of platinum in its spongy, pulverous, 
or porous state have been frequently proposed as a mea.ns of 
lighting gas and other flames ; but, if the short-lived success 
of the Doebereiner apparatus be excepted, no practical re
sults have as yet been attained. 

In these peculiar forms platinum is too liable to change to 
admit of the long and frequent use required by the exigen
cies of domestic applications, at least in any of the manners 
hitherto proposed. Nor does, in fact, spongy platinum, 
freshly prepared, ignite common illuminating ga�. 

These consitJerations lead naturally to the idea of employ
ing more durable forms of platinum, such as wire or plate, 
and producing the same catalytic power by means that will 
not be subject to new objections. Still, there do not, thus 
far, seem to have been any proposals or experiments brought 
forward in this direction. 

The experiments undertaken by Herr Klinkerfues for the 
purpose of ascertaining the temperature at which compact 
platinum, brought into the shape of wire or pl\1.te, acquires 
sufficient catalytic power to ignite illuminating gas, showed 
that not even a red heat was required. A platinum wire in
serted between the poles of a very small galvanic pair of zinc 
and graphite, without showing the slightest emission of light 
in the dark, ignited a j et of glass almost instantaneously. It 
is evident, in this case, as the red heat of the wire is only an 
effect of catalytic action, that the galvanic circle is acting in 
a very different manner from the former methods, which 
effect ignition by the direct action of the electric spark. 

This circumstance and the hydraulic closing of the gal
vanic circle are the principal characteristics of the new con
trivancee, whose practical value has, it is asserted, been tested 
by numerous experiments ; for if a stronger action of the 
galvanic current were required, the power of the battery 
would be exhausted in a far shorter time ; and indeed it 
would be impossible to employ an apparatus of small inter
ior resistance, such as zinc and graphite, with a solution of 
bichromate of potassa and sulphuric acid, or ch:loride of sil
ver and zinc with a solution of salt, for months without re
newing the filling. At the same time the hydrostatic manner 
of closing and breaking the galvanic circle affords the easiest 
and simplest means of instantly producing the desired cata
lytic action, and afterward stopping it again at will, for the 
sake of economizing the materials. 

Jdtufifit �tuttitnu. 
On this principle of imparting catalytic power to platinum 

in its compact forms, by means of the galvanic current, the 
inventor has had several kinds of gas lighting contrivances 
constructed, for which patents have been obtained through the 
Scientific American Patent Agency. 

The first apparatus consists of a thin, hollow, glass cylin
der, of suitable size, closed at the bottom, and covered by a 
plate, bearing on the inside a galvanic pair of zinc and graph
ite plates of sma.11 size. 

These plates are respectively connected with electrodes 
that project from the outside of the plate, holding an inserted 
bit of platinum wire. The liquid filling consists preferably 
of the well known mixture of bichromate of potassa and 
diluted sulphuric acid, which will be active for a long time. 

In order to light gas flames for domestic purposes with 
this simple apparatus it is only necessa.ry to incline it suffi
ciently, a.nd, at the same time, hold the platinum wire before 
the j et of the ga.s that escapes from the burner. But when 
the apparatus is placed upright, the plates not touching the 
liquid, no galvanic action takes place, and consequently no 
material is cons umed by electric action, so that, it is claimed, 
a mixture of the value of a few cents suffices for many 
thousand repetitions of the operation. 

When the mixture is comparatively fresh, the platinum 
wire becomes �o fa.r red hot as to ignite a paper match im
pregnated at one end with chlorate 0' potassa. 

The second application of the same principle is intended 
to supply a kindling apparatus for rooms not furnished with 
gas. 

Doebereiner's principle for the evolution of hydrogen gas 
is worked by the pressing down of a lever, which, at the 
same time, immerses a small galvanic pair of zinc and graph
ite plates in a mixture of bichromate of potassa and sul
phuric acid, and thus excites catalytic power in a platinum 
exposed wire, to the hydrogen gas j et. 

The working of Mr. Klinkerfues' apparatus is said to be 
very reliable, rendering it far preferable to Doebereiner's 
with pla.tinum in the spongy form. 

The third of the proposed contrivances is intended to be 
a.pplied to street gas lights for the purpose of simultaneously 
lighting and extingui�hing a number of lamps from a single 
btation with the smallest possible loss of gas or other ma
terial. 

Important reasons forbid that the shutting off the gas 
supply should be placed far back of the mouth of the burner, 
and make it necessary to devise some means for opening and 
cutting off the supply from a distance. At first sight the sim
plest way to effect this would seem to be by stop cocks, con
nected with electro-magnets, to be worked by galvanic action 
from a common station. But, in the first pla.ce, it would 
hardly be possible to guard against loss of gas a.nd the en
trance of atmospheric air into the pipes. 

Another consideration presents itself in the fact that gal
vanic batteries intended for the production of caloric must 
be of weak resistance, and are, therefore, incompatible with 
great lengths of conducting wires, as well as long duration 
of galvanic action, if a frequent renovation of the filling is 
to be avoided. It is, therefore, proposed to furnish each 
lamp post with its own galvanic apparatus, and to make the 
galvanic pair touch the liquid only during the short time of 
lighting up. 

An hermetically closed vessel is  provided with a compart
ment or bell, open at the bottom, so as to communicate with 
the main vessel, and having a galvanic pair of zinc and 
graphite fixed to the cover in such a manner that the solu
tion of bichromate of potassa with sulphuric acid, contained 
in the lower part of the vessel, is not reached by them when 
the ap paratus is in its usual inactive state. A pipe leading 
to the burner of the gas flame, passAS, air-proof, through the 
cover of this vessel, and is immersed in the liquid, thus shut
ting off the outward air from communication with the upper 
part. 

The latter is filled, above the above named liquid,with illum
inating gas supplied from the gas works, and as the pipe 
which passes through the cover is of sufficient length to 
hold the hydrostatic column raised by the small and nearly 
constant pressure usual in gas pipes, it takes the place of the 
last stop cock in the supply pipe. 

By another pipe leading to the belI from a station at any 
required distance, the air in the upper part of the bell can 
be rarefied, and thus the liquid in the hermetically closed 
vessel can be sucked up, lowering the surface so that the 
escape of the gas through the pipe leading to the burner is 
first opened, and then, on continued suction, the zinc a.nd 
graphite plates are reached by the liquid. 

At this point the galvanic circle is closed, and the platinum 
wire over the mouth of the pipe leading to the burner be 
comes heated, and acquires sufficient catalytic power to 
kindle to a flame the hydrogen contained in the gas jet. 

After this is effected, a slight remission of the sucking pow
er in the pipe is made to sink the level below the galvanic 
pla.tes in order to avoid unnecessary expO/lUre, but without 
shutting off the escape of the gas. 

In order to make sure of this effect on all the lamps a 
model apparatus must be placed at the station, corresponding 
in all respects to those of ihe lamps. 

The putting out of the light is effected by opening the 
sucking pipe to the access of atmospheric air, thus restoring 
the previous state of equilibrium, and , at the same time, pre
venting differences of temperature in different parts of the 
sucking pipes to cause pa.rtial puckings, and thus stop the 
correspondence in the working of the apparatus on the dif
ferent lamps. 

This a.pparatus may be attached to any ordinary gas pipe, 
and is easily removed, when required, for the purpose of a 
revision. 
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T o  guard against interruption i n  the hydraulic connection 

of the galvanic circle by the effect of low winter temperature, 
in either freezing the water of the filling or causing the bi
chromate of potassa to be crystallized from the solution, it 
is necessary to employ, during the winter months, a solution 
containing a greater quantity of sulphuric acid and less of 
the chromate, a mixture that practically is best prepared on 
cold winter days. 

- .�. -
Let In t h e  Sunlight . 

Mrs_ Henry Ward Beecher, in an article in the Ohri8tian 
Union, on mistakes in our houses, specifies the " exclusion of 
sunlight " as one. She says : 

We wish the importance of admitting the light of the sun, 
freely, as well as building these ea.rly and late fires, could be 
properly impressed upon our housekeeperA. No article of 
furniture should ever be brought to our homes too good or 
too delica.te for the sun to see all day long. His presence should 
ne�er be excluded, except when so bright as to be uncom
forta.ble to the eyes. And walks should be in bright sunlight, 
so that the eyes are protected by veil or para.sol, when incon
veniently intense. A sun bath is of fa.r more importance in 
preserving a healthful condition of the body than is generally 
understood. A sun bath costs nothing, and that is a misfortune, 
for people are deluded with the idea that those things only can 
be good or useful which cost money. But remember that pure 
water, fresh air, sunlight, and homes kept free from dampness, 
will secure you from many hea.vy bills of the doctors, and give 
you health and v gor, wh}.ch no money can procure. It is a 
well established fact that people who live much in the sun 
are usually stronger and more healthy than those whose oc
cupations deprive them of sunlight. 

_ .. ' .  
SlIver Ores Crom U t a h  Territory. 

It is p roposed to erect in Pittsburgh, smelting works of 
sufficient magnitude to reduce the silver ores from the West, 
and so save the heavy transportation charges to and from 
England or Germany, in which countries the ores are chiefly 
at present smelted. A project of this kind is not likely to 
lack encoura.gement from the Pittsburgh capitalists, and the 
operation is expected to commence in the present month. 
Thus will be added another important manufacture, and a 
new source of prosperity, to the varied and important indus
tries of Pittsburgh. 

Mr. R. J. Anderson recently brought to Pittsburgh, 
some specimens of silver ore, which had been taken from 
the earth under his personal supervision. The yield of sil
ver from the mines in question has been as high as eight 
hundred dollars per tun of ore ; besides a very large percent
age of lead, enough, indeed, to pay all the expenses of min
ing, freight to Pittsburgh, and the cost of smelting. 

. .... . 
How to Banish Fleas. 

The Maryland Farmer, a most excellent monthly, pub
lished in Baltimore, gives the following useful recipe for ex
terminating fleas : 

" The oil of pennyroyal will certainly drive these pests off ; 
but a chea.per method, where the herb flourishes, is to throw 
your dogs and cats into a decoction of it once a week. Muw 
the herb and scatter it in the beds of the pigs once a month. 
Where the herb cannot be got, the oil may be procured. In 
this case, saturate strings with it and tie them around the 
necks of dogs and cats, pour a little on the back and about 
the ears of hogs, which you can do while they are feeding 
without touching them. By repeating these applications 
every twelve or fifteen days, the fleas will flee from your 
quadrupeds, to their relief and improvement, and your relief 
and comfort in the house. 

Strings saturated with the oil of pennyroyal and tied 
around the neck and tail of horses will drive off lice ; the 
strings should be saturated once a day. 

. .•. -
An Useful Inve ntion on Shipboard. 

Not long ago there was seen on board the timber laden ship 
Henry Woolley, lying in the Victoria Dock, Leith, a useful 
but unnsual piece of machinery, so far as ships are concerned. 
The vessel was making wa.ter, and to saVe the crew the 
heavy labor of pumping her, a. windmill, with simple ma
chinery was connected with the pumps. When the wind 
was blowing high, recently, the mill was revolving with great 
velocity, and doing the work well. Such an appliance was 
lately adopted with marked advantage on board an Aberdeen 
guano laden ves�el. which sprung a leak when she was a 
month out at sea, on her voyage from Callao to Leith. A 
handy carpenter, who was on board, set to work at the sug
gestion of the captain, and rigged up a windmill which re
lieved the crew of their extra work, and enabled the crew and 
the ship to arrive safe in port. The use of the windmill for 
pumping barges is very common in this country. They are 
employed on most of the North River ice barges that ply be
tween this city and the up country ice establishments. 

_ . • . . 
T ERRA COTTA IN GEORGIA.-A correspondent informs us 

that terra cotta of the finest quality is found near Atlanta, 
Ga., and is now being worked into drain pipes, chimney tops, 
building ornaments, flower vases, garden statuary, fountains, 
etc. 

- .•. -
WE are glad to hear of the recovery and repair of one of 

th e Anglo-Atlantic telegraph cables. The British steamer 
& anderia is now fishing for the second cable, and we shall 
pr obably soon announce its restoration to efficiency. 

_ .•. -
THE use of torpedoes for killing fish for manure, on the 

co ast of Flotida, has driven the shoal s  of fish from the shore , 
and has naturally been resented by the inhabitants of the 
s eaboard Qf that State. 
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The AmerIcan NeW'spaper DIrectory, 
J>llbl!shed by Geo. P. Rowell & Co. , Advertising Agents, No. 40 Park Row, 
Ncw York, contains a full and complcte statement of all facts about news
papers which an advertiser desires to know. The sllbscriptlon price is five 
dollars. 

Tlte Oharye for in8ertton under thi8 head i8 One Dollar a Line. lJ the .Notices 
exceed Four LineB. One Dollar and a Half Ver Line will be charl/ed. 

The paper that meets the eye of manufacturers throughout 
the United States-Boston Bulletin, $-1 OJ a year. Advertisements 17c. a line. 

Wanted.-Subscribers to the RAILROAD GAZETTE, at every 
railroad station in America. $4 a year ; 10 copies for $33 ; 40 copies for $120. 

Idtutifit 
Cold Rolled-Shafting,piston rods,pump rods,Collins pat.double 

compression couphngs, manufactured by Jones & Laughllns,Plttsburgh,Pa. 

For Solid Wrought-iron Beams, etc., see advertisement. lfd
dress Umon Iron Mms, Pltt.burgh, Pa. , for lithograph, etc. 

Carpenters wanted-$10 per day-to sell the Burglar Proof 
Sash Lock. Address G. S. Lacey, 27 Park Row, New York. 

Glynn's Anti-Incrustator for Steam Boilers-The only reliable 
preventive. No foaming, and does not attack metals of boilers. Price 25 

"cents per lb. C. D. Fredricks. 587 Broadway, New York. 

The Merriman Bolt Cutter-the best made. Send for cireu
lars. H. B. Brown & Co. , 25 Whitney ave. , New Haven, Conn. 

Presses, Dies, and Tinners' Tools. Conor & Mays, late Mays & 
Bliss, 4 to 8 Water st., opposite Fulton Ferry, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

For the best India-rubber \Veather Strip ever invented, ad- Taft's Portable Hot Air, Vapor and Shower Bathing Apparatus.  
dress Martin Croke,OO water "t., St . .  Johns, Newfoundland. Patented in U.S. Address Portable Bath Co. , Sag Harbor, N. Y. (Send for Circular.) 

I wish to open correspondence with manufacturers of Arte- Winans' Boiler Powder.-15 years' practical use proves this 
sian 'VeIl Machinery ; also. Borers of Artesian Wells. J. W. Dunn, Box 
No.8, Corpus Christi, Texas. 

Best quality Tempered Comb Plates, Card Cleaners, etc., for 
woolen and Cotton Manufacturers. A. & E. H. Sedgwick,Poughkeepsie,N.Y. 

a cheap, emclent, safe prevention of Incrustations. 11 wall st. , New York. 

To Ascertain where there will be a demand for new machinery 
or manufacturers' supplies read Boston Commercial Bulletin'S Mauufactur� 
ine: News of the United States. Terms $! 00 ayear. 

SPEOIAL NO TE.- Thi. column i8 designed lor the general inter138t and in-
8truction of our reader8, nat for qratuitou8 'replies to querjtion8 of a p1.(,rely 
bU8ine88 or per80nal nature. We will publitlh 8uch inquirtes, however, 
when paid for as advertL8ement8 at l 'OO a  line, under the head Of ' "Bu,8ine8 
and Per8onal. "  

ALL reference t o  back number8 mU8t b e  b y  volume and paqe. 

H. F., of Md.-The following, relative to the invention of the 
link motion, from' Auchincloss' work on " Link and Valve Motion," 
answers your queries : " The first form was invented by Mr. Howe, in 18!3 
and applied to the locomotives of Messrs. Robert Stephenson & Co. It is 
in fact, the representative link motion, which, excepting Slight modifica
tions in the mode of suspension, remains unchanged by the accumulated 
experience of a quarter of a century. Simultaneous with t.he appearanc 
of this motion was that of the second, the discovery of Mr. Daniel Gooch. 
It accomplishes perfectly analogous results, and has met with much favor 
throughout Great Britain and the Continent. The ' Allan ' combines th 
characteristic featUres of the Howe and Gooch link motions in such a man� 
ner that the parts are more perfectly balance<!, consequently it dispenses 
with the counter weight or spring pecu�iar to the former of these motions. 
The Walschaert·motion Is extensively applied In Belgium, but probably 
will not receive much attention from locomotive engineers, beyond the 
limits of that kingdom, unless future designers succeed in reducing the 
number of its connections. "  

W anted.� The latest improved Machinery for manufacturing 
Horse Shoes, Horse Nails, Cut NailS, Pressed Spikes. Full partlculars as re· 
gards capacity,etc.,with lowest cash price. Address A. B. ,  Box 88,Perth,Ont. 

������������������������I LIQUID GLUE.-Fill a vessel (I use a glass j ar) with broken

5 Horse Square Engine ; also, one 15 Horse Horizontal Engine 
nnd Boiler, with Pump, Heater, and all equipmcnts, nearly new, will be 
Bold very cheap. R. H. NorriS, near West st. Bridge, Paterson, N. J. 

For the best 15-m. swing Screw Clltting Engine Lathe, for the 
least money, address Star Tool Company, Providence, R. r. 

Baxter's Wrcnches fit peculiar corner:>, where no other wrench 
will work. Greene, Tweed & Co . • 18 Park Place. 

�utfittl. 
[ We present herewith a 8eries Of inquirie8 embracing a variety Of topiC8 Of 

greater or les8 general interest. The questions are Simple, it is true, but w e  

prefer t o  eUcit practical an8wer8 from o u r  readers. ] 

1 .-MOUNTING CHRO:os.-I wish to mount some chromos 
and engravings on canvas for framing. ShOuld the canvaS be dampened be· 
fore being tacked on to the frame ? If it should, then must the picture be 
dampened a180, and applied to the canvas before the latter is dry ? OJ" must 
the canvas be perfectly smooth before the picture is pasted on to it ? Does 
the canvas reqnlre to be sized with anything ? What kind of paste is best ? 
and should it be spread npon the canvas or the picture ? I would like full 
Instructions for doing the work.-T. E. C. 

np glne of best qnality, then fill it with acetic acid_ Keep It in hot water 
for a few hours, until the glue is all melted, and you WIll have an excellent 
glue always ready.-F. W. S. 

MILLSTONE DRESS.-If J.  A. P .  wil l put fourteen quarter 
dress, four inches draft, with three short furrows intersecting the 
leading ones in his buhrs (supposing them to be of medium porosity) , 
and crack the face parallel with the furrow, say after every five or six 
hundred bushels arc ground, keeping the furrows deep at the eye, with 
same width of furrow (not allowing the stones to run empty) , running the 
stone from one hundred and sixty to one hundred and eighty revolutions 
per minute, he will find his mill will grind faster, cooler, and make better 
fiour. The trouble is, 11e has not leading furrows enough in his nine 
quarter dress, and the short furrows cross each other at too great an angle. 
J. A. Mc. , of Ind. 

Cutlers' Grindstones. Mitchell, Philadelphia. 
New Castle Grindstones. Mitchell, Philadelphia. 
Saw Makers' Grindstones. Mitchell, Philadelphia. 
For Sale.-A Patent on Steam Mangle. Address P. Rund

qUist, 954 Sixth avenue, New York city. 

2.-TuRNING METALS.-Will some one give, from practi- POUNDING OF PISTON ,-Steam is elastic, and consequently 

Metall urgy.-A man with some knowledge of Chemistry, and 
the reduction of gold and Silver, offers his services to any in charge of such 
works. He will he found useful. Address John Tuubridge, 37 Pacific st. , 
Newark, N. J. 

Agency wanted in Boston, by a responsible gentleman, who 
can furnish first class Boston and New York references. Address Geo. 
"\\Tinslow, Box 1268, Boston P. O. 

I have a new Machine for Drawing Symmetrical Figures, 
and want a partner with money to help in introdUCing it . Address Van 
L!.:mnep, No. 76 East Ninth st. , New YOl'k. 

Diamonds and Carbon turned and shaped for Philosophical 
find Mechanicnl purposes, also Glazier'S Diamonds, manufactured and re
set oy J. Dickinson, 64 Nassau st. , New York. 

Blake's Patent Belt Studs, the best and cheapest fastening 
for Leather or Rubber Belts. 40,000 manufacturers use them. Greene, 
Tweed & Co. , 18 Park Place. 

Peck's Patent Drop Press. For circulars address the sol e 
manufacturers. Milo, Peck & Co . •  New Haven, Ct. 

We will pay more money for Brass Turnings, old Brass, Copper, 
Lead, and Zinc than any other establishment. ConSignments, large or 
small, solicited from all parts of the United States. Du Plaine & Reeves, 
760 S.Broad st. , Philadelphia, Pa. 

The b!<st Anti-Friction Metal is made by the Tubal Smelting 
Works, Philadelphia, Pa. Buy it and prove it. 

cal experiments, the proper speed for the surface in turning brass, copper' 
annealed cast iron, cast iron unannealed, wrought iron, malleable cast iron, 
annealed cast steel, cast steel unannealed, cast steel tempered to a blue, and 
chilled cast iron rolls ? A_ H. G. 

3.-RoACHES.-Is there any sure poison for roaches, that 
may be used without danger to children or domestic animals ? 

4.-PWMENT FOR GLASS.-I wish a pigment for glass, 
something similar to collodion nsed by photographers, that will dry quick 
and hard, and that will not peel off In water. If pOSSible, something that 
can be put on with a brush and stencil plate. 

5.-CISTERNS AND CHIMNEYS.-What should be put into a 
clstcrn of rain water to keep It pure and fit to drink when necessary ? Wha� 
will prevent Chimneys emitting a sooty odor ? Will sweeping obviate it ?-
E. E. H. 

6.-GRADING DITCH.-I intend making a fish pond, and for 
the pnrpose have to tap the river several hundred yards above. Will some 
one advise me how to grade the ditch ?-O. C. H. 

7.-GUN BARREL.-Will any one tell me how to prove a 
gnn barrel to be London fine twist ?-H. B. 

8.-S0Ult WELL WATER.-Can any of your readers tell me 
the CRuse of sourness in well water ? The well is removed from drains and 
impurities, but In the spring It has an acid taste resembling tartaric acid. 
At all times it is very hard , and will turn tea very black, more like black dye 
than tea ; it will make white cloth turn yellow, If left In a few hours. The 
upper soil is sand, and the bottom of the well is quicksand. Is the acid hurt
ful, and what will correct It ?-H. n. 

9.-CIRCULAR SAW -Which will run the easiest (i.e., with 
Hailroad Bonds.-Whether you wish to bny or sell, write to the least power) , an eight inch circular saw one eighth of an Inch thick. and 

Charles W. Hassler, 7 Wall street. New York. sixty teeth, or one, one sixteenth of an inch th1ck,and thirty teeth ?-E.A.M. 

an excellent spring or cushion for a steam cylinder, between the piston 
and cylinder head. Adjust your eccentric so that enough steam will enter 
the cylinder to cause a gentle pressure to reach the wrist pin as the 
latter arrives at the center or dead point. Thus the steam begins to impart 
its power at the first opportunity, without any concussion or pounding in 
any of the connecting jOints. Although some of the connecting joints may 
be a little loose, yet the lead may be so nicely adjusted that the wrist pin 
will pass the centers without any conCUSSion, pounding 01' j al'l'in�, pro 
vlded the governor works right, an,d the steam is dry.-W. W. C. 

HOROSCOPE.-E. 1'., in query No. 13, June 10, asks the mean
of tracing the horoscope. The horoscope of the astrologers was the aspect 
or the heavens at any particular time, and was consulted by those wise men 
to obtain knowledge of the future weal or woe of the person or ulldertaldng 
then under conSideration. Thus, the position of the stars at the time ot' 
the birth of a child was its horoscope, and believers in the obscure science 
discovered all sorts of destinies for the infant, by inspecting the firmament. 
The science (?) of astrology is very ancient, and its existence can be traced 
in the writings of tile Chaldeans. It is perhaps the only quackery, an
cient or modern, that has had a systematic and consistent plan. I trust 
that no readcri of the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN are believers in such an im· 
posture.-D.B, of N. Y. 

FIXIl'\G LEAD PENCIL MARKS ON PAPER . - Let J. II. H. 
stretch his drawing tightly oli a board, with drawing pins, and pour a little 
pure milk (if he can get it) on the paper, turning tile board about till the 
milk has flowed all over the drawing. The turning must be done at once 
a; the milk mllst not be allowed to rest on tile paper. When the whole 
surface is wetted, let the milk drain off, and leave the board witl1 thc draw. 
ing in the air to dry.-D.B . , of N. Y. 

COPYING INK.-A. S. can make copy ing ink by dissolving 
powdered refined sngar In ordinary Ink. He shonld llse just enongh sugar 
to make the writing look slightly glossy when drY.-D. B. , of N. Y, 

The Philadelphia Scientific Mechanics' Circle will answer any 
mechanical question for 25 cts. Address as above, 125 N. 7th st., Philadelphia. 

10.-DISSOLVING RUBBER.-I shollld be glad to find out, CLOTH ROLLERS .-R A. D. will find that rollers covered with 

Experimental Machinery and ModelR, all sizes of Turned Shaft
ing, Papcr Box, Paper Collar, and Bosom Plaiting Machines, Self- operat
ing Spinning Jack Attachments. W. H. Tolhurst. Machine Shop, Troy, N. Y. 

Best Scales.-Fair Prices. Jones, Binghamton, N. Y. 

Steam Watch Case Manufactory, J. C. Dueber, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Every style of case on hand, and made to special order. 

L. & J. "V. Feuchtwanger, Chemists, 55 Cedar st., New York, 
manufacturers of Silicates of Soda and Potash, and SOluhle Glass. 

For Hydraulic Jacks, P unches, or Presses, write for circular 
to E.  Lyon, 470 Grand st. , New York. 

A. G. Bissell & Co. manufacture packing boxes in shooks at 
East Saginaw, Mich. 

For mining, wrecking, pumping, drainage, and irrigating ma
chinery, bee advertisement of Andrews' Patents in another column. 

The new Stem Winding (and Stem Setting) Movements of E. 
Howard & Co. , Boston. are acknowledged to be, In all respects, the most 
desirable Stem \Vinding "Vatch yet offered, either of European or Ameri
can manufacture. Offi.cct 15 Maiden Lane, New York. 

through your columns, how I can dissolve india rubber, so as to make it 
form a component part of a printer's roller composition, and what is the 
best kind of rubber to use. I have tried rubber lu wood naphtha, and 
faned.-P. E. M. 

11.-STAINED CLOTHING.-How can I remove the stain of 
tincture of Iron and quinine from clothing ?-J . J. W. 

12.-FIREPROOF WHITEWASH.-Wanted-a whitewash for 
inside of covered railroad bridge, to render timbers spark proof ?-A. 

13.-CHEAP BATTERY.-I tried A. G.'s directions to make 
a cheap battery. I first procured a gallon stone j ar, and placed a cylinder 
of sheet zinc in it. I then took a flower pot, and placed a cylinder of sheet 
lead in it, and fillcd it with a solution of sulphate of copper, and the outside 
with a solution of common salt. I then put brass wires through holes in the 
lead and zinc ; at first it did not work, so I cleaned my zinc with sulphuric 
acid, and tried again. It worked at first, so that it made an electro-magnet 
slightly magnetic, but the next day it would not do that. I finally coocluded 
to take it to pieces. I evaporated the solntion of blue vitriol, and expected 
it to crystallize, but It did not. On straightening the lead, Hound It covered 
with copper about one thirty· second of an inch in thickness, which was so 
brittle that It broke very easily, and would not soften when I heated It, and 
put It in water. will A. G. explain ?-G. M. A. 

14.-RESTORING STEEL.-Will some of your correspondents 

coarse emery will answer his purpose. Put a thick coat of glue on the 
roller, while it revolves slowly ; then sift on the emery, let it dry, and then 
pnt on more glue ; keep it revolving until dry, and then put it in the loom. 
O. K . . of Miss. 

NOISY GEARS.-I would advise S. R to grease his noisy cogs 
with tallow every morning, and, if they are properly geared. it will prc
vent the nolse.-S. N. , of Ohio. 

BmLs.-I advise W. E. to d rink tea made from the root or 
leaves of the burdock, a pint or so a day for several wee ks, which will 
cleanse and purify his blood, and prevent boils .-S. N. , of Ohio. 

J. C. F., of Fa.-Your plan of propelling wheels by tidal flow 
into and out of rivers, estuaries, etc. , has been employed in all its essen· 
tial particulars, with success, in Europe and India. We think it has also 
been used to some extent in this country. 

J.  H. P., of N. Y.-It is not unusual for concentrated maple 
syrup to deposit crystals like the specimen sent. There is no difficulty in 
making a perfectly white loaf sugar from maple sap by proper purilleat.ion 
and draining. For purification, the process employed for refining the or� 
dinary cane sugar would be appropriate. 

J. H. S . ,  of Pa.-All else being equal, it will take more power 
to drive a large shaft than a small one, principally on account of Increased 
friction. 

Belting that is Belting.-Always send for the Best Philadel- give me the recipe for renewing steel, after it has been burned or heatcd too C. H. R" of N. Y .-You will find answers to your queries ,  if 
hot in working ?-A. T. L. phia Oak-Tanue<1, to c. w. Arny, Manufacturer, 301 Cherry st. , Phll'a. 

Send your address to Howard & Co., No. 865 Broadway, New 
York, and by return m;j,il you will recBivc t:lCir D escriptive PI ice List of 
waltha:n Watches. AU prie33 ro-Juced sillce Febmary 1st. 

Ashcroft's Low Water Detector, $15 ; thousands in use ; can be 
applied for lC33 than $1.  N3.me3 of co!'pOraUOll!'l having thirty in use can 
be given. Send or circular. E. H. Ashcroft, Boston, Mass. 

'1'0 Cotton Pressers, Storage Men, and FreigMers.-35-horse 
Engine and Boiler, with two Hyuraulic Cotton PI'ess3s, capable of press
lUg '33 bales an hour. Machinery first cla�s. Price extremely low. Wm. 
D. Andrews & Bro. , 41-1 water st. New York. 

Tin Presses & Hardware Drills. Ferracute Works,Bridgton,N.J . 

Brown's Coalyard Quarry & Contractors' Apparatus for hoisting 
and conveying material by iron cable. W.D .Andrews & Bro,414 Water st.,N. Y. 

American Boiler Powder Co., P. O. Box 315, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Twe lve-horse Engine and Boiler, Paiut Grinding Machine ry 
Feed Pumps, two Martill Boiler ; , suitable for Fish Factory. Wm. D .  An· 
drews & Bro . •  414 Water st . ,  New York. 

Improved Foot Lathes, Hand Planers, etc. Many a reader of 
this paper has one of them. Selling in all parts OI the country, Canada, 

Europe, etc. Catalogue free. N. H. Baldwin. Laconia, N. H. 

For Fruit-Can Tools,Presses,Dies for all Metals, apply to Bliss 
& Williams, successor to May & BUSB, 118, 120, and 122 Plymouth st. , Brook
lyn, N. Y. Send for Catalogue 

15.-S0LDERING OLD W ARE.-Can some one of your cor
respondents toll me how to make an acid to Bolder old tinware, copper, etc. ? 
Being a tinner, I find out that something that will not eat the tinning of the 
iron is more desirabie than the old style of zinc and muriatic acid, as every 
time there is any old greasy thing brought to the shop, arid must be used ; 
and just as sure as it is. you must tin the iron as soon as it is done. Some
thing that won't have any effect on the Ironwonld be better to nse.-L.E.A. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS, 

HIT. By Mary E.  W:.tlker, M.D. New York : American 
News Company. 

This book Is a remarkablc proof of the dlspersivc power of the writer's 
mind. Probably never before was so little matter dilated Into an average 
sized book. While containing nothing that Is calculated to; distnrb our 
habits at thought, and little tbat will Induce ns to exercise the powers of 
memory, which are, like other .mental faculties. much overtaxed in these 
days, there Is a simplicity In the manner in which the trite sentences are re
peated, which Is innocence Itself ; and the utter absence of any pedantic 
elaboration or references to recondite authors, either for facts or lIlustra 
tlons, hlghtens our idea of the writer's naivete. Th� only remarkably orig
inal thing in the book is a statement that the Orleans dynasty was expelled 
from France In consequence of the death of the Dnke of Orleans. It is gen
erally believed that the revolution of 1848 was created by the obstinacy of 
Louis Philippe, which was so great that the popularity of his wife, sons, and 
daughters conld not eave him from public Indignation ; but we do not desire 
to lay onrselves open to a charge of nngallantry, and so will not insist 
upon accuracy 

you follow with care wilat we have published and are now publishing on 
the snbJ ect of Canal Boat Propulsion. 

T. D. L.-Your proposition for the propulsion of hoats b 
forcing water through a longitudinal channel, with a pump or screw, is at 
old device. 

W. B. W., of N. Y,-Your query is answered on page 209 
current volume. 

R M. S., of 111.-W e know of no book specially devoted to 
the manufacture of grape sugar from starch. You will find the neccEsary 
information in various works on chemistry and chemical manufactures 
under the subj ect of sngars. 

W. G R, of Mass.-The term " hydraulic lime " means the 
same thing as " meager lime," " water lime," " water ce 11ent," etc. , com 
prising the cements sold in market for hydraulic purposes. These cement 
are made from limestones, containing in various proportions, alumina 
silicate of alumina, carbonate of magnesia, or oxide of iron. 

G_ S. C., of Texas.-The mineral you send is lignite of the ter 
tlary age, but the specimens show an Inferior quality. Still it may be 0 
value in your section, if the bed be extensive, easily accessible, and near to 
market. But it would never compete with bituminous coal. 

J. P.  G., of Me.-The minerals you send are not apatite (phos 
phate of lime) bnt appear to be silicate of alumina. 

J. W. M., of West Va.-The substance is comminuted quartz 
and, no doubt, if it can be obtained of uniform qualit,y 1 may be useful ftB , 
polish for certam purposee. 
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Under thi8 heading we 8hall publi8h weekly notes Of 80me of the more promi· 
nent home and for"g" patents. 

PRINTER'S FURNITuRE. -In this invention a chase is used with side sticks 
I\aving Inclined planes upon one Side, which are worked to clamp the types 
by other movable sticks, with counter Inclinea operatad by screws, friction 
rollers being used between the inclined planes. It is the Invention of W. H. 
Windsor of Little Rock, Ark. 

HYDROOARBON VAPOR BURNER.-ThomaS Ward and Henry C. Hunt, of 
Chicago , Ill. -In this burner, j ets of vapor are de:O.ected downwards by a 
concave :O.ange, and, when again ignited, heat the body of the burner, which 

latter conducts the heat down to the reserVOir, and vaporizes the liquid. 
The j ets issue from apertures pierced through the bottom of a groove formed 
in the body of the burner, immediately below the concave fiange. The 
groove serves to intensify and retain the heat. 

ROT AIR FURNACE. -A new general arrangement of smoke passages, air 
pipes, openings, and covering domes, is employed to regulate and to pro·· 
duce more or less hcat, and to economize fuel. Invented by James M. 
Blacl;:man, of :Decorah, Iowa. 

}'EEDING BLAST FURNACEs. -An improved valve arrangement is employed 
by the inventor, to distribute coal ore and :O.uxes more evenly than haS been 
heretofore done. A V· shaped circular shell, conSisting of two conical, bot· 
tomless cup- shaped vessels j oined at the smallest ends, is made to fit the top 
or throat of the furnace. A vabc apparatus of peculiar construction works 
at the bottom of this shell and in the throat of the furnace, to accomplish the 
obj ects above set forth. Patented by Leven S. Goodrich, of Waverly, Tenn. 

WASHING MACHINE.-By means of a I ever and a series of links or toggles, 
the inventor, John Brown, of West Manchester, Ohio, squeezes the clothes 
between pivoted beaters, workmg in a metallic tub heated by a suit.able fur· 
nace. 

WATER WlIEEL.-This invention eonsists of improvements in a wheel pat
ented in 1869, being a horizontal wheel taking water on one side and discharg
ing on the other. It has for its obj ect an improved arrangement and opera· 
tion of the gates, and improved general arrangement of the parts of the 
wheel ,  which are claimed to add to the efllciency of such wheels. Invented 
by William J. Thompson, of Springfield, Mo. 

BOBB", WINDING MACHI"E.-This invention provides certain devices 
in connection with the faller wire or guidp, and the driving mechanism for 
the b and cylinders, so that under one adjustment the yarn may be wound in 
the required conical form upon cylindrical bobbins, and by another adj ust
ment it may be wound on bobbins having conical oases. The combination 
is an ingenious and useful one, and increases the capacity of this class of 
macbines. It is the invention of Warren A. Tolman, of Richmond, Ind. 

ARBOR FOR SA'YS .AND GROOVING TOOLs. -Jacob Rand, of Boston, Mass. , 
has invented an arbor for saws and grooving tools, by which it is desig�ed 
to adapt arbors for holding tools for grOOving, rabbeting, matching, sash
sticking, and beading, so that the one arbor table and drivmg gear may be 
utilized for various kinds of work, the tools only being changed. The neck 
of the arbor is made longer between the fixed collar and the screw threaded 
part, by which the clamping nut is applied, and when the saw is to be used, 
a long sleeve or Washer is applied between the nut and the loose collar. The 
neck has a radial mortise through it next to the fixed collar for the applica
tion of grOOVing, beading, rabbeting, or other tools of like character, which 
arc passed through the mortise and clamped against the fixed collar, by the 
clamping nut screwing directly against the loose collar, the washer being 
removed to compensate for the thickness of the tools. These tools vary 
considerably in width, so as not to fill the mortise in the neck ; consequently 
a clamp screw is placed in the end of the arbor for holding the tools tem· 
porarily after being adjusted, and until the collar can be screwed up. 

SCROLLS FOR OPERATIN(} THE CARRIAGES OF SPINNING MULES. -This in .. 
venti on consists 1n a variable or adj ustable scroll of peculiar construction 
on which the . carriage· operating cord works over pins in the side of the 
wheel, which arc adjustable towards or from the center at any pal"t of the 
said wheel, which makcs about one revolution for moving the carriage out 
or in. By shifting the piLlS at different pOints around the wheel towards or 
from the axis of the wheel, the carriage may be made to move fast or slow 
at any part of its movements out or in, as may be required by the nature of 
the work in hand. William Bond, of "\Vindsorville, Conn. , is the inventor of 
this improvement. 

GRAIN" BINDER.-This invention relates to a ncw attachment for binding 
grain on the harvester immediately after it has been cut, and without any 
more attention than is necessary to throw the twisting and binding mechan
ism into and out of gear. A band gatherer and twister is used, which takes 
the straw from the sheaf and forms it into a band. This twister is a sliding 
carriage, which, by and during its longitudinal movement, firat pulls the 
straw from the sheaf and then feeds it back during the winding of the band 
around the sheaf. The twister contains a rotary shaft which twists the straw 
into the band while pulling it from the sheaf. A pivoted cradle In which 
the sheaf Is deposited during the entire band making and winding opera· 
tion is also employed. This cradle holds the .heaf in line with the shaft of 
the twister while the band is being made, and carries It at right angles 
thoreto to let the band be wound around the sheaf. The cradle Is provided 
with a claw frame or pair of tongs for retaining and finally releasing the 
sheRf. 'fhe machine is the Invention of Charles G. Dickinson, of Pough. 
keepsie, N. Y. 

STOP MOTION paR WARPING MAOHINES. -Thls Invention relates to im· 
provements in stop motions for warping machines. It consists in a novel 
arrangement of apparatus for throwing off the belt shipper, to be set in ac· 
tion by a hook or detector of wire let fall when a thread breaks upon 8 re
volvin� grooved roller. A novel construction of a friction ratchet wheel is 
applied to the roller for driving the warp beam, and used, together with a 
holding pawl, to be let fall upon It by the shipper lever at the same time 
that the latter is thrown off to arrest the said roller and warp beam as soon 
as may be after the belt is thrown off. Invented by Panl Wilson and James 
Hunter, of Manchester, N. H. 

WATER COOLER. -Thomas J. James, Petersburgh, Va.-This Invention 
consists in an apparatus for cooling drinking water by means of a compara· 
t ively small quantity of ice placed in a separate chamber beneath the water 
reserVOir, through which chamber passes a small pipe from the reservoir 
Which conducts water through the ice chamber without discharging any 
water into the latter, said pipe emptying into a second reservoir below the 
ice chamber, the bottom of the latter forming the top of said second reser
voir, and said bottom being of sheet metal, and in shape au inverted cone, 
from the apex of which the melted water from the ice drips into a pan be
neath the lower reservoir ; the water in the latter being cooled by contact 
with said conical bottom. 

BnOADCAS'l' ]�ERTILIZER DISTRIBUTOR. - James P. Machen, Center
vllle, Va. -This invention consists in a series of scrapers which rest on the 
upper part of a the distributing cylinder of a broadcast sower, and are 
hinged to a bar at the side of the same, which scrapers clean the surface of 
the cylinder as the latter reVOlves, while, at the same time, they present but 
a very trifling obstacle to its rotation. 

]'EEDING �fEOIIANISM FOR SEWING MACHINES.-A novel arrangement of 
toggle levers, etc. , is employed to give a sudden upward movement, but 
only a gradnal horizontal adjustment of the feed, so that the change from 
each horizontal stroke will b� quite rapid and effective, while the stroke 
itself is quite gradual. This obviates the objections to a curvilinear motion 
of the feed, which prevents it from taking proper hold at the beginning and 
end of tlIe stroke . Invented by Philip Diehl and Ludwig Oehring, of Chi. 
cago, Ill. 

FORCE PUMl'. -James A. Sinclair, WoodSfield, Ohlo. -This invention reo 
l ates to :l pump, in which a Chamber of peculiar construction is placed with
in  the well, above the surface of the water therein, for the purpose of receiv
ing water therefrom, aud in which a globular reservoir i s  employed, the 
same being placed oulside tlIe well, but connected with the clIamber afore. 

aid by means of a pipe. 

$dtutific 
LADDER STAND. -Daniel R. Burkholder, Plainfield, Pa. -This Invention 

conoists of a stand for holding a ladder of any hight and at any inclination, 
by the foot solely, no support at the top being reqnired, so that a ladder 
resting on this foot may be used for ascending Into the air where there is no 
building, or for gOing up by the side of a wall that Is too weak to sustain the 
weight of a l adder. 

BROADOAST FERTILIZER DISTRIBVTOR.-James P. Machen, Centerville, 
Va. -This invention relates to sundry improvements in a machine, whereby 
fertilizers are distributed broadcast upon the land, said improvements hav· 
ing special reference to the combination of the distributor, cleaner, sieve, 
and stirrer ; also to an arrangement whereby hard substances are ej ected 
from the receiver without injnry to the distributor, and to other �rrange· 
ments, all of which tend to Increase the efllrlency of the machine. 

SLIDE VALVR. -Joseph M. Coale, Baltimore, Md. -This invention has for 
its object to reduce the friction of the slide valves of steam engines to Its 
minimum by the interposition of anti· friction rollers between the valve and 
a supporting bridge which prevents undue pressure of the valve upon its 
seat. 

FIREPLACE FENDERS.-This improvement consists simply in the attach· 
ment at casters to fenders, by means of screw threaded shanks extending up 
through ears, the shanks having nuts screwed thereon. It is the Invention 
of Charles C. Alger, of Pittsburgh, Pa. 

REVOLVING URN STAND.-This invention provides a convenient and taste· 
ful revolving stand for hot water urn, spices, sugar glasses, spoons, etc. , 
used III preparing mixed drinks in bar rooms. Patented by William John 
Evans, of New York city. 

Cups POR BOBBIN WINDING MACHINEs. -John W. Vaughan, of New York 
city, has made in tilis lnvention an attempt to obviate the friction on the side 
walls of the slots of the Iflass cups on bobbin winding machines. He does 
this, he says, successfully, by so mounting the cups that they have freedom 
to be moved by the thread. He says In his specification : . .  I have found, In 
practice, that when mounted in this way they are kept in such rapid vibra
tion as to agitate the air and induce currents, Which, acting against the cups, 
take away the heat, so that I have no diflleulty in winding the most highly 
colored threads which, up to this time, it has been exceedingly diflleult, if 
not impossible, to wind without scorching or greatly damaging them by 
heat. " 

TOBAOOO PIPE.-Wllliam G. Rnge, of Holstein, Mo. -This invention eon· 
sists in making the bOWl of a tobacco pipe rever8lble, so that when a charge 
of tobacco Is nearly smoked out, the bowl may be again charged, and then 
reversed, so that the fire may Ignite the new charge. 

CULINARY BOILER.-This is a device for keeping cooked food warm, as 
long as requisite. It consists of a vessel designed to hold hot water, and to 
be set upon the top of a stove, while it has upper compartments, In which 
the articles to be kept warm are placed. Invented by Frederick Meyer, of 
New York city. 

COMBINED VISE AND ANVIL.-This is a novel combination of a viee and 
anvil. The vise is made in the usual manner of a bench Vise, and let into a 
dovetaU ln the butt end of the anvU, where it is held by a suitable bolt. 
Harvey V. Brown, of Warren, Ill. , is the inventor. 

CLAMP POR THILL COUPLI><Gs. -William Boyd, of Hartford, N. Y. -The 
object of this invention is to provide a Simple and convenient implement for 
drawmg the eye of a thiH iron into place, in a thill coupling, against the 
elasticity of the rubber used to deaden the sound, so that the coupling bolt 
Can be readily inserted. The inventor accomplishes the end sought, by 
means of a lever with adjustable Claws, which in use are hooked upon the 
eye of the thill iron, the lever having pivoted to It a slotted bar, which en· 
gages the rear end of the clip yoke. 

BAGATELLE. - The general prinCiple, or character, which distinguishes 
this parlor bagatelle from others hitherto known to the public, consists in 
combining gravity with muscular power, to act as antagonistic forces ; the 
one impeling against the action of the other until the muscular power is 
spent, when gravity moves it until arrested. This is accomplished by inclin
ing the table at an angle to a hoplzontal plane . A tension spring is applied 
to a piston that propels the ball, whereby the desired quantity of force may 
be given and graduated by the eye. Central cups, of courts, prevent the 
approach of the balls to the cups except in one direction, and create diftlcul
ty in counting at these points. Gates in front of the courts break the force 
of the momentum acquired by the ball in descending the deClivity. Invent· 
ed by Montague Redgrave, of CinCinnati, Ohio. 

APPARATUS FOR ILLUSTRATING TRIGONOllETRY.-This is an instrument 
containing all the parts used in plane trigonomety, Bcaled alike, and so con. 
structed that as the secant moves around the quadrant, and settles at any 
degree, and the other parts are placed in their relative pOSitions, their scales 
announce the lengths of all, and, compared with the theory as taught in 
standard works, give the same results, thus showing to the eye what causes 
these changes of proportion, thereby fixing the theory in tile mind. The in. 
strument is made so that the limbs will slide on the radii, and the secant 
will turn on the center, and that a suitable connection of the secant with 
the eo·tangent will be made, where they traverse each other, that will ad· 
mit of the turning of the one and the sliding of the other, and extensions of 
the sine and co� sine, connected together at the ends whiCh meet at the junco 
tion of the sine and co· sine. They are confined to the latter by clips, which 
admit of their sliding freely. The scale on it is nine parts to the inch, each 
part being eleven and one ninth hundredths ; hence, by using it by attaching 
to any place on the sides, any decimal can be obtained. The p arts are all 
scaled on one edge. as on the sides, and each limb is marked positive for that 
quadrant, but negative for the other ; that is, on Sine, secant, and tangent 01' 
the quadrant shown, is marked, on opposite Sides, the CO- Sine, co- secant, co
tangent, and vice versa, so that a positive line on one quadrant may be a nega
tive on the other, and so on around the circle. This instrument assists in ex
plaining the expressions used in the text books, and does by actual work what 
Is claimed for imaginary lines. By the use of the secant line and radius, it de
termines latitude and departure of any course and dIstances, as the traverse 
table of the standard works, and these sides show to the learner what is 
meant by the expressions " Dist . ," " Lat. ," " Dept. ," and " Degree of the 
tables. " It can also be used in measuring lines to inaccessible 0 bj ecta, and 
getting hights of any altitude, and the degrees o( any ascent, by nslng the 
instrument as a theodolite, or for getting railroad curves of any radius or 
degree. In the hands of the student of mathematiCS, all tile theory is ob. 
tained for transit and chain work, the secant representing the line of vision 
or direction of lines, the radii the points of the compass, and the scaling 
the dIstances required. Those familiar with trigonometry Will, by compar. 
Ing this description with the figures usually employed to illustrate definl. 
tions, be able to comprehend the use and operation of the instrument. Ed. 
Win A. Hickman, inventor, Independenc e,  Mo. 

WASHING MACHINE.-This invention consists in a roller, or shaft, covered 
with sponge, and a :O.uted or ribbed roller arranged together in a case, or tub 
for paSSing the clotkes between them, the fiuted or ribbed roller being so 
arranged as to compress the sponge at the same time that it presses the 
clothes upon it, in such a manner that the water is forced through the clothes 
in a way claimed to be very efllolent in cleauing them. Invented by Nathan 
Booth, of Cheshire. Conn. 

'fASSELS.-This invention relates to that class of tassels which has the 
blocks made of glass. They have heretofore been made In a number of 
p arts, or sectIons, held together by a metal tube insetted through them, and 
strung, like beads, upon a string passing through the tube.  These 8ections, 
and the fianged metal tube that holds them together, m ake them very ex· 
pensive to the manufacturer, and, of course, correspondingly so to the pub
lic. Again, the perforations necessary to be made in them, and the j Oints 
between the sections, are receptacles for dirt. In order to clean them, they 
must, each tIme, be  taken apart, and each piece cleaned by itself. Again, 
moistnre penetrates the j Oints and rusts the metal tube. This invention 
overcomes these objections by making this ornamental block weight of solid 
glass. Invented by James Norman, of Brooklyn, N. Y. 

RAILROAD CAR STARTEB.-An arrangement of gears and shifting appara
tus with one of the axles and .. spring, causes the spring to arrest the car, 
the spring being otretehed by the winding of a cord or clIaln on a drum, and 
when starting, the gears being properly shifted, the power thus stored up is 
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expended to set  the car in motion. Arthur Amory. of New York City, is tile 
inventor. 

WAGON AXLE. -Combined wrought and cast metal jonrnals are made by 
casting an outer wearing surface upon an inner wrought iron extension of 
the axle, by which a hard-Chilled wearing surface strengthened by a wrougllt 
iron core to protect it against breaking, is obtained. An arrangement o f  
the cast metal part for bracing tlIe wrought iron part a t  the junction with 
the cast metal by the wood part of the axle when wood, is also employell.  
The extension of the wrought or rolled iron part of an axle may comprise 
the iron part of a combined iron and wood axle, or the whole of an iron axle 
for light wagons. This extenSion is made sm aller than the hole in thc whee 
and an outer wearing part is cast around it for the axle, and chilled in the 
casting to form a more durable j ournal than the soft iron would, and a 
stronger one than cast iron alone. A collar is formed on the cast meta 
part, and extended along the wrought metal some distance, for st�ngthen
ing the l atter, and in case a wood piece, such 8S is common in heavy wagons 
is used, a groove is made in the upper side of the extension with a slanting;· 
bottom, and the wood piece is fitted thereby for braCing the wrought irOll 
part. The extension is provided with spurs for locking the cast metal on it I 

John and Peter Herrmann, of Tell City, Ind. , are the inventors. 

APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF PATENTS, 

CORN SUELLEll.-Andrew Dillman, of JOliet, Ill. , has petitioned for an ex 
tension of the above patent. Day of hearing, August 23, 1871. 

MOWING MACHINE.-George C. Dolph, West Andover, OhiO,  has petitioned 
for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, August 23, 1871. 

CHAIN MACHINE.-Lauriston Towne, Providence, R. t. , has petitioned f'or 
an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, October 4, 1871. 

Valu e  oC Extended Patents. 
Did patentees realize the lact that their inventions are likely to be more 

prodnetive of profit during the seven years of extension than the first 
full term for which their patents were granted, we think more would avail 
themselves of the extension privilege. Patents granted prior to 1861 may be 
extended for seven years, for the benefit of the inventor,or of his heirs in case 
of the decease of the former, by due application to the Patent Office, ninety 
days before the termination of the patent. The extended time inures to 
the benefit of the nventor, the assignees under the first term having no 
rights under the extenSion, except by special agreement. The Governmen 
fee for an extension is $100, and it is necessary that good professional service 
be obtained to conduct the business before the Patent Ofllce. Full informa 
tion as to extensions may be had by addret'sing 

MUNN & CO • •  37 Park Row. 

F oreign Patents. 
The population ot Great Britain, is 31,000,000 ; of France, 37,000,000 TIel 

gium, 5.000,000 ; Austria, 36,000,000 ; Prussia, 40,000,000 j and Russia, 70,000,000 
Patents may be secured by American citizens in all of these countries. 
Now is the time, while business is dull at home, to take advantage of these 
immense foreign fields. Mechanical improvements of all kinds are al ways 
in demand In Europe .  There will never be a better time than the present 
to take patents abroad. We have reliable business connections with the 
prinClpal capitals of Europe . A large share of all the p atents secured 
n foreign countries by Americans are obtained thl'ough our Agency. A d  

dress MUNN & Co . , S·7 Park Row, New York. CIrculars, with full inform a 
tion on foreign patents, furnished free.  

�mtinl �i.st Alf �nttllt.s. 
ISSUED BY THE U, S, PATENT OFFICE. 

FOR THE WEEK ENDING JUNE 6, 1871. 

Reported Officially for the Scientific American. 

SCHEDULE OF PATENT FEES : 
g� �:�g ���d:�Mark : : : : : : : : : : : : " : ' : : : : :  : : :  : : : :  � � : � : : : : : : : :  : : :  ; : : : : : : : :  : : : :  I • •  ��5 On !lllnil each apP\ic.atlOn [or a Patent, (seventeen years) • . . . • • . . . . . . • . .  : : : $15 On ISSU n� each orlg�nat P!ltent � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  $20 On appea to Examln�rs-ln- Chlef . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .  $10 On appe.al to COlnmissloner of Patents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20 OR applIeat!on for Relssn� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . .  $30 On appll�atlOn f�r Ext�nslOn of Patent . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $50 3� �firin:l�tl��l:i�:����.�: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : :::::::::::::::: : :  : 173 On an appIicat!on for Pes\gn (three and a half years) . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  $10 On an appl�catlon for Des!.Il:n (seven years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '15 On an applIcation for DeSIgn (fonrteen years} . . . • . • . . . . . . • • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . •  *30 
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��::;;'r.f.l��7 ����fy r;:;orJ:e ·pric·e above:named: · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 

The full Specification of any patent i88uedsince Nov. 20, 1866 at which t'me 
the Patent Qlf/,ce commenced printing them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1 '2;') 

OUlc:ial Copies ofDrawing8 Of any patent i88ued 8ince 1836, we can 8upply 
at a reasonable C08t, the pnce depending upon the amount Of labor 
involved and the number Qf vieW8. 

Full informa.tion, . as to price Of drawing8, in each ca8e, may be had by 
addres8!n(J 

. 

MUNN &: CO • •  

Patent Solicitors. 37 Park Row, New Yor k .  

115,555.-BoLT HEADER.-J. R. Abbe, Providence, R. I. 
115,556.-WHIP SOCKET.-W. R. Allen, Stockton, N. J.  
115,557.-G AS METER . A. W.Almqvist, F. W. Ofeldt, New York . 
115,558.-SHOOTING IRoN.-W. A. Andrews, Columbus, Ohio. 
1 15,559.-FuRNACE.-J. P. Are�', Georgetown, Colorado. 
115,560.-FLY BRUSH.-H. E. Aughinbaugh, Harrisburgh,Pa. 
115,561 .-SEPARATOR.-A. H. Balch, W. D. E. Nelson, Mon-

treal, Canada. 
115,562.-CARBURETING AIR.-J. F. Barker, Springfield, Mass. 
1 15,563.-SwAGE.-Eleazar Bless ,  Indianapolis, Ind. 
115,564.-DRYING SALT.-G. C. Briggs, Boston, Mass. 
1 1 5 ,565.-CLEANING PmvIEs.-H. C. Bull, New Orleans, La. 
115,566.-BoOT AND SHOE.-D. H. Campbell, Scotland, and E. 

Wood ward, Charlestown, Mass. 
115,567.-SnoE PEG.-D. H. Campbell, Scotland, and E. 

Woodward, Charlestown, Mass. 
115,568.-HoE.-J. S. Carroll, Covington, Ga. 
1 15,569.-MoLDING GLASS .-D . Challinor, Birmingham, Pa. 
115,570.-VARNISH.-C. V. Chapin, Collinsville, Conn. 
115,571 .-SHEARs -John Christy, Clyde, Ohio. 
115,572.-EvAPORATING LIQUIDS.-G. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y. 
1 15,573.-PUmFYING BRINE.-G. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y. 
1 15,574.-EYE GLAss.-Isaac Clements, Fort Ann, N. Y. 
1 15,575.-SwAGE.-B. Coddington, La Fayette, Ind. 
115,576.-GAlIIES.-G. A. Coffin, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
115,5 77.-VALvE,-W. A. Cogswell, Rochester, N. Y. 
115,578.-WATER \VHEEL.-A. D. Cole, Toronto, Canada. 
115,579.-MEAT CUTTER.-F. Covert, Farmer Village, N. Y 
115,580.-EARTH CLOSET.-R. A. Cowell, Cleveland, Ohio. 
115,581 .-BoOT HEEI • .  -A. O. Crane, Boston, Mass. 
115,582.-ScREw DmvER.-J. P. Curtiss, New Britain, Conn. 
115,583.-W AGON �EAT. J. A. and W. F. Dann,N ew Haven,Ct. 
115,584.-0AR.-Nelson Davenport, 'froy, N. Y. 
1 15,585.-CORK SCREw.-Walter Dickson, Albany, N. Y. 
115,586.-GAs RETORT. C. F.Dieterich .A. Schussler,New York . 
1 15,587.-CUT'I'ER.-R. H. Dorn, Port Henry, N. Y. 
1 15,588.-METAL PIPE.-J. T. Fanning, Norwich, Conn . 
115,589.-CONVERTING MOTION.-L. S.Fithian, Brooklyn,N .Y. 
118,590.-GRATE. D. A. Flood,D.  W. Brown,Woodbridge,N. J 
1 15,591 .-GAs MACHINE.-T. B. Fogarty, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,592.-GAs MACHINE.-T. B. Fogarty, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,593.-GAs MACHINE.-T. B. Fogarty, Bl'Ooklyn, N. Y. 
1 15,594.-GAs MACHINE.-'I'. B. Fogarty, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,595.-GAs MACHINE.-T. B. 1<'ogarty, Brooklyn , N. Y. 
115,596,-GAs MACHINE,-T, B, Fogarty, Brooklyn , N. Y 
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H5,597.-GAS MAClIINE.-T. B. Fogarty, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,598.-CAMP STooL.-Henry Free, Lewiston, Me. 
1 15,599.--GIG SADDLE.-G. D. Gillett, Meridian, N. Y. 
115,600.-MILLsToNEs.-J. T. Gilmore, J.  S. Crane,  Lake Vil-

lage, N. H. 
115,601.-BILLIAHD TABLE.-L. A. Grill, New York city. 
115,602.-BEARING.-A. oW. Hall, New York city. 
115,603.-TENONING MACHINE.-E. P. Halsted,vVorcester,Ms. 
115,604.-SMoOTHING MACHINE.-Hugh Hamill, New York. 
115,605.-MILK COOLER.-J. F. Harly, Cleveland, Ohio. 
1 15,606.-MILK CART.-John Harris, New York city. 
115,607.-LAMP TUBE.-E. K. Haynes, Boston, Mass. 
115,608.-LAMP BURNER-E. K. Haynes, Boston, Mass. 
115,609.-HAND CAR.-J. C. Hearne, Pleasant Hill, Mo. 
IHi,610.-DANGER SIGNAL. S. C. Hendrickson, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
1 1 5 .611 .-ExPANDING WHEEL. D. Hitchings, Litchfield,N. Y. 
1 15,612.-ENAMELED PLATE.-W. Hoge, J. R. Peck, Washing-

tOD, Pa. 
115,613.-PuMP.-C. W. Isbell, New York city. 
115,614.-SHuTTLE.-Thomas Isherwood, Stonington, Conn. 
115,615.-ATOMIZER.-C. P. Janes, Boston, Mass. 
115,616.-SHuTTER.-J. W. Jedkins, Monmouth, Me. 
115,617.-SoLDERING.-1. Kaylar, Jersey City, N.  J. 
115,618.-LuBRwAToR.-W. Kenworthy, J.  H. Pollitt, Bir-

mingham, Pa. 
1 15,619.-CAsTER.-Joseph Kintz, West Meriden, Conn. 
115 ,620.-SMUT MAcHlNE.-Jesse Lautz, Wheeling, W. Va. 
1 15,621 .-BooK BINDING.-R. G. Lowey, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,622.-SEPARATING OIL. R. B., W. W. Lucas, Cleveland, O. 
115,623.-CARRIAGE.-George Martienssen. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
1 15,624.-FRUIT PEEI,ER.-O. F. Mayhew, Indianapolis, Ind. 
115,625.-WEATHER STlnP.-S. McFall, Blandinsville, Ill. 
115,626.-0vEN.-Duncan McKenzie, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,627.-COUPLING.-E. D. Meier, St. Louis, Mo. 
1 15,628.-WHISTLE.-M. Miller, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,629.-PLow-J. G. Miner, Nashvil le, Tenn . 
1 15,630.-RAIL JOINT.-G.E.Morris,C. W.Gregory, Danville, Ill. 
115,631 .-BooT SOL E.-A. A. Moss, Philadelphia, Pa. 
115,632.-CENTER SEAL.-P. Munzinger, Philadelphia, Pa. 
115,633.-TIDY PIN.-II. II. Newton, Cleveland, Ohio. 
115,634.-SEAL FOR MAINS.-A. Odiorn e, Springfield, Ill. 
115 ,635.--0RGAN BELLows.-J .R. & S.R. Perry,Wilkesbarre,Pa. 
115,636.-CARRlAGE.-J. W. Pil kington, Bridgeport, Conn . 
115,637.-IIYDRANT.-J. L. Pillsbury, Columbus, Ohio. 
115,638.-Toy GUN.-H. M. Quackenbush, Herkimer, N. Y. 
115,639.-GANG Pr.ow.-W. B. Quick, Belleville, Ill. 
115,640.-CoAL CHUTE.-J. Rhodes, Dunkirk, N. Y. 
115,641 .-RocK DRlLL.-N. W. Robinson, Burlington, Vt. 
115,642.-RANGE.-P. Rollhaus, Jr., New York city. 
115,643.-CoUPLING.-J. C. Rupp, Stephen Ott, Newark, Del. 
115,644.-RANGE.-W. Sanford, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,645.-DooH BOLT.-J. B. Sargent, New Haven, Conn. 
1 15,646.-CoRN SHELLER.-S. C. Schofield, Chicago, Ill. 
115,647.-DoG COLLAR.-A. R. ticott, Albany, N. Y. 
1 1 5,648.-SIIoE.-N. J .  Simonds, Woburn, Mass. 
1l '>,649.-RoLLs.-R. Sleeth, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
115,650.-ATTACHING KNOBS.-O. L. Smith, Providence, R. I. 
115,651 .-BuHNISHING HEELS.-V. K. Spear,' Lynn, Mass. 
1 1 5,652.-MALT RESEHVOIR.-F. Ch. Speiss, New York, and 

A. Dobler, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,653.-COPING.-D. M. Sprogle, Annapolis, Md.  
115 ,654.-BucKLE.-G. F. Stephens, Port l and, Or. 
115,655.-CAMERA.-J ohn and Jacob Stock, New York city. 
115,656.-SEWING MACIIINE.-H. G. Suplee, J.  II. Mooney, 

San Francisco, Cal. 
116,657.-FREEzER.--J . '1'ingley. Philadelphia, Pa. 
115,658.-WATEH GAGE.-C. Tivnan, Holyoke ,  Mass. 
115,659.-0RDNANcE.-A.H. Townsend, Georgetown, Col. Ter. 
115,660.-CuRRENT WHEEL.-W. Tuder, Moffettown. Texas. 
1 15,661 .-SEWUIG SILK.-A. Turner, Leicester, England. 
1 15,662.-VINE LOCK.- E. F. Underhill, Brocton, N.  Y. 
1 15,663.-FENcE.-M. Van Wormer. Troy, Ohio. 
115 .664.-FOLDING STEP.-G. H. Vollhardt, New Haven, Conn. 
1 15,665.-FoLDING STEP.-Edward Wells.  New Haven, Conn. 
415,666.-GAs HEATER.-H. F. W. Wesche, New York city. 
115,6G7.-CAR BRAKE.-G. Westinghouse, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
1 15,668.-V ALVE.-G. Westinghouse, J r.,  Pittsburgh , Pa. 
115,669.-CARVING MACHINE.-J. Westworth, Chicago, Ill. 
115,670.-PuMPING ENGINE.-N. W. Wheeler, Morristown, N.J. 
1I5,671 .-0RGAN.-G. Woods, Cambridgeport, Mass. 
1 15,672.-STEAM ENGINE.-II. W. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa. 
115 ,G73.-RoASTING OHES.-J. Sely Akin, Hye Patch, Nev. 
115,674.-HAND CARRIAGE.-W. Allen, J. W. Bond, St. Paul, Mn. 
115,675.-ATTACHING KNOBS. M.Andrew, Melbourne,Victoria. 
115,676.- SPINNING MACHINE.- S. R. and G. W. Ballard 

Cold Water, Mich. ' 

115,667.-FuRNAcE POT.-J. Ballou, Boston, Mass. 
115,678.-PIPE WRENCH.-W. H. B" rwick,  Montreal, Canada. 
115,679.-THltASHER -D. C. Baughman, TUfin, Ohio. 
115 ,680.-THuAsIIER.-D. C. Baughman, Tiffin, Ohio. 
1 15,681.-WATER WHEEL.-W. Bayley, A. B. Crowell, Wil-

mington, Del. 
115,682.-HEATgR.-R. Berryman, Hartford, Conn. 
115,683.-ELEvATOR.-V. C. Blair, Wheatland, Pa. 
115,684.-GAS.-H. Bloomfield, San Francisco, Cal. 
1 15,685.-BUILDING BLOcK.-N. Boch, New York city. 
1 1 5 .686.-INKSTAND.-J. A. Bowen, Boston, Mass. 
115,687.-COFFIN.-J. W. Bower, Greencastle, Ind. 
1 15,688.-CuLTIv ATOR. J .Bowman, W .G.Selby, Princeville, Ill. 
115,689.-HA'l' L INING.-T. W. Bracher, New York city. 
1 15,690.-C1WZING STAVES.-II. Bra,dshaw, Chicago, Ill. 
1 15,691 .-HoPPLE.-G . L. Brent, Gordonsville, Va. 
115,692.-I3ALE TIE.-S. Brett, New York city. 
115,693.-�TAMP CANCELLER-F. W. Brooks, New York city. 
115,694.-STEAM PACKING.-W. R. Bunnell, J ersey City, N.J . 
115 ,695.-COMBINED TOOL.-B. S. Burch, Petersburgh, Va. 
115,696.-LADDER.-D. H. Burkholder, Plainfield, Pa. 
115 ,697.-LoCKING COVER.-D. Burnett, Bedford Station, N. Y. 
1I5,698.-CoMPouND.-B.F.Burroughs, \V.Perry township,Pa. 
115,69».-FuRNAcE.-J. II. Burtis, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
115,700.-ExCAVATOH.-W. J.  Carroll. Natchez, Miss. 
115,701.-PLow.-C. F. Chambers, Hutsonville, lll. 
115,7U2.-BoLT HEADER.-G. Chapman, Rockford, Ill. 
115, 703.-CULIN ARY V EssEL.-H.M.Chatta way ,Middletown,Ct. 
115,704.-PEN AND PENCIL CAsE.-J.M.Clark, Jersey City,N.J. 
1 1� ,:05.-PULPING MACHINE.-Geo.Clayton, Marshallton, Pa. 
1 1 o ,706.-SLIDE VALVE.-J. M. Coale, Baltimore, Md. 
115,707.-GRAIN SEPARATEU,-W. A. Cockrill, Zanesville , O. 
115 .708.-0IL SEPARATER.-A. N. Cole, Brookville, Canada. 
115,70rl.-CuHRIER'S SLICKER.-G.T.Collins,N.Eastham,Mass. 
1 1 5.7 10.-PLOw.-Jolm Coston, Bowden, Ga. 
115,71 1.-HoHsE POWER.-D. D. Craig, Macon, Ga. 
115,712.-HANK FOR SAILS.--D.Crowell,J r.,Yarmouth Port,Ms. 
115,713.-HANGING PICTUREs.-D.Crowell,Jr.,Yarmouth Port. 
115,714.-SAFE DOORS.-G. L. Damon,Cambridge, H. B. Tripp, 

DestoD, Mass. 
115,715.-HoSE LEAK STOPPER.--'V.C.Davol,Jr.,Fall River,Ms. 
115,716.-BEDsTEAD.-Ira Deyo, Naples, N.Y. 
1I5,717.-STEP COVEH.- D.P.Dieterich,R.M.Popham,Phila.,Pa. 
1 15,718.-WATEH WHEEL.-J. F. M. Doan, Niles, Mich. 
1 15,719.-TooTH SOAP.-J. O. Draper, Pawtucket, R. 1. 
115,720.-UMBREI,I,A.-W. A. Drown, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Icitutifit 
115,721.-WASHING MACHINE.-F. W. Dustin. St. Louis, Mo. 
115,722 . .....,SUSPENDER.-R. II. Eddy, Boston, Mass. 
115,723.-W ASHING MACHINE.-W.N.Faucitt, Brooklyn,N .Y. 
115,724.-Doou FASTENING.-O. Fisher, Smyrna, Del . 
115,725.-BEDsTEAD FASTENING.-S.A.Frayer,Coxsackie,N.Y. 
115,726.- VAINE.-L. M. Gilbert, Cow Rnn, Ohio. 
115,727.-HoRsE COLLAR.-Wm. Guilfoyle, New York citv. 
115,728.-BURGLAH-PHOOF SAFE.-E. K. Hall, Louisville, Ky. 
115,729.-WHARF BOAT.-E. W. Halliday, Columbus, Ky. 
115,730.-SnEET LEAD MACHINE.--H.Hannen,Philadelphia,Pa. 
115,731 .-WINE PRESS.-C. F. Hartmann, Nazareth, Pa. 
115, 732. -BED .LoUNGE.-G .Hartzell,J . P .Reifsneider ,Phila.,Pa. 
115,733.-INKSTAND.-W.O.Haskell, Boston, Mass. 
1 15,734.-BuICK KILN.-F. E. Hoffmann, Berlin, Prussia. 
1 15,735.-PRUNING SHEARS.-W. E. Hughes, Aylmer, Canada. 
115,736.-WATER COOLER.-T. J.  James, Petersburg, Va. 
115,737.-SEPAUATING ORES.-J.J enkins,South Bethlehem,Pa. 
115,738.-DUMPING COAL.-R. Jenkins, T.  Woods, Allegheny 

Connty, Pa. 
115,739.-0IL CAKE '1'RIMMER.-Agur Judson, Newark, N.J. 
115,740.-REDUCING WOOD TO PULP.-V.E.Keegan,NewYork. 
115 ,741 .-WELT CUTTER.-C. Keniston, Somerville, Mass. 
1 1 5,742.-FENcE.-J. L. Knight, Long Point, Ill. 
115,743.-CuRRY COMB.-W. E. Laurence, New York city. 
115,744.-vVRITING FLUID.-C. L. Laurence , New York city. 
115,745.-PuMP.-A. D. Laws, J. C. Cooke, Bridgeport, Conn. 
115,746.-GAGE COCK.-B. E. Lehman, R.Hoss, Bethlehem,Pa. 
115,747.-ExHAusT.-Jacob Lingenfelter, Bloody Hun, Pa. 
115,748.-SHEET METAL.-J. J.  Lock, Whitestone, N. Y. 
115,749.-DISTRIBUTER.-J. P. Machen, Centerville, Va. 
115,750.-DIsTHIBuTEu'-J. P. Machen, Centerville, Pa. 
115,75 1 .-STILL.-Wesley Makely, Alexandria, Va. 
115 .752.-MITEH Box.-Henry Markle, Spencer, Ind. 
115,753.-SLIDE BAR.-A. P. Mason, Franklinville, N. Y. 
1 15,754.-ScHEW CAP FOR Fuurr JARS.- l .L.Mason,New York. 
115,755.-PLANTER.-R. H. Mathews, Nebraska City, Neb. 
1 15,756.-'l'ENsION ROLLER.-J. McCarthy, Woburn, Mass. 
115,757.-FIRE KINDLEU,-W. H. McCrary, Kingston, Ga. 
1 15,758.-W AGON SPRING .-T. A. McFarland, Erie, Pa. 
1 15,759.-DuMPING ApPARATUS. R.M.McGrath,LaFayette,Ind. 
115,760.-SoLDERING '1'oOL.-L. M. Murray, R. J.  Hollings-

worth, Baltimore, Md. 
1 15,761 .-FooT MEASUUE.-John McNichol, Pontiac, Ill. 
1 15,762.-SnuTTER FASTENER.-...J.  W.Megaw,Wilmington,Del. 
115,763.-HAND STAMP. -J. C. Moody, New York city. 
115,764.-FoLDING Box.-C. C. Muore, New York city. 
115,761>.-RAILWAY RAIL.-G. C. Morgan, Chicago, Ill. 
115,766.-WINDow SAsn.-vV. P. Nelson, St. Louis, Mo. 
115,767.-PARLOR SKATE.-O. B. Oakley, San Francisco, Cal. 
115 ,768.-DooR CHECK.-G. W. Pagett, Oxford, Ind. 
I 15,769.-FuRNAcE.-I. M. Phelps, Chicago, Ill. 
115,770.-ScREw.-D. R. Quick, New York city. 
1 15.771.-CuLTIvAToR.-J. E. Reed, Mineville, N.Y. 
115,772.-RIDING SADDLE.-G. F. Schmidt, Keil, Prussia. 
115,773.-PRUNING SUEARS.-D. B. Seely, Sterling, Ill. 
115,774.-WATER WHEEL.-L. D. B. Shaw, Boston, Mass. 
1I5,775.-HoRSE RAKE TEETH.--G.F.Simonds,Fitchburg,Mass. 
115,776.-PuMP.-J. A. Sinclair, Woodville, Ohio. 
1 15,777.-TYPE DISTHIBUTEH.-J. T. Slingerland, New York. 
115,778.-AxLE GAGE.-H. W. Spaulding, Chelsea, Vt. 
1 15,779.-CASTER.-C.F.Stafford,C.Stansberry,Evansville,Ind. 
115,780.-WASHING MAt H [NE.-N. II. Stallins,Windsor, N.C. 
1 15,781 .-FAsTENING.-E. J. Steele, New Britain, Conn. 
1 15,782.-PIANO ACTION.-C. F. '1'. Stein way, New York city. 
115,783.-HAY GATIIERER.-A. Stream , Harrod8burg, Ind. 
1 15,784.-PRESEHVING WooD.-A. II. Tait, Jersey City, N. J. 
115,785.-ELBow.-John M.  '1'hatcher, Jersey City, N. J.  
115,786.-STEAM ROAD WAGON.-C. F. Thomas. A. J .  Craig, 

J. A. Craig, Jasper, and Jerome W. Hathaway, Woodhull, N. Y. 
115,787.-CHAIR.-J. H. 'l'ravis, Charlestown, MasR. 
1 15,78::l.-ExHAUSTING OAS.-S. Trumbore, Easton, Pa. 
115,� 8J .-LABELING BoxEs.-E. Tyrrell, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
1 1 5,7!JO.-COUGH MIXTURE.-L. Violet, New Lebanon, N.  Y. 
1 15,791.-GRIST M ILL.-A. II. Wagner, Chicago, Ill . 
115 ,792.-BRAKE.-A. G. Waldo, Milwaukee, Wis. 
115,793.-BRICK KILN.-B. Wallis, Baltimore, Md. 
115,794.-SToP V ALvE.-James Walsh, Philadelphia, Pa. 
115,7l15.-SLOTTING MACHINE.-W. H. Warren,Wol'cester,Ms. 
115,796.-CASTING MACHINE.-C. S. Westcott, Elizabeth,N .J. 
1 15,797.-W AGON.-R. B .  White, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 
1 15,798.-CAUBURETING GAS.-S. Whitney, Flushing, N.  Y. 
1 1 5,799.-MIXEU.-G. W. Wilson, Chelsea, ,Mass. 
t15,800.-COOKING RANGE.-C. J.  Wood, Baltimore, Md. 

REISSUES. 
4,411 .-CROZING SXAVES.-H. Elliott, E. Smith, S. S. Gray, 

Boston, Mass. -Patent No. 86,912, dated Feb. 16, 1869. 
4,412.-LocK NUT.-P. L. Gibbs, Dunleith, Ill.-Patent No. 

96,218, dated Oct. 26, 1869. 
4,413.-LAMP.-H. Halvorson, Nashua, N. H.-Patent No. 

25,506, dated Sept. 20, 1859. 
4,414.-BEDSTEAD.-F. Layaux, Monroe, La.-Patent No. 

106,8J2, dated Ang. 30, 1870. 
4,415.-CoRSEl'.-C. D. Rutherford, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Patent 

No. 150,4211, dated Dec. 11, 1866. 
4,416.-CIIEESE V AT.-Ezra H. and VV. A. Stuart, Cedarville, 

N. Y .-Patent No. 112,090, dated Feb. 21, 1871. 
4,417.-TREATING PETROLEml.-J. A. Tatro, Hartford, Conn. 

M�:���: :rs'iO.99,7<8, dated� Feb. 8, 1870 ; reis.ue No . 8,867, dated 
4,418.-PAPER PULP.-H. Voelter, Heidenheim,Wurtemberg. 

-Patent N o .  21.161, dated Aug. 10 1858 ' antedated Augnst 29, 1856 ; reissne No. 8,361, dated April 6, 1869 ; extended 7 years. 

DESIG NS. 
4,970.-RANGE.-W. H. Burrows, New York city. 
4,971 .-CoOKING STOVE.-W. H. Burrows, New York city. 
4,972.-SHO'l' POUCH, ETC.-J. T. Capewell, Woodbury, Conn. 
4,97B.-BILLIARD TABLE.-H. W. Collender, New York city. 
4,974.-GAS FIRE LOGs.-T. N. Di:x:on, C. Friese, Phila., Pa. 
4,!J75 and 4,976.-STOCKING FABUIC.-T. Dolan, Phila., Pa. 
4,il77.-NAPKIN RING.-C. W. Goodhue, Lowell, Mass. 
4,978.-SHOW CASE.-W. H. Grove, Philadelphia, Pa. 
4,979.-CLOCK CASE.-E. Ingraham, Bristol, Gonn. 
4,980.-CAHPET PATTERN.-A. McCallum, Halifax, England. 
4,981.-TYPE.-John K. Rogers, Brookline, Mass. 
4,982.-TYPE.-James A. St. John, Boston, Mass. 
4,983.-LA1tIP CHIMNEY.-M. Sweeney; Martinsville, Ohio. 

TRADE-MARKS. 
306.-RANGES AND STovEs.-Abendroth Bros.,  New York city. 
307.-HANGES AND STOVEs.-Abendroth Bros., New York city. 
3Q8.-'l'HRASHING MACHINE.-James Brayley, Buffalo, N.  Y. 
309.-BAKING POWDER.-W. N. Hedges, Springfield, Ohio. 
310.-MEDICINE.-T. E. Jenkins, Louisville , Ky. 
311 to 313.-NETS AND LACE.-A. G. Jennings,New York city. 
314.-COTTON BALE TIE.-J. J.  McComb, Liverpool, Eng. 
315.-UMBRELLA.-II. T. Robbins, Hyde Park, Mass. 
316.-CIGAR.-Schmidlapp Bros.,  Memphis, Tenn. 
317.-CosMETIC.-H. Schroeder, Quincy, Ill. 
318.-PISToL.-American Standard '1'001 Co., Newark, N. J. 
319.-FERTILlzEH.-Walton, Whann & Co., Wilmingtml,Del. 
320.-CANDY.-F. M. Whitelaw, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

EXTENSIONS. 
METHOD OF PUINTING IN COLORS.-R. Croome, Brooklyn, N .  

Y. -Letters Patent No . 17,319, dated May 19, 1857. 
FIRE ALARM.-W. F. Channing, Providence, R. 1. ,  and M. G. ��lWs��' Boston, Mass.-Letters Patent No . 17.355, dated May 
HARVESTER.-W. T. B. Read, Chicago, Ill.-Letters Patent 

No. 17,451, dated Jnne 2, 1857. 

Practical Hints to Invontors. 
�IUNN & co., Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 

have devoted the past twenty-five years to the procuring of Letters 
Patent in this and foreign countries. More than 50,000 inventors have avail
ed themSelves of their services in procuring patents, and many millions of 
dollars have accrued to the patentees, whose specifications and claims they 
have prepared. No discrimination against foreigners ; subj ects of all coun
tries obtain patents on the same terms as citizens. 

HoW" Can I Obtain a Patent 1 
Is the closing inquiry in nes.rly e'7ery letter, describing some invention,  
which comes to this oflice. A po8itive answer can only be had by presenting 
a complete application for a patent to the Commissioner of Patents. An 
application consists of a Model, Drawings, Petition, Oath, and full SpeClfica
tion. Various official rules and formaities must also be observed. The 
efforts of the inventor to do all this bnsinei. bimself are generally without 
success . After great perplexity and delay. he is usually glad to seek the aid 
of persons experienced in patent business, and have aU the work done over 
again. Tho best plan is to solicit proper advice at the beginning. If tne 
parties consulted are honorable men, the inventor may safely confide his 
ideas to them : they will advise whether the improvelIjent is probably pat. 
entable, and will give him all the directions needful to protect his ri ht8. 

HoW" Can I Best Secure My I uventlon ? 

This is an inquiry which one inventor naturally asks another, who has had 
some experience in obtaining patents. His answer generally is as follows, 
and correct : 

Construct a neat model. not oyer a foot in any dimension-smaller, if pos
:uble-and scnd by express, prepaid, addressed to MUNN & Co. , 37 Park Row, 
New York, together with a descriptlOn of its operation and merits. On re
ceipt thereof, they will examine the invention carefully, and advise you as to 
its  patentability, free of charge. Or, if you have not time, or the meana at  
hand, to construct a model, make as good a pen and ink sketch of the im
provement as pOSSible, and send by mail. An answer as to the prospect of a 
patent will be received, usually, by return of mail. It is sometimes best to 
have a search made at the Patent Olfice ; snch a measure often saves the cost 
of an application for a p atent. 

Prelhnlnary ExaJnlnatlon. 

In order to have such search, make out a written description of the inven
tion, in your own wordS, and a pencil, or pen and ink, sketch. Send these,  
with the tee of $ 5 ,  by mail. addressed to MUNN & Co" 3 7  Park Row, an,l in 
due time you will receive an acknowledgment thereot'. followed by a writ 
ten report in regard to the patentability of yonr improvement. This spec!al 
search is made with great care, among the models and patents at Washing
ton, to ascertain whether the improvement presented is patentable. 

Cave a t s .  

Persons deSiring to file tt caveat c a n  have t h e  papers prepared in the short 
est time, by sending a sketch and descriptlOn of the invention . .  The Govern
ment fee for a caveat is $10. A pamphlet of advice regarding applications 
for patents and cavea.ts is  furniShed gratis, on application by mail. Address 
MUNN '& Co., 37 Park Row, New York. 

To Make an A pplica tion Cor a Patent. 

The applicant for a patent should furnish a model of his invention, if SUB � 

ceptiole of one, although sometimes it may be dispensed with ; or, it' the in
vention be a chemical production, he must furnish samples of the ingredients 
of which his compOSition consists. These should be securely packed, the 
Inventor's name marked on them, and sent by express, prepaiJ. Small mod
els, from a distance, can often be sent cheaper by mail. The safest way to 
remit money is by a draft, or postal order,  on New York, payable to the or
der of MUNN & Co. Persons who live in remote parts of the country can 
usually purchas� drafts from their merchautli on their New York corres
pondents. 

He-Iss u e s .  

A Te-iRsue is  granted to the  original patentee, his  heirs, or the  aSSignees ot 
the entire interest, when, by reason of an insufficient or defective specifica
tion, the original patent is invalid, provided the en'or h&s arisen from inad
vertence, accident, or mistake, without any fraudulent or deceptive inten
tion. 

A patentee may, at his option, have in his reissue a �eparate patent for 
each distinct part of the invention comprehended In his original application, 
by paying the reqnired fee in each case, and complying with the other reo 
qnirements of the law, ... in original appllcations. Address MUNN & Co. ,  
37 Pat'k ROW, for full particnlars. 

Trademarks. 

Any person or firm domiclled in the United States, 01' any firm or corpora· 
tion residing in any foreign country where similar privileges are extended 
to citizens of the United States, may register their deSigns and obtain pro· 
tection. This is very important to manufacturers in this country, and equal
ly 80 to foreigners. For full 1>articulars address MUNN & Co . , 37 Park Row , 
New York. 

Design Patent s .  

Foreign deSigners and manufacturers, who send goods to this country, may 
secure patents here upon their new patterns, and thus prevent others from 
fabricating or selling the same goods in this market. 

A patent for a deSign may be granted to any person, whether citizen or 
alien, for any new and original deSign for a manufacture, bust, statue, aHo
relievo, or bas relief; a.ny new and original design for the printing of wool
en, SilK, cotton, or other fabrics ; any new and original impreSSIOn, orna
ment. pattern, pnnt, or picture, to be printed, painted, cast, or otherwise 
placed on or worked into any article of manufadu :e. 

DesIgn patents are equally as important to citizens as to foreigners. For 
full particnlars send for pamphlet to MUNN & Co., 37 Park Row, New York. 

H ej ected Cases. 

Rej ected cases, or defective papers, remodeled for parties who have made 
applications for themselves, or through other agents. Terms moderate. 
Addreas MUNN & Co., stating particulars. 

Europea n Patents. 

MUNN & Co. have solicited a larger nmilber of European Patents than 
any other agency. They have agen s located at London, PariS, Brussels, 
Berlin. and other chief cities. A pamphlet pertaining to foreign patents , 
and the cost of procnrin..- patents in all conntries, sent free. 

MUNN & Co. will be h3.PTlY to seo inventors in person, at their office, or to 
advise them by letter. In all cases, they may expect an hone.s" opinion. For 
such consultations, opinion, and advice, no charge is made. tYrite plain ; 
do not use pencil, nor pale ink ; be brief. 

All business committed to our care, and all consnltations, are kept 8ecret , 

and 81riclly confidential. 

In all matters pertaining to patents, snch as conducting Interferences, 
procuring extensions, drawing aSSignments, examinations into the validity 
of patents, etc., special care and attention is given. For information, and for 
pamphlets of instruction and advice, 

Address MUNN &; C O . ,  
PUBLISHERS SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 

3 '7  Park Ho,v, NeW" York. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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The value 0.( the SCIENTIFIC AMERIOAN as an advertisino 

medium cannot be over-estimated. Its circulation is ten 

times greater than that oj any simtlar journal now pub

lished. It goe8 nto all the States and Territorie8, and ill 
"ead in all the prine pal libraries and reading· rooms of 
IP,e world. We inv,te the attention of IhDse who WISh to 
make their business known to the anne",ed rates. A busl· 
ness · man wan� something more than to 8ee his adver

tisement In a printed newspaper. He wants circulat on. 
lj it i8 worth 25 cent8 per line to adverti8e in a paper of 
three thousand circulation, it ill worth $2.50 oer line to 
a<:!vertilJe In one Df thirty thou8and. 

RATES OF ADVERTISING. 
Back Palre _ - - - 1 '00 a Une, 
Inslde Pare - - - '71S cent. a line , 

for each iMert/on. 
EngraVings may hea<:! advertillemente at the same rate per 

line, by measurement, aa the letter-prU8. 

EDSON'S 
" RECOR��¥�AM GAUGES.

" 

Manufactured and sold hy THE RECORDIlm 
STEAM GAUGE Co.. , 91 Liberty st. , New YQrk. 

ALBERT H. CURJEL, Vienna, Austria, 
MA�UFACTUR"jR of Machines, & \Vhole

sale Dealer In "'EWING MACHINES, de.lres 
manufacturers to inform him of new inventions , for the 
purpose of intrQduclng the same In Anstrla and Hungary. 

Washinl?;ton Iron Works, 

� � ANUF ACTURERS of Steam Engines and 
ll.L Boilers, Saw Mills, Flouring Mills Sugar Cane 
Mills White's Patent Double Turbine Water Wheel, 
Grayls Patent Cotton and Ha'l Press, Ba.ker's Anti -Fric
tion Lining Metals, and American White Brass. Iron and 
Brass Cl\stingR. and gener�I 1VJachinery. Send for Circu
lar to Omce , 60 Vesey st. , New York. 

P ATENT JUST ISSUED AND FOR SALE. 
And no machine In the United States will be able to. 

compete with "Abbe's Bolt Forging Machine. "  Capacity 
3,000 a day I J( in. bol s. Machines can be sold for $1 ,200. 
Machines work vertically. Bolts made any length horl· 
zontally. Address JOHN R. ABBE, 

no JQhn st., PrQvldence, R.I. 

EVElnrBO])Y WISHING a change of oc-_L � cu:pation , send for Circulars in 
relation to. tile rapidly grQwmg bnslness Qf Stencil Cnt
ting to L. S. MBl'CALF, 117 Hanover st., Boston, Mass., 
Mal{ufacturer Qf the best StenCIl GQQds in the wQrld. 

BENT, GOODNOW & CO., 
Boston, Mass. , Publishers of " PATENT STA�," 

• eU Patent Rights and goods of all kinds. Orders soliCIt -
ed. AGENTS WANTED . 

prSend stamp fQr copy. 

P ATENT RIGHTS purchased, or sold on 
commission. We have 155 customers on our books, 

desiring to Invest from $1,000 to $50,000 each In manufac· 
turing business. Address 

E. H. GIBBS & Co. , Financial Agents, 
98 Broadway, New York. 

References : J. C. WINANS, Pres. Hamilton }'ire Ins. 
Co. 11 Wall st. , N. Y . ; A. W. DIMOCK. Esq. , Pres. At· lantic Mat! S. S. Co. , 5 Bowling Green. N. Y .  

THE AMES IRON 
WORKS.-Portable En-
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Wood and Iron Working 
Tools. Send for valuable 
information to 

EDW'D P. HAMPSON, 
sa Cortlandt st., 

New York. 

Independent Steam 
BOILER SUPPLY 

0" 

Feed Pump, 
RELIABLE FOR 

HOT OR COLD WATER. 
Circulars sent free. COPE & CO. 

No.. 118 East 2d st. , Cincinnati, Ohio.. 

First Premium, American Instltnte. 1871. 
I\f"Ir-ROSCOPES, Magnifying Lenses, etc., 1.l'.L for BotanIcal, Mineralogicaf, and ScIent111c Inves

tigations in general . Illustrated Price List free to any' ad
dre.s. T. H.McALLISTER, Optician 49 Nassan st. N. Y. 

PLA TINU�.

f' 

H.M.RAYNOR, 11'.1. 25 Bond st. N. Y. 

MACHINISTS', BOILER MAKERS', AND 
. SMITHS' TOOLS, for sale at a great .acrillce. One 

:;
a
i\����n;e�§�l���!(M���it;iij!tw�F�:���r�

c
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s
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er Table Punch (Dl!Lamater Works pattern) ; 1 set Power 
Bending UOIlS ; 1 ten tun Machine Shop Crane Ltogether 
wi' h a la.rge lot of TurnIng Lathes, Drilling Machines 
Portabl(" Drills, Boring Bars, Machinists'. Boiler Makers' and Smiths ' Hand Tools (both iron and cast steel) , Shaft
ing. Pulleys, Hangers, and 6 Fairbanks' Platform Scales. Send for catalog-ue or apply at the South Brooklyn Steam 
Eug'ine Works, cor. Imlay and Summit sts. , Brooklyn. 

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, MALLEABLE k GREY IRON AND BRASS WORKS make the best and cheapest Castmgs. 

WANTED.-Gun and Cartridge Machinery 
of all kinds , new or second-hand. Address WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 

New Haven �onD. 

$375 A MONTH-Horse and outfit furi. • Dished Address NOVELTY CO. , SacQ, Me. 

$10  A DAY FOR ALL with Stencil Tools. 
Addres. A. E, G'RAHAM, Sprlnglleld, Vt, 

Jdtntifit 
JUST PUBLISHED. 

The New Elemonts of Hand-railin[. 
REVISED EDITION. 

C ONT AINING FORTY -ONE PLATES, thir-
) teen of which are nQW for the IIrst time presented. 

Together with accompanying letter·pre.s description . 
The whole 'tiVI

¥: 
a complete elu.idatlon Qf THE ART 

�lth��:6���e��r�1��1;'ln�1.,,������J���f;.Lpt�!W 
CLAXTON, REMSEN &: HAFFELFINGER, 

PUBLISHERS, 
819 and 8Z1 Market st., Philo delphia. 
ew York : ORANGE JUDD & CO. , and by BQQk· 

sellers generally. 

BABCOCK & WILCOX'S 
TUBUJ.OUS STEAM BOILER 

HS�f��; I�����p�o�?;:.
ntages : 

Economy of fuel. 
Perfect clrculatiQn. 
Saving of CQst and time In repairs. 
Perfectly dry steam. 
Accessibility Qf all parts for cleaning, in,lde and Qut. 
Ease and economy of transportation . 
The following are SQme Qf the parties who have these 

boilers in use : W'����\/e�\�r &RJ:.��ry, Bal:,imore, �d: : : : : : : : : :� �:P. 
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D. Trainer & SQn, Cotton Mill .... Lln wood. Po . . . . . •  100 .. 
Henry Cal oman Saw Mills. So. l1ethelam , N. Y . . . . .  50 .. 
Beard.lee Nickel & M'f'g Co. .• Nickel Platers.N.Y.50 .. 

BA.BCOCK &: WILCOX, 
Builders of ISteaID 44E�g:��tY:na �t JI�!!Vo':-\. 

Canadian Inventors, 
Under the new Patent Law, can Qbtaln pateuts Qn the 

Sto.llle terms as citizens. 
FQr full particulars address MUNN & CO., 

3'7 Park Row. New York. 

The New Wilson Under-Feed . 
THE BEst '" CH EAPEST 

FIRST CLASS S HUTTLE SEWING MACHINE 

.. enl.�=��r IN THE WORLD. 
. Warranted for llve yean, 

"' and the warranty ind, m!;j nillrd by a oS'pital of half 
>'1& million of dollars. :;IACENTS WANTED 
A i n  unoccupied territory. 
., FQr particulars address 
... Wilson Sewing Machine Co. � Cleveland,.O . ;  St. LOUiS, 

1�����....,.&3� Mo.. ; PrOVidence, R. I . ; 
,.. Philadelphia, Pa. ; Bos: 

ton , Mass. ; Plttsburg.Pa. Lou is v il.lel..){Y' ;  Cinc!nnati,O.;  Indianapolis, In.d . ;  
Memphls,nnn.;  Ch,cago, m.L Mllwa!-,kee, �IS . ;  
Toled o , O . ;  Albany, N .  Y.;  SI. rau l ,  MIDn. ;  RIch. 
mQnd .Va.; Montl/omery, Ala.; New Orleans, La. ;  
Galveston &: Houston , Tex.; San Francisco, Cal . ; 0,' 

No. 707 B R OA D WAY, N E W  YO R K  
1832, SCHENCK'S PATENT. 1871. 
WOODWORTH PLANERS 

And Re-Sawlng Machines, WOQd and IrQn Workln,.. Ma
chinery, Engines, BQllero, etc. JOHN B. SCHE'I'CK'S 
SONS, Matteawan, N. Y . . and 118 Liberty st . . New YQrk. 

THOMSON'S PATENT 
R OA D  STEA MER. 

THE only locomotive that will haul heavily 
loaded trains on ordinary American roads. Saves 50 

per cent over horses, Bnd does not injure the roads. Also 
adapted fQr plowing by direct tra ction. 
Can be Been in op !ration near New York. Open for 
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'KI.anufacturer In 

America, D. I). WILLIAMSON, 
P. O.Box 1809, Qr S2 Broadway, New YQrk city. 

Universal Wood Worker 
FOR Agricultural, Railroad, Car, Carriage, 

and Wagon Works, Planing Mill, Sash, Door and 
BlInd

':.i'g�HI�'��W�E\.
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PATENT BANDSAW MACHINES 
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as well as square without in
clining-the table, by F I RST 
& PRYIBIL, 452 to 456 
1'enth ave., New York. Price 
$250, $275, $850, and $400. At 
present (Oct. 16), there are In 
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circular. Manufacture, also, 
��r!t!s�ov

p
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£�in\:�; 
also on hand a large stock 
Qt' best FRENCH BANDSAW 
BLADES. 

N(JR WALK IRON WORJ{S, 
SOLE PROPRIETORS and Makers of the 
ry a�dr;o�t�bE i'k�:i���t
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Wheel Stes"l. P .l.mps, Air and Vacuum Pumps. 
S alesroom, 133 Center street, New York. 

B UERK'S WATCHMAN'S TIME DE· 
) TECTOR.-ImpQrtant for all large CQrporatlQll8 
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gatrolman, as the same reaches different stations of hi8 
eat. Send fQr a Clrculari>

. O. BQX l�05�il�sY�nR�a ••. 
N. B.-Thl. detector ,. covered by two U: S. Patents. 

Parties nsing or selling these instrnments WIthout a.utho
rIty from me will be dealt with acconling to law. 

�mtritnn. 
THE CELEBRATED 

Cold-rolled Shafting. 
THIS Shafting is in every particular superior 

to. any tnrned Shafting ever made. It 10 the mQst 
ECONOMICAL SHAFTING to. buy, being ." very much 
stronger than turned Shafting. Less diameter anowers 
e'Very purpose, causing 8. great lIaving in cou

R
ling'lul. 

W'�t:'':,�t��I;!�' l� �h�':;'l;�\ra ��l!.��o�tinu��Q ';.!� 
It exclusively. We have it In large qnantltles. Call and 
examine It, or send for price list. Addre88 126 a.?d

E
&g:a!�t.��t.�N��·'yQrk. 

N. Y. Machinery Depot. 
G EORGE PLACE & CO., Manufacturers and 

T Dealers In WQQd and IrQn WQrklng Machinery, 0.1 
every description, Stationary and Portable Enr

nes and 
:���"t{,"{ I���c'i:in�n�r 

R
it��:�a:���fir 

a
l:Q;;. ��I��j 

128 Chamber st . •  New YQrk. 

Sturtevant Blo'lvers. 
THESE are in every particular the best and 

mQst perfect BIQwer ever made. A full assQrtment 011J3:ls:ize on hand, r��b�ih1EI�vtXCE & CO. , 
128 and 128 Chamber st., New YQrk. 

L. &: S. W. FEUCHTWANGER, 55 Ce
dar 8t., New York, Cheuttsts, Importtne: 
and Mannl'acturlne;. Silteates of Soda 
;:-e,!\P:!dS�l::!UJII:k'!���" 

t
:o::!/��
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Enamelers' Materials, �ure Met all Ie 
Oxides and Metals, Hydroffuorle Aeld. 
A ll articles 01' t b tl  best qual1ty, and or
ders promptly attended t o .  PubUshero 
of' Trea&lses on " Soluble Glass, " 
" Gems," and " Fermenled Liquors." 

B
URDON IRON WORKS.-Manufacturers 
QCPumplng Endne. tor Water WQrks High '" Low 

Presiure Engines, P'ortable Engines and Boilers, of all 
kinds, S�ar Mill., Screw, Levertr Dr11't '" #ndraullc 

�:,
e
:d F���f=r:: 1rr�g�r;�' H BB D '" ITTA· 

MACHINERY NEW a nd �d-HA.ND. -.-. Send for Circular. CH ..... PLACE 
, " CO. , 00 Vesey st. , New YQrk. 

P. BLAISDELL & CO., 
� • .--ANUFACTURERS of the "BLAISDELL" 1"1. PATENT DRILL PRESSES, with quick return mo.· 
tlQn, Agrlcnltural DrillS, Improved Engme Lathes, from 
���d t'a���; ::J':,�h��

a
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Jackson st. , Worcester, Mass. 

Agents I Read This I 
WE WILL PAY AGENTS A SALARY OF 

$30 per week and expen.es, Qr allQw a large 
commiSSion, to sell our new and wonderful inventions. 

Address M. WAGNER & CO. , Marshall, Mich. 

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY GEN. 
erally. Specialties, WOQdworth Planers and Rich 

ardson B Patent Improved Tenon Machines. Nos. 24 and 
26 Central, cQr'�_h�'ifB�'R:d'G�,:tRlb�l�bsoN. 

VINEGAR, how made in 10 hours, without 
drugs. Particulars 10 cts, F .SAGE,CrOmwell,Conn. 

Tanite Emery Wheels 
AND GRINDING MACHINES. 

s. A. W O ODS, Geueral Alreut. 
Machinery Depot, 91 Liberty st. , New YQrk. 

RAILROAD MEN find all the latest railroad 
news, descriptions and illustrations of railroad im· 

provements, also articles on railroad management and 
�A���i�

n
� Vrt:3�����:�\���k�=�d irl�hit�cii!���t� 

Chicago. 'Four dollars a year ; ten copies for $85 '\40 cO. pies 
fQr $120. Sent wlth li!ngineering, the great Eng Ish IQur· 
nal, for one year, $lS. 

$15 0 A MONTH ! EMPLOYMENT ! 
.. EXTRA INDUCEMENTS ! 

A premlnm Ho.RSE and WAGON fQr Agents. We desire 
to employ agents for a term of seven year

� 
to Bell the 

�¥t��
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t·est �Q:.��!�e� 

Iicen.ed machine In the world. W. A. HENDERSON & 
CO. , Cleveland. Ohio., or St. LQuls. Mo.. 

ALLCOTT'S LATHES, for Broom, Hoe, and 
Rake Hant.I�.I�'O�l;, � Liberty st. New YQrk. 

� �7.e;; TO $2fiO PER MONTH, every
� �N11{J¥if�R��t:t

n
M'WJ1rN��t��'E

d
�"A'�\� 

= LY SEWING MACHINE. This Machine will .tltch, 
t::::::..O bem,fell, tnck,quUt,cord,lJInd,braid and embroider -< In a most snperlQr mauner. Price, only i15. Fully 
: licensed and- warranted for tlve years. We wIll pay : $1,000 for any 'machine that will sew a stronger, 

-c:::$ more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It 
a.:J ����

s 
c�;;� �!�:��d �gfl�h���\��i:�a::;[be S;�n�S 

+-" apart wlthQut tearing It. We pay Agents from '75 
� to $250 

t
er month and expenses, or a commission 

C'd frQm w ich that a
1rE�8it'il'� b�g:�de. Address 

3= BQ�grca���sili. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. ; St. LQuis, Mo.. , 

Trade-Mark Patents. 
MUNN '" co. desire to. call the attentlQn Qt manufac· 

turers and business men generally, to the importance of 
th� law of patents, 8S applied to trade-marks for business 

P'XE�8��rson, firm, or corporation, domiciled in the 
United State., 0.1' In any foreign country affording SImilar 
privileges to. citizens of the United States, can Qbtaln the 
right to the exclusive use, for THIRTY YEARS, of any 
TRADE- MARK. conSisting of any new figure, or desIgn, or 
any new word, or new combination of wordS, letters, or 
figures, upon their manufactures. 
This protection extends to trade·marks already In nse 

fQr any length Qf time, Qr abQut to be adQpted. 
Fnll Information Qn this impQrtant subject can De Qb· 

tained by addreSSing 
MUNN & CO. 

3'7 Park Row. New York. 

A M E R ICAN G RAPH ITE CO., . 
24 C L I F F  ST. ,  N EW YO R K. 

MIN E S  AND W.o.US, T,lql.NDEROGA. 
Standard perfected 

uneqnaled expressly 
grades for; 

Stove PQlIsh ; GlazingPowder ;ShQt, "'c. ;Palnt, Crnclbles, 
Pencii : ' �  ::::�ectrotyping, Piano and Organ action, and ior 
tuJJric�'ng mach,nery of every dUCription. 

Grad"" for Special Uses prepare.1 to order. 

WATCH/roo and $30 a day sure, no humbug 
Address, witl! stamp, LATTA & Co_ , Plttsbnrgh, Pa 

397 
To Electro-Platers. 

BATTERIES, CHEMICALS. AND MATE-
RIALS, ln sets Qr single. with bQQks Qf Instruction, 

manufactured and sold by THOMAS HALL, Manutactnr 
Ing Electrician, 19 BrQmlleld street, HQstQn, Maos. 11-
lustrated catalQgue sent free Qn application. 

-----

OTIS' SAFETY HOISTING 
Machinery. 

OTIS. BROS, &: CO. 
No. 348 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

PU��P S  -For Description, Price Ill. • List. etc. , Qf the Be.t Centrlfu· 
gal Pump ever invented, with Overwhelming Testimony In Its favo':! lend fQr new Ulllstrated pamphlet (40 pp. ) to Messrs. H",ALD. SISCO & CO. Baldwln.vUle. N. Y. 

WOODBURY'S PATENT 
Plani'ng and lJfatching 
and MQldlng Machlnes,Gray & WQQd's Planer.,Self.QllIng S .. W Ar�.

o�: �Mg>g,
r WQQd r91rl)\:'fr������:,

r
:&: Y . • Send fQr Circulars. ( 67 Sudbnry street, BostQn 

RICHARDSON, MERIAM & CO., 
lIanufacturers 0.1 the latest ImprQved Patent Daniels' and Woodworth Planing Machines, Matchwg, Sash, and moldIng, Tenoning, Mortising, Boring, ShaJlmg, Ver. tical, and Circular Re.8awing MaChines, Saw Mills Sa.w ArbQrs, Scroll Saws�al1w

;p,:' Cut-Qff, and Rlp·.aw Ma-�����"krlo.�k�c a��Od .
Q
��rkl�

rnl
�aj,t����. 

a
'b�t!I':;

lo
�: and price lists sent on appllca�ion. Manufactory, �rcester, Ma .... Warehouie, ICJ1 L1berty st. NewYQrk. 11 1 

Niagara Steam Pump • 
CHAS. B. HARDICK, 

Adams st. , BrQQklyn, N. Y. 

'\1 ODELS, PATTERNS, EXPERIMENTAL, l' and other machinery, Models for the Patent Office, 
built to. order by HOLSKE MACHINE CO. , No •• 528, 580, 
and 5S2 Watcr st. , near Jefferson. Refer to SCIENTIFIO 
AMERICAN othce. 14 tf 

\�TANTED-AGENTS' $20 PER DAY' TO 

I' sell the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING 
MACHINE. Has the under· feed makes the "lock I stitch" alike Qn both Sides, and is tully licensed. : I 'fnh:h�

e:����t.
Ch'i�"r"; • .r

amIlY Sewing Machine 

JOHNSON, CLARK & CO. , 
Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Chicago, Ill. , or 
St. Louis. Mo. . 

FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE 
CLEANS KID GLOVES, and all kinds of 

) CIQths and C1Qthlng ; removes Paint, Grease Tar 
etc·

1
IN.TANTLY, wlthQut the lea.t Inju:I. to. the fine.t 

{.\'�iGR1�� �r?o)';-rc�
s 
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York ; 46 La Salle street, Chicago.. 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, COMBIN_ 
iDththe maximum of efiiciency, durabil1ty and econ-

�ilel;�nd
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a
r� use. All warranted satisfactory or no sale. DesCripfive circulars sent.rC�

p:llg'ti1lh �'b<g��tawrence, Mass. 46. CQrtlandt st . •  New York. 

THE WOODWARD STEAM-PUMP MAN 
UFACTURING COMPANY, Manufaoturers of the 

WOQdward Pat. ImprQved Safety Steam Pnm" and Fire 
Engine, Steam, Water, and Gas Fittings of all kinds. Also 
Dealers In Wrought·lrQn Pipe BQllerTubes, etc. Hotels 
Churches, Factories, & PublIc Bnlldin�s heated by Steam, 
�g;: !{�����. 8t.\-W���t� �Nl���k':;"'��t� ��
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SHINGLE AND HEADING MACHINE-
Law's Patent with TrevQr & Co. . •  Improvement •• 

The Simplest and Best in use. AI.Q, Shingle, Heading :�� S���feU
nters, E

¥'��vo1t�
e
����'i������t )J�¥.

r
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LATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATENT 
frQm 4 to. M lnches. AI.Q fQr car wheels. Address 

E. HORTON & SON, WlndsQr LQck .. CQnn. 

SILICATE OF SODA, IN ITS VARIOUS 
fQrms, manufactured as a .pecialty , by Philadelphia 

Quartz CO.. , 78S SQuth 2d st. PhlladelDhla Pa. 

TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENT for Learners. 
SQmethlng new. Instrnctlons and Alphabet with 

each inst! ument. No teacher required. Price from $7. 00 
to $15.00. Sent C. O. D. Also. Galvanic Batterie •. all 
kind. and prices. Addre,s M. A. BUELL, Dealer In Tel· 
egraph Snpplles, 26 Waring BIQck, Cleveland, Ohio.. 

HAND SAW MILL.-Do work of 3 men. 
Rip a·lnch Inmber with ease. ThQnsands ln use. 

agents wanted everywhere1i2 
CQrtr::�dtI[i. ��\;·'ilyQrk. 

CINCINNATI BRASS WORKS. - Engi-
) neers and Steam Fitters' Bras. Work, Best QualItv 

at very LQW Prices. F. LUNKENHEIMER,PrQP'r. -

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



$titutifit 
Receipts-When money is paid at the Office /

SAFES 
MARVIN& CO 'S ��::�!���;:;�:� �:��:���{:r��:: �; �:�� ;

t��; ·
. . 

may consider the arrival of the !lrst paper a bona·jIde B 
A
E
RE 

1'!.� T .  acknowledJrment of their funds I u 
26� BROADWAY. 

City Subscribers.-The SCmNTIFIC AMERI
CAN wlll be delivered In every paI't of tbe city at 
$3 '50 a year. Single copies for sale at the News· stands 
n this City, Brooklyn, Jersey· City, and Wllliams· 
burgh, and by most of the News Dealers in the United 
States. 

Subscribers-Who wish to have their vol
umes bonnd, can send them to this 01l1ce. The cnarge 
lor binding is $1 '50 per volnme. The amount should 
be remitted in advance, and the volumes wlll be sent 
as soon as they are bound. 

Advet'U8ementB will be admllted on thi8page at the rate o.! 
$1 '00 per line for each insertion. Engraving. may 

head advertisements at the same f'ate per line, by meas· 
'ltrement. a8 the letter-vres8. 

Pratt's Astral Oil. 
First Premium and Diploma 
fJto:'i�:i,§,l�;2��e ::!f'\\�f.n� 
ILLUMINATING OIL, Oil House 
of CHAS. PRA'l'T, N. Y. 

Established 17'70. 

A. S.  CAJIERON & co. ,  
ENGINEERS, 

Works, foot of East 28d 
street, New York city. 

Steam PumD8, 
tl�

aJ'��:. 
to every possi 

Send for a Price List. 

MANUFACTURING PREMISES IN CAN-
ADA, known as the "Globe Works," situated at 

Gananoque on the St. Lawrence, 18 mUes from the city of 
Kingston . The premises are extensive,and have been used 
as machine works, spring factory, etc. The water power 
is abundant, and is AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE WINTER. 
The steamers on the St. Lawrence all touch at Ganarioque, 
and it is also a station of the Grand Trunk Rall road. 

For terms, apply to J. PENFOLD, Manager, Bank of 
British North America, Kingston, Canada. 

�-M-u-sic-af -Boxe-s "1 
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- -

1\ ,T ANDOLINE, Expressive, Quatuor, Bells, 
.1".1. Drums, and Castanets. All size"

h 
all styles, and alI 
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for Circular and prices. MUSIOAL 'BOXES REPAIRED BY 
SKILFUL WORKMEN. M. J. PAILLARD & CO. , . 680 Broadway, New York. 

JAME S W Q,UEEN & CO , 
924 Chestnut st. , Philadelpllia , 

�3� Broadway, New York. 
Opticians, Mathematical and Philosophical 

Instrument Makers, and Importers. 

sf��:��!��r�i�i��:l���B' ��: 3�::���'S�T�:��t!�: 
ters, Barometers, Magic Lanterns, etc . •  etc. 
Manuals, as follows, sent for 10 cents each : 

P�rt 1:J; �mf:,�Tf������:����.��t� : : : : : : : : : :Jii8 p,,:¥es. 
U Sd, Ma.!rlc Lanterns and Stereopticons • . .  88 I I  

4th, Phifosophlcal Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . .  66 " 

W ANTED.-A man qualified to conduct a 
series of SOUNDINGS and BORINGS, to deter· 

mine the character of foundations for bridges and other 
works in and along the Harlem River, in water and on 
land. Unexceptionable references will be re�Jred. 
R�J'.RI�o�

ei."2�n
B��:d�a�:s t�

f 2 and 5 o'cloc - P.M. , at 
WM. iI. GRANT, Chief Engineer. 

CURES Cuts,  Burns, Wounds, and all 'dis
) orders of the Skin. Recommended bv PjHt'iciaus. 
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PAT. SOLID EMERY WHEELS AND OIL 
. .  STONES, lor Brass and Iron Work Saw Mms and 
Edge Tools. Northam1)tonEmery Wheel bo. Leeds,'Mass. 

HOW, WHEN, and WHERE 
TO 

ADVERTISE. 
SEE THE ADVERTISER'S GAZETTE, 

BOOK OF ONE HUNDRED PAGES, 
I ssued Quarterly �new edit ion JUST OUT) , Cl)ntalns Lists 
r�f�ft��af

S
loc:I������i9c

a
���

, ����IMr:l��::: 
, A .llll Periodicals devoted to class interests ; also, esti· 
� ShOWmg 

. COST OF ADVERTISING, 
and hints, incidents, and instrnctions gathered from the 

Experience of Successful Advertisers. 
Mailed to any address FOR 2� CENTS. 

Address 

GEO. P .  ROWELL & CO.,  
A dvertisinll Allents, Publishers, and Dealers 

in All Kinds of Printers' Materials. 

NO. 41 PARK ROW, N E W  1tORK . 

WORCESTER 

Free Institute. 
THIS INSTITUTION offers theoretical and 

practical instruction in 
Mechanics, Civil Enaineerlnll' Chemistry, 

Architecture and Desillninll. 
Every student devotes ten hours a week, and the month 

oj" July, to practice in the line of his chosen profession. 
Address C. O. THOMPSON, 

Worcester, Mass. 

GEO. W. READ & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS, 

Vf!RE!F:RS . , 
FANCY WOODS & BOARDS, 
Have in store the !lnest assortment ever seen , particularly 

FRENCH V"'''IEERS, HUNGARIAN ASH, ETC. , 
tO

s':�a
c
fo�

hci'lt�\ci��e
t��J'�m�uli�t attention of the trade. 

For SALE, one of the best and largest VENEER CUT. TING MACHINES in the country. 
Factory, 186 to 200 Lewis 

�
t
�O and 1 72 Centre st. 

Root's SafetyBoiler 
For Pamphlets with Price 

*iJWHi5��'\rM'd"i;�
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�d Ave . •  cor. 28th st., N. Y . 
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L. L. SMITH '" CO., 

Nickel Platers, 
6 HOWARD ST., New York, 

Between Elm and Centre. 

The fact that this S!)altmg nas 75 per cent greater 
strength, a !lner !lnish, and is truer to gage, than anr other 
in use, renders it undoubtedly the most economical. We 
are also the s:ole manufacturers ot the CELEBBATlI:D COL. 
LINS PAT. COUPLING, and furnish Pulleys, Hangers, etc. 
01 the. most approved styles. Price Lists mailed on ap: 
plicatIon to JONES & LAUGHLINS, 

120 Water street, Pittsburgh, Pa. � Stocks 01 this Shafting in store and for sale by 
F Ghb��l:.�Wti �O:.X;�fbt����r:\���et. N. Y. 

JUST ISS UED FOB 1871-2. 
WILSON'S NEW YORK 

B U S I N ESS D I R ECTORY, 
Containing every business l u  New York City in
dexed and classflled alphabetically under appro
priate headings ; a valuable hand-lJookfor all who 
make pwrcliaR88 in New York. Sent postpaid to 
any part of the United States on receillt of two 
dollar.. Address 

.JOHN F. TROW, PuBLISHER, 
52 GRlflElOC ST., NEW YORK. 

N. Y. City· Dlreetory '''' lind Co-P.rtne1'8h1p 
Directory t2. or Orders by mall promptly attended to. 

Il7"Sample pages of the Busine .. Direclory wUl 
be sent to any address on receipt oC stamp. 

�"a'::���!u���: �nd tOOth and. lS1st sts. bl ew York city 

Porter's Governor, 
1.'he Allen B oiler, aud :��f:v.�li,��aillllt Edllell, Surfaee Plates, and 

th������.!';�:W�te�tJ'7[,. 
awarded to us at the Fa:. of 

Send for our lIIustrated circular. 

THE CHEAPEST MODE 
OF 

INTRODUCING INVENTIONS. 

INVENTORS AND CONSTRUCTORS OF 
new and useful Contrivances, or Machines, or Engl· 

neering works, of whatever kind, can have their Inven· 
tions Illustrated and . described In the columns of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, on payment of a reasonable 
charge. 

The cuts are furnished to the party for whom they are 
executed as soon as they have been used. We wish It 
understood, howenr, that no second· hand or poor en· 
gravings, such as patentees often get executed by inex· 
perienced artists for printing Circulars andhaudb!lIs, can 
be admitted Into the reading columns. We also reserve 
the right to accept or reject such subjects as are present· 
cd for publication. And it is not our deSire to receive 
orders for engraving and pubUshing any but good Inven· 
tlons or Macbln�., and such 88 do not l)leet our approba. 
tion we shal respectfully decline. Estimates as to cost 
of engraving and publication wlIl be given, on receipt 0 
photograph, model, or drawing, and descriptio •• 

For further particulars address 
MUNN &; C O  • •  

Publishers o f  SOmNTTFIC AMERICAN, 
New York city. 

�mttitau. 

Barrison Safety Boiler. 
Has been in practical use for more than 10 yearA . 

25,000 HORSE POWER IN USE. 
INTERNATIONAL MEDAL. LONDON • ..1862. 

AMERICAN INSTIT"TJIi MEDAL, 1869. 
SEND FOB CIROULARS TO 

HARRISON BOILER WORKS , 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Weston's Patent Differential 

PULLEY BLOCKS. 
7�,000 in use. Address 
HARRISON BOILER WORKS 

PhiladelphIa, 
or .J OHN A . COLEMAN, A gent 

110 BROADWAY, New York, 
or 189 FEDERAL ST. , Boston , Mass. 

GREEN'S PATENT FUEL ECONOMIZER, IT T. V. Carpenter, Advertising Agent. Addre. 
applied to Steam Bollers, saves 20 to 25 

E
er cent of hereafter, Box '173, New York city. 
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New York. Particulars etc. , from s e T be R.  G .  CAIRNCROSS, 27 Broadway, New York. wam ur me. 
American Saw Co . J Manufactnrers of -

B UMPFF & L UTZ, 

IMPORTERS and Manufacturers of Aniline 
Colors and DyestuJrs, Colors for Paperhangers and 

Stainers. ReUable reCipes for Dyeing and Printing on 
Sllk, Wool, and Cotton ' All new improvements lu tile 
art 01 Dreing"and new Colors are transmitted to us by 
our friends !Ii Jliurope, as soon as they appear. 

42 Beaver street, New York. 

THE 

Tanlte Emery Wheel. 
Does not Gl���u¥'A.:&\'!fi cg�mell. Address 

Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. , Po. 

THE BA.ND SA W / 
Its O R IGIN and H ISTORY, with Engravings of the OLDEST 

LEY :���,&
E
d :i�M;�;�Atc�ti;lr.:a��tr.:�s, KEL· 

Patents on DeSigns. 
Citizens and allens can now secure design I'atents lor 

three and a half, seven, and fourteen years. The law on 
this subject is very liberal. Foreigners, deSigners, and 
manulRcturers, wilo send goods to thiS country, may·se· 
cure patents nere upon their new patterns, and thus pre· 
vent other makers from selUng simllar goods In this mar· 
keto 

These patents cover all novelties of form or conllgnra· 
tlon of articles of manufacture. 

For further information address 
MUNN &; CO., 

No. 37 Pa..-k Row, New York. 

"Our Low-Water Wheel from this on" 
WILL DO TEN PER CENT MORE WORK 

on smaU streams, In a dry season, than any whee 1 
rti:'ttg;::fttf�8ts�

ave the best resnlts, ln every respect, at 
For Report of tests at Lowell, with Diagrams and Ta 

Dies of  Power, address 
THE SWAIN TURBINE C O . ,  

North Chelmsford, Masl!I. 

$2 50 A LINE for an advertisement in 
• Kellogg's InSide Track List of 265 West· 

ern Country Newspapers. Best and cheapest medium ot 
its kind In the world. Address A. N. KELLOGG, 

110 and 112 Madison st. , ChICago. 

Patent V Brtical Portable En[inc. 
O u r  guarantee is- more 

stea.m, lesB fuel, stronger in run-
�;,n!'m".:';!
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:':d ��� . made-Lever Head Blocks, with --- Patent Roller set ; quick setting, 

and correct when sawing. StatIonary Engines snd Boil
ers. Address GRIFFITH & WEDGE, ZaneSVIlle, Ohio. 

$250 A MONTH easily made with Stencil 
and Key· Check Dies. · Secure Circular and 

Samples, FREE. S. M. SPENCER, Brattleboro, Vt. 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, 
Drills, and other Machinists' Tools, of s�erior qual· 
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ING. CO New Haven Conn. 

lYuANTED.-A good workman at sash doors 
and mouldings can have a »ermanent job with 

A LINGTON MANUFACTURING CO. , Arlington, Vt. 

TODD & RAFFERTY, Manufacturers of 
Steam Engines, BOilers, Flax, Hemp, Tow Hagging 

Rope and Oakum Machinery. Steam Pumps and Govern· 
��:tt��fl

s 
3�.�:��ctl:?st.!I"f��I��

r the Nfv'i?ln"';;�� :a
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cial attenfion to our new, ml,lrove.!,. �tfot.1P, Steam Wn .. 
gines. Warerooms, 10 Berclay st. ; l'V orks, Paterson, N. J. 

L. W. Pond---New To ols. 
EXTRA HEAVY AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. 

LATHES, PLANERS, DRILLS, of all sizes ' 
Mllliu';;
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and t.liears for Iron. 
Oft ce and Warerooms, 98 Llberty st. , NewYork ; Works 

at W orcester, Mass. 
A. C. STEBBINS New York Agent. 

TWENTY-SIXTH YE.A.R .  m ... BEST DAMPER REGULA'fOR 
Agents Wanted. Mt&ii&t���'i"lE����m�C�:���a�' A New Volume C ommences July 1 st .  

HEAVY CASTINGS �::�!r� ... \te
a nd 

M. & T. SAULT CO. 
Steam Engine Builders & Founders, New Haven, Conn. 

B U I L D E RS and all who contemplate 
bulIdlng, suppIled with descri»· 

tlve CIrcular of " Village Builder" tree. Address A. J. 
BICKNELL 0& CO. , Publishers, 2'1 Warren st., New York. 

�"tlt MA�!C. Union Stone Co. ,  aD Patentees and Manufacturers of 
ARTIFICIAL STONE &; 

EMERY WHEEL S  
and Arti!lclal Stone and EmeryWbeel 
MachinerY and Tools. Send for circu· 
lar. 32 P emberton Square..! 

BOI!LTON, MAeS. 

WIRE R OPE. 
J O H N  A .  R O E B L I N G ' S S O N S ,  

l[..L�.A.OTURERS, TRENTON, N. J. 

FOR Inclined Planes, Standi.ng Ship Rigging, 
Bridges, Ferries, Stays, or Guys on Derricks & Cranes, 

Tlller Ropes, Sash Cords of CoppeI· �d Iron, Lightning 
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circular, giving price and other information. !!'Jna for 
r,amphlet ou 'fiansmission of Power b'Y Wire RNiies. A 
arga stock constantly on hand �:el'i7 
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RAILRo-AD MEN, who hope for promotion, 
read the RAILROAD GAZETTE, published at 72 Broad· 

�:,hb:'�'iOr;,���, and 112 Madison st. , Chicago. Sample 

SPERM OIL, strictly pure, for SEWING 
MACHINES and !lne Machinery, in bottles, cans, bar· 

rels. and casks. W. F. NYE New"Bedford ,Ma ••• 

A S. & J. GEAR & CO., Boston, furnisp 
• every descrtptlon of Wood and Iron Workln8. 

Machlner), and SuppIfes. The best in use, regardless Of 
maker at lowest possible rates. 

EVERY NUMBER is printed on fine paper , 
and elegantly lIlustrated with orl!,>1nal engravings 

representing 
New Inventions,Novelties in Meeh a n i c . ,  

Manufilctures, Chemistry, Photog
raphy, ArchUeeture. Agriculture, 

Engineering, Science. 
and Art . 

Farmers, MechaniCS, Inventors, Engineers, Ch emists 
Manufacturers, and People of alI Professions or Trade.. 
will !lnd the 

SCIENTIF I C  AMERICAN 

0' great value and Interest. 
The Editors are assisted by many of the ablest 

American and European Writers, and having access to 
all the leading Scientl!lc and Mechanical Journals of the 
world, the columns of the SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN are con· 
stantly enriched with the choicest Information. 
An Official List of all the Patents Issued is published 

Weekly. 
The Yearly Numbers of the ScIENTIFICAMERIOAN make 

two splendid Volumes of nearly ONE THOUSAND PAGE. 
eqnlvaleut In size to FOUR THOUSAND ordinary book 
pages. 

SPECIMEN COPIES SENT FREE. 
TERlIS-,3'00 a year, $1 '50 half year ; Clubs of Ten 

Copies for one year, at $2 '50 each, $25 '00, 
With a SPLENDID PREMIUM to the persou who forms 
the Club, consisting of a copy of the celebrated Steel 
Plate Engraving, " lI1en of Progress . .. 

Address 
MUNN & CO.,  

PUBLISHERS O F  THE SCIENTIFIC AJrERICAN 
3'7 Park Row, New York. 

THE " Sciep.�ific American " is printed with 
CHAB, ENEU JOHNSON & CO.'S INK. Tenth and 

Loml1ard sts. Pbiladelphia 81111 Gold .t. New lork. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.




